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ABSTRACT 
 The Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds are a large Coles Creek mound group in 
Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana. Excavationns in January 2003 returned materials that allowed the 
site to be dated. Further analysis also suggests how these materials were used at the mounds. A 
settlement pattern study was undertaken and the results indicate that the social organization of 
coastal Coles Creek culture was sharply different than Coles Creek culture in the Lower 
Mississippi Valley. When viewed together, the material analysis and settlement analysis 
illustrates the processes and people that built the Bayou Grande Cheniere mounds. 
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CHAPTER 1: 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Willey and Phillips (1958:2) proposed that “American archaeology is 
anthropology or it is nothing” and that archaeologists are “obliged to take a stand on 
some general question of anthropological theory.” The Coles Creek period on the coast of 
Louisiana offers an excellent opportunity to address questions of social and labor 
organization. The Coles Creek culture has been described as a well-developed 
hierarchical organization (Barker 1999; Kidder 1998; Wells 1998). The supporting data 
are convincing but limited to certain geographic areas.  
Our current conception of Coles Creek culture is based primarily upon the 
distribution of similar archaeologically visible traits. Here, the definition of Coles Creek 
culture is taken to task and it is suggested that a coastal Coles Creek culture existed. The 
current conception of Coles Creek culture needs reformulation and a separate cultural 
expression on the deltaic plain needs to be recognized. The coastal Coles Creek culture 
was organized differently from the Coles Creek culture of the Lower Mississippi Valley. 
 The working hypothesis investigated in this thesis is that, although the Coles 
Creek culture shared a large number pottery and other artifact styles, the people from the 
coast were rooted in a different cultural tradition than the Lower Valley people. Coastal 
cultures developed in an environment that was distinct from the environment in which the 
Lower Valley cultures developed. As discussed in the succeeding chapters, this 
environment included both unique cultural trajectories and ecological circumstances.In 
addition, using the artifacts recovered from the site, principally pottery, and a settlement 
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patterning study designed to discover the level of hierarchy in Coles Creek period mound 
sites, I will explicate the differences between coastal and interior cultures. 
Thesis Summary 
 In the finest tradition of Willey and Phillips, a large part of this thesis is dedicated 
to culture-historical integration (Willey and Phillips 1958:4). Chapter 2 relates the 
culture-historical sequence of coastal Louisiana. The chapter is structured with a focus 
upon the defining aspects of prehistoric societies: material culture, subsistence, and 
settlement patterns. The initial framework is tied to the settlement of the New World; the 
framework then becomes more regionally focused as the time spans for each culture 
become shorter.  Following the aforementioned proposal that the cultures of the coastal 
and deltaic plains are truly separate from the Lower Mississippi River Valley, culture 
histories are described for the coastal region specifically.  
Chapter 3 discusses the geologic processes and geologic history on the coastal and 
deltaic plains. Since Kniffen (1936), archaeology in south Louisiana has had its roots 
firmly based in the early geological investigations of the Mississippi Delta. Much of the 
early archaeological work in south Louisiana was directed towards dating the channels of 
the Mississippi River (see McIntire 1958). The developmental trajectories of prehistoric 
societies were tied to the unique and ever-changing environment presented by living in 
close proximity to the Mississippi and its distributary network. An understanding of the 
processes and environments provides a basis for more detailed investigations presented in 
Chapter 4.  
 Chapter 4 introduces the reader to the Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds 
(16PL159). The site, initially reported by Henry Collins and J. J. Mullings of the 
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Smithsonian Institution in 1926, has only recently been “rediscovered” at the urging of 
Dr. Stephen Williams (see Mann 2002). Excavations undertaken in January 2003 by Dr. 
Rebecca Saunders, assisted by six Louisiana State University students, are the focus of 
Chapter 4. 
 Chapter 5 reports on the findings of the 2003 excavations. Pottery from these 
excavations suggests that the site was built and occupied during the Coles Creek period 
(ca. A.D. 700- A.D. 1200). The first radiocarbon date from an excavated context was also 
discussed. Additionally, a functional analysis was performed on vessel rim sherds in an 
attempt to explain the activities that occurred at the mounds. Regional settlement patterns 
are analyzed in Chapter 6. The prevailing conception of coastal Coles Creek society is 
that the organization was hierarchical and that chiefdoms had begun to appear. I propose 
an alternative framework based on horizontal integration and it is suggested that the 
society was more likely organized tribally. This study is the first study since McIntire 
(1958) to consider the whole of the coastal and deltaic plains.  
In its entirety, this study is based on the notion that the coastal Coles Creek 
culture existed in a different environment, both historical and ecological, than their 
Lower Valley cousins. Coastal Coles Creek material culture, subsistence, and social 
patterns were different than the Lower Valley Coles Creek and, as a consequence, the 
coastal Coles Creek should be considered a unique coastal tradition.        
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CHAPTER 2: 
CULTURAL SETTING 
 
 The prehistoric occupation of coastal Louisiana can be divided into four archaeological 
periods, Paleoindian, Archaic, Woodland, and Mississippi. These periods are based on 
generalized patterns of technology, settlement, and subsistence throughout the Southeast. The 
earliest, the Paleoindian period, began ca. 13,000 B. P. while the latest terminated ca. 400 B. P. 
(McGimsey 2002). Both the Paleoindian and Archaic periods are generally classified as 
preceramic periods, though pottery is present in some Louisiana sites in the Late Archaic. The 
Paleoindian and Archaic periods are generally divided into Early, Middle, and Late subperiods. 
The Woodland and Mississippi periods can be partitioned into more detailed cultural and 
geographical units based on ceramic styles (e.g., Coastal Tchefuncte, Coastal Marksville, Coastal 
Troyville, Coastal Coles Creek, Coastal Plaquemine, and Mississippian). These units are called 
cultures. The name “culture” marks a temporally unique sets of material assemblages; 
archaeological cultures here should not been seen as implying ethnic or political affiliation. 
Archaeological cultures can be further delineated and defined with the use of geographically or 
temporally distinct phases (see Brown 1984; Gagliano et al. 1980; Phillips 1970). Phases are the 
basic unit used for cultural classification in the study area; within the lower Mississippi Valley, 
there are over 200 named phases (Jeter et al. 1989). For the purposes of this generalized 
overview, however, the archaeological culture provides adequate resolution. 
The Paleoindian Period (13,000-10,000 B. P.) 
 The beginning of the Paleoindian period coincides with the end of the Pleistocene period. 
Dramatic climate changes occurred during the terminal Pleistocene, and this is the time period 
that archaeologists have documented a consistent Native American presence in the Americas.  
However, the timing and route of humans into the Americas is more controversial now than it 
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has been for some time. There are several competing theories: Ice Free corridor, western sea 
route, and eastern sea route.  
Both the Ice Free Corridor and the western sea route place the ancestors of the 
Paleoindians in northwest Asia during the last Ice Age. Paleoindians migrated from northwest 
Siberia to the Americas during this time. During the last Ice Age, a vast glacial ice sheet covered 
much of northern North America. The ice sheet did not continuously cover the entirety of the 
North American continent; there was a corridor open during the end of the last ice age, called the 
Ice Free corridor. The Ice Free corridor hypothesis suggests that Paleoindians were terrestrial 
game hunters who followed large animals through central Alaska and western Canada. These 
groups spread quickly, colonizing the Southeast probably by following emerging river valleys 
that supported large populations of game animals and contained necessary high-quality lithic 
resources (Anderson 1996:36). An alternative to the Ice Free corridor hypothesis is the sea route 
hypothesis. The sea route hypothesis suggests that Paleoindians arrived in America via small 
boats. Instead of following the ice-free corridor and colonizing America from the interior, 
Paleoindians could have used boats to move along the northwestern coast of America, exploiting 
the abundant sea resources along the way (Fladmark 1979; Kelly and Todd 1988). The evidence 
for this route would now be inundated in many areas. The eastern sea route proposes that people 
from the Solutrean tradition of northern Europe sailed around the glacial ice sheet from east to 
west and first colonized the east coast of North America (Fiedel 2000). Currently, the question of 
how the first people came to America is unanswered as the evidence for either route is scant. 
Material Culture 
 The Paleoindian tool kit consisted primarily of large, lanceolate projectile points. Clovis 
and Folsom points are the best-known and most securely dated examples of Paleoindian tools. 
Clovis and Folsom points were produced by a distinctive bifacial thinning technique that left 
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large flutes down one or both faces. Clovis points have been reliably dated to 11,500 B. P. (Jeter 
et al. 1989). Folsom points date securely to 11,000 B. P. (Jeter et al. 1989). Paleoindian finds in 
Louisiana occur most often in northern and western Louisiana, though they are found with some 
frequency in streams and other secondary contexts in south Louisiana. No Paleoindian artifacts 
have been found in situ on the coast of Louisiana (Jeter et al. 1989).   A Paleoindian presence on 
the coast cannot be discounted, however. Rising sea level and deltaic processes have 
dramatically changed the coast of Louisiana since the late Pleistocene/early Holocene (Saucier 
1994).   
  Settlement Pattern 
 Paleoindian settlement patterning is highly debated. One perspective presents Paleo-
peoples as highly mobile hunters who followed herds of game animals, primarily Pleistocene 
megafauna. When the resources were depleted in one area, the group would move into another 
(Kelly and Todd 1988). A contrasting view presents Paleoindians as generalized hunters of large 
game who settled into semi-permanent base camps. The base camps were focused on river 
valleys and remained occupied for several years. Small bands of colonizers would leave the base 
camp and move into unexplored territory. This model allows the colonizers to return to the base 
camp if the unexplored territory proved to be uninhabitable (Anderson 1996:37).  
Subsistence 
 As noted, Paleoindian peoples are thought to have been big game hunters, specializing in 
Pleistocene megafauna and large herd animals such as mammoth, mastodon, and bison 
(McGimsey 2002). Although Paleoindian peoples were specialists in the exploitation of large 
herd animals, evidence from the Southeast suggests more dietary diversity (Driskell 1996:329; 
Kelly and Todd 1988:233). Paleo-people seem to have been utilizing seasonal abundances of 
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berries and nuts, as well as opportunistically hunting small animals, fishing, and gathering 
mussels. 
Social Structure 
 Knowledge of Paleoindian social structure is severely hampered by a scarcity of 
evidence. As noted above, many believe that Paleoindians were highly mobile hunter-gatherers, 
probably some of the most mobile groups that ever existed (Kelly and Todd 1988). To achieve 
this high mobility, group size necessarily must have been smaller than 50 persons (Amick 1996). 
Paleoindian groups were organized along the lines of bands, with small multifamily groups 
making up a band (Anderson 1996). Social status was achieved and probably restricted to age 
and sex delineations; everybody within a group had equal access to resources (Fried 1967). 
The Archaic Period (10,000- 3200 B. P.)  
 The Archaic period is marked by climatic stabilization that ultimately led to a slowing of 
sea level rise and the development of essentially modern geological and environmental 
conditions. The Archaic period consists of three subdivisions: Early, Middle, and Late. 
Hallmarks of the Archaic period are increased sedentism, a more generalized tool kit, and a more 
diverse diet than the preceding Paleoindian period (McGimsey 2002).   
Material Culture 
 San Patrice, Dalton, and Pelican points are indicative of the Early Archaic period. Early 
Archaic points usually occur on local cherts in Louisiana, although non-local materials, 
especially novaculite from Arkansas, also were used (Girard 2000). Early Archaic point types 
appear across Louisiana, although some spatial differentiation is hypothesized with San Patrice 
and Pelican points occurring in southwestern and southeastern Louisiana and Dalton Points in 
northern Louisiana (McGimsey 2002). In contrast to the earlier Clovis and Folsom points, Early 
Archaic points were reused or recycled into different types of tools such as scrapers or drills 
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(Jeter et al. 1989). In addition to points, the Early Archaic tool kit also contained adzes, unifacial 
tools, wedges, and groundstone tools (Jeter et al. 1989; McGimsey 2002). With the addition of 
stems, Middle and Late Archaic points indicate a change from a hafted, thrusting spear point to a 
projectile point thrown with an atlatl (McGimsey 2002). 
 Settlement Pattern 
 Early Middle Archaic people were probably mobile hunter-gatherers. Though mobile,  
Archaic period settlement patterns are characterized by longer duration of occupation at sites 
than the preceding Paleoindian period settlement patterns. Late Archaic period habitations appear 
to be permanent or semi-permanent base camps. The relative climatic stabilization of the mid-
Holocene period permitted the development and exploitation of forest and riverine environments 
(McGimsey 2002; Smith 1986). In general, Archaic people lived in the environment between the 
upland terraces and the swamps (Jeter et al. 1989). Archaic settlement patterns are more 
restricted spatially than earlier peoples but exotic chert from Arkansas demonstrates that Archaic 
peoples maintained widespread social networks (McGimsey 2002). 
An innovation introduced in the Middle Archaic period is mound building (R. Saunders 
1994). The earliest mounds in Louisiana have produced corrected, calibrated dates of over 7000 
B. P. (Russo 1996; J. Saunders et al. 1994; J. Saunders et al. 1997). The Banana Bayou Mound 
(16IB24) yielded a radiocarbon date of 4560 (± 260) B. P. (Russo 1996:264) and, although the 
date is far from secure, it does offer the possibility that mound building began in the extreme 
southern reaches of Louisiana during the Archaic period.  
Social Structure 
Even though mounds were built in the Archaic Period, the social structure within 
communities is seen as egalitarian and non-hierarchical. On a daily basis, within age and sex 
groups, any member of a society could perform any task (Ramenofsky 1986). Hierarchies, based 
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on age, gender, and kinship in simple hunter-gatherer groups such as those in the Archaic period, 
did exist (Speth 1990). But such hierarchies were not institutionalized or hereditary; leadership 
positions are believed to have been short-term, and achieved rather than ascribed (Chapman 
1996). Anderson (2002:248) suggests that tribal societies developed during the Archaic period. 
Tribal societies are segmented organizations, with segments usually based on lineage; where the 
segments are equal (Sahlins 1961:93-94). Most of the time, tribal segments are between 50 and 
250 people. Generally these segments are autonomous, but they can join together temporarily to 
accomplish certain goals.  In the ethnographic record, such coalescing is often spurred by 
warfare, but groups can combine for other purposes.  It is clear that large, socially integrative 
tasks in the form of mound building were undertaken during the Archaic period  (J. Saunders et 
al. 1997). This pattern of corporate labor organization is a crucial framework for understanding 
later patterns of social structure such as the building of the ceremonial complex at Bayou Grande 
Cheniere. 
Subsistence 
 Subsistence practices in the Archaic period must be inferred due to the dearth of faunal 
evidence from Archaic period habitation sites in Louisiana. Existing evidence seems to indicate 
continuity with late Paleoindian practices (Smith 1986). The focus of Archaic subsistence 
activities was hunting, and, based on evidence from outside Louisiana, white-tail deer was 
probably the main quarry (Jeter et al. 1989).  Aquatic and floral resources, especially nuts, 
assumed a greater importance in the Archaic diet (McGimsey 2002). The Late Archaic shows an 
expansion of subsistence activities to include shellfish collection (Gagliano et al. 1980; Smith 
1986). In general, Archaic people were hunter-gatherers who exploited whatever abundant 
resources were at hand (Smith 1986).   
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Poverty Point Culture (3600-3000 B. P.) 
 Poverty Point culture, named for the Poverty Point site in northeast Louisiana, is a Late 
Archaic culture that was once thought to be unrelated to earlier Archaic cultures but is now 
believed to be rooted in Middle Archaic traditions (McGimsey 2002). Mound building reached a 
height within the Poverty Point culture that was not achieved for another 2500 years. Materials 
recovered from Poverty Point sites include a tremendous quantity and variety of exotic materials, 
primarily lithic artifacts. Over 100,000 of the items recovered from the Poverty Point site are 
made of imported materials (McGimsey 2002). Poverty Point culture was centered in 
northeastern Louisiana along the western edge of the Mississippi River Alluvial Valley and 
extended in a circle of about 18 km radius from the Poverty Point site (Gibson 2000). 
Material Culture 
 Poverty Point culture is marked by many distinctive objects (Jeter et al. 1989:103). Most 
recognizable are the baked clay cooking balls. Although they are not unique to the Poverty Point 
culture, the bulk of the artifacts recovered from Poverty Point culture sites are baked clay 
objects. Baked clay objects associated with Poverty Point culture exhibit a wide variation in 
style, which is unique to Poverty Point culture. The baked clay objects, along with tubular pipes, 
clay figurines, steatite vessels, microflints, greenstone celts, flint hoes, hematite and magnetite 
plummets, and jasper beads and ornaments, comprise the primary level of diagnostic traits for 
Poverty Point culture (Webb 1977). The secondary level of diagnostic traits includes a host of 
projectile points and chipped stone tools, adzes, two-hole gorgets, stone pendants, boatstones, 
and bannerstones (Webb 1977). The tertiary level is made up of galena, quartz crystals, and 
fiber-tempered pottery (Webb 1977). Webb used the three different groups of artifacts to 
hypothesize cultural relationships—the more primary level artifacts, the closer a site was related 
to Poverty Point.  
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Assemblages from the Poverty Point site include some of the earliest pottery in Louisiana 
(Jeter et al. 1989), at least some of which was imported (Hays and Weinstein 1996). The quantity 
and range of variation seen in exotic goods dramatically falls off at the close of the Poverty Point 
period. Equivalent levels of imported materials are not seen until the late Mississippi period 
some 2500 years later. 
Settlement Pattern 
The Poverty Point site was the center of a distinctive Late Archaic culture that is 
interpreted as an in situ development (Gibson 2000; Smith 1986). Current interpretations place a 
core population living around the mound site with a small, supporting population inhabiting the 
periphery, within an 18 km. radius (Gibson 2000). The population living around the mound site 
inhabited areas termed core residences. These residences are defined by midden deposits that 
range in size from 0.8 to 10 hectares. None of these sites is located more than 4 km from the 
center of the ring complex.  
The periphery lies 4 km outside of the core. Four kilometers is the distance that one can 
effectively walk to a place, complete a task such as food collection, and walk back before 
nightfall (Gibson 2000). The periphery, then, is composed of field camps and outlying 
residences. Field camps were temporary short-term campsites occupied by people who normally 
lived inside the ring complex. Periphery residences were long-term living areas. Field camps and 
periphery residences are defined by differential distributions of artifacts. Field camps contain 
few baked clay cooking balls and have a higher proportion of points than periphery residences 
(Gibson 2000). 
Social Structure 
Within Poverty Point culture, a strong “group-first mentality” prevailed (Gibson 
2000:211); the relationship between the core and the periphery is seen as a corporate 
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relationship. Distributions of exotic materials within the 1100 km2 core community indicate that 
there was equal access to imported goods and that imported goods had a functional rather than a 
restricted ceremonial or prestige use (Gibson 2000:209-211). Such redistribution discouraged 
attempts to accumulate exotic materials as strictly status items. Nevertheless, redistribution 
allowed self-interested aggrandizers, elites with achieved status, to develop a system of 
patronage or loyalty.  
Gibson (2000) believed that fish from Lake Mason provided a surplus that could be 
reinvested in labor, which was used to build the great mound and ring complex at Poverty Point. 
The mounds and ring complex are interpreted as a community project benefiting all. The labor 
was organized and controlled through the debt incurred through the redistribution of exotic 
materials. Simply, elites acquired and distributed valuable materials from far away. Non-elites 
exchanged labor for the imported material. Elites used the labor to create huge public works that 
were symbolic of the group and served as well to increase the prestige of the organizer. Though 
the exact function of the mounds is not known, they are not burial mounds. No human burials 
from the Poverty Point culture have been found at the mound site (Gibson 2000). 
Subsistence 
 Poverty Point peoples were non-agricultural hunter-gatherers. Remains from midden 
contexts indicate that fish and turtles were the primary animal resources exploited, although a 
wide ranges of species, from deer and squirrels to snakes and birds, have also been recovered 
(Byrd 1991). Hunting probably assumed a secondary status to fishing, with catfish and gar 
holding the greatest importance (Gibson 2000). This is not to say that Poverty Point people did 
not hunt, only that Poverty Point people were opportunistic hunters, taking advantage of 
whatever quarry happened to be available rather than selectively targeting certain game. 
Evidence suggests that nuts and acorns were the most important floral resources exploited. In 
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addition to nuts and acorns, a wide variety of wild seeds and fruits have been recovered from 
Poverty Point components; Poverty Point people were probably also opportunistically exploiting 
whatever plants were in season at the time. Currently, it is believed that nuts and acorns were 
gathered during the fall abundance and fish were exploited year round (Gibson 2000). Though 
little direct evidence has been found, wild tubers and other roots were probably exploited. Stone 
hoes are often found near the edge of swamps, where tubers and roots are plentiful (Gibson 
2000:133) and the conditions are unsuitable for horticulture.  
 The Woodland Period (3200-800 B. P.) 
 Although ceramics have been found in Poverty Point contexts, they represent only a 
minor percentage of the materials recovered. In contrast, in Louisiana, the Woodland period is 
defined as the period when assemblages began to be dominated by pottery.  
The Woodland period on the coast of Louisiana can be best understood when subdivided 
into four cultures that are distinct in their environmental adaptation and their material 
assemblages from their interior counterparts. Many researchers (see Jeter et al. 1989:70) believe 
that coastal Louisiana should have a unique cultural chronology. For this study, cultures on the 
coast of Louisiana are seen as individual expressions with distinctive stylistic, settlement, and 
subsistence practices, but are defined, for better or for worse, using cultural historic units created 
in the Lower Mississippi Valley. These subperiod cultures, Coastal Tchefuncte, Coastal 
Marksville, Coastal Troyville, and Coastal Coles Creek are defined, in part, by distinctive 
ceramic attributes. The culture names follow Jeter et al. (1989); however they are unwieldy. 
Although beyond the scope of this study, new names and culture histories should be devised.  
Types and variety names for pottery classification along the coast are based on those defined 
farther north in the Lower Mississippi River Valley.  While much of the material recovered from 
the deltaic and cheniere plains of Louisiana bears similarities to materials from the Lower 
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Mississippi River, significant differences in pottery decoration do exist. The subperiods here are 
seen as closely related, at least in terms of pottery styles to both Lower Valley and coastal 
Florida materials. As a result of both ecological and cultural reasons, social organization and 
subsistence patterns contrast greatly with these two areas. This is especially true of the later 
periods. 
Coastal Tchefuncte Culture (3200-2000 B. P.)  
 Coastal Tchefuncte culture is considered part of the Tchula period (Phillips 1970). The 
Tchula period is the name for the Early Woodland Period in the Lower Mississippi Valley 
(Kidder 2002:69). Tchefuncte culture, as originally defined, had a distinct coastal focus, with 
most of the Tchefuncte trait complex being defined from sites in the Lake Pontchartrain region 
(Ford and Quimby 1945).  Coastal Tchefuncte culture is the first ceramic-using culture on the 
deltaic and cheniere plains. Coastal Tchefuncte culture appears to be rooted in earlier Late 
Archaic traditions, though it was less complex internally and it had less contact with external 
groups (Kidder 2002). Coastal Tchefuncte sites are found broadly scattered across the entire 
coast of Louisiana (Jeter et al. 1989:122).  
Material Culture  
Coastal Tchefuncte peoples were the first to use ceramics widely. The pottery was crude 
and often temperless (Kidder 2002; see also Phillips 1970; Weinstein and Rivet 1978). 
Tchefuncte people did not process or “wedge” the unfired clay, yielding vessels with laminated 
pastes. Pots were fired at low temperatures; the laminated pastes only produce usable pots when 
firing temperatures are low (Gertjejansen et al. 1983; Kidder 2002). The most common forms 
were bowls, restricted orifice jars or pots, and flaring-rim jars or pots. A distinctive feature of 
many Tchefuncte pots was teat- or wedge-shaped podal supports. Decorative treatments found 
on Tchefuncte pottery include incising, zoned and unzoned punctation, pinching, rocker-
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stamping, and slipping with red slip (Ford and Quimby 1945; Jeter et al. 1989). Many varieties 
of plainwares have also been found.  
Sherds of Alexander-type ceramics have been found at several sites around Lake 
Pontchartrain. Alexander ceramics are sand tempered and usually found in northern Alabama 
and the Mid-South. It is not known if the Alexander ceramics recovered in Louisiana were 
locally produced or imported, but either way, some type of long distance contact is inferred 
(Jeter et al. 1989; Kidder 2002). In addition to pottery, fired clay cooking balls have been found 
at Coastal Tchefuncte sites. Though similar to earlier Poverty Point cooking balls, they are less 
diverse in form.  
 The extensive lithic industry seen in the earlier cultures does not appear in Coastal 
Tchefuncte culture. Few non-local lithic materials are found. Most of the projectile points 
encountered are made from local cherts and have formal continuity with earlier Poverty Point 
styles (Kidder 2002). The groundstone celts, hoes, and adzes that are associated with the earlier 
Poverty Point peoples are not found or are exceedingly rare (McGimsey 2002). Instead of stone, 
most of the Tchefuncte tools were bone (Kidder 2002). 
Settlement Pattern 
 Coastal Tchefuncte people lived in the marshy coastal zone on high ground, e.g., 
chenieres, terrace remnants, salt domes, along lakeshores, and along natural levees (Neuman 
1984). The location of Tchefuncte sites seems to be determined by the availability of Rangia 
cuneata, or brackish water clams. The most archaeologically visible site type in the coastal 
pattern is the Rangia extraction site (Shenkel 1984). Extraction sites consist of a large shell 
midden, few artifacts (compared to the village/utilization sites), primary food processing 
remains, and no postholes (Jeter et al. 1989). The large extraction sites were bases for food 
procurement and habitation sites were located in relation to these sites. Remains from 
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village/utilization sites include dense concentrations of pottery, processed faunal remains (e.g., 
only post-cranial fish bones were recovered from the Little Oak Island village site), and 
postholes (Shenkel 1984). 
 Social Structure 
The society portrayed in this system is not hierarchical either within or between sites; 
there does not appear to be rank ordering of village sites. This supposition is supported by 
Coastal Tchefuncte mortuary practices. The majority of excavated burials have come from 
midden contexts with no special treatment noted, although near the end of the Tchula period at 
inland Tchefuncte sites there is evidence of mound burial (Jeter et al. 1989). Tchefuncte mounds 
appear to be used as communal mortuary facilities servicing widespread communities (Kidder 
2002:72). Tchefuncte people practiced both primary flexed and secondary bundle interments that 
did not include high status grave goods (Neuman 1984; Shenkel 1984).  
Tchefuncte culture probably operated at the band level. High levels of political control or 
social integration sufficient to create large-scale public works like those seen in Poverty Point 
culture did not exist (Toth 1979:28). In general, it is believed that Tchefuncte society was less 
complex than the preceding Poverty Point and other Archaic mound-building cultures and had 
little social differentiation (Kidder 2002:71). 
Subsistence 
 Coastal Tchefuncte subsistence patterns were extensions of earlier Archaic traditions. 
Though based on earlier patterns, Tchefuncte people more fully refined the fisher-gatherer-
hunter tradition to become expertly adapted to the coastal environment, specifically exploiting 
the Rangia bed habitat (Shenkel 1984). Faunal remains from Coastal Tchefuncte sites, i.e., Big 
Oak Island (16OR6), Little Oak Island (16OR7), and Morton Shell Mound (16IB3), support this 
interpretation, though contrasting analyses disagree as to the relative importance of different 
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species (Jeter et al. 1989). Byrd (1974) analyzed the relative importance and nutritional value of 
animal remains from Morton Shell Mound and found that terrestrial mammals, specifically deer, 
raccoon, and muskrat, comprised 57 percent of the Coastal Tchefuncte diet (Byrd 1974). Of the 
rest of their diet, reptiles accounted for 20.6 percent, birds for 12.8 percent, and fish made up 9.8 
percent. Although Morton Shell Mound is a midden composed, in the greatest part, of Rangia 
shell, Byrd (1974, 1976) argued that Rangia clams did not offer much nutritional value and 
therefore did not figure highly in Coastal Tchefuncte subsistence strategies. On the other hand, 
analysis of Big and Little Oak Islands suggests that fish, particularly freshwater drum, and 
Rangia clams constituted the majority of the Coastal Tchefuncte diet (Shenkel 1984). In this 
analysis, freshwater drum represented 40 percent of the remains by meat weight and Rangia 
accounted for 37 percent. Other fishes represented 8 percent, as did deer. Other mammals (5 
percent) and alligator (2 percent) rounded out the remaining species exploited. It should be noted 
here that Shenkel (1984) employed a smaller screen size than Byrd (1976), and that a larger 
screen size tends to bias recovery towards the larger and more robust mammalian bones. The 
analysis from Morton Shell Mound suggests that Coastal Tchefuncte people relied on a more 
generalized diet while Big Oak and Little Oak Islands display a specialized adaptation to Rangia 
and species that fed on Rangia clams (Jeter et al. 1989), but the aforementioned screen bias must 
be kept in mind.  
 Evidence for the range of plants that Coastal Tchefuncte people relied upon comes from 
the Morton Shell Mound site. Plant remains recovered show a change from earlier dietary 
practices with the inclusion of squash (Cucurbita pepo) (Byrd 1974). The squash and gourds 
from Morton Shell Mound constitute the earliest evidence for horticulture on the Gulf Coast. 
Other floral resources utilized included greenbrier, grape, haws, knotweed, wild plum, 
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persimmon, hickory, and oak. An interesting item to note is that none of the plant resources 
recovered are representative of the Native American starchy seed complex (Kidder 2002:71).  
Coastal Marksville Culture (2000-1600 B. P.) 
 Coastal Marksville culture corresponds with the contemporaneous Marksville culture to 
the north (Jeter et al. 1989); the Marksville period is more or less contemporaneous with the 
Middle Woodland Period in the greater Southeast (Kidder 2002:72). Coastal Marksville differs 
from the preceding Coastal Tchefuncte cultures by the adoption of new ceramic motifs and a 
more elaborate mortuary program. There is debate over whether Coastal Marksville culture 
represented the wholesale adaptation of Hopewellian burial practices, social practices, and trade 
networks by the Coastal Tchefuncte people or if the materials (particularly pottery) seen in 
Coastal Marksville assemblages are in situ variations of preexisting styles (Gibson 1975; Jeter et 
al. 1989). Much of the disagreement centers on the direction of cultural influence.  
Material Culture 
 Coastal Marksville ceramics are decorated most notably with curvilinear designs bearing 
the likeness of a raptorial bird. The raptorial bird designs bear striking similarities to motifs 
found in the Hopewell complex of the Midwest. On the basis of this and other mortuary goods, 
some kind of contact between Marksville and Hopewell peoples has been postulated since the 
type site was excavated 1926 (Neuman 1984:140). Crosshatched cambered rims, u-shaped 
incising, and zoned rocker stamping were also decorative styles used by Marksville people (Jeter 
et al. 1989; Kidder 2002). With the exception of some transitional early contexts, Coastal 
Marksville ceramics are distinguished by the intentional inclusion of grog tempering (Giardino 
1990). 
 In addition to new ceramic designs, some Coastal Marksville contexts, i.e., Big Oak 
Island, yielded exotic burial goods, such as Busycon shell cups and copper beads (Kidder 2002; 
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see also Shenkel 1984). These artifacts are seen by some as evidence of participation in 
Hopewell exchange networks. Goods usually associated with Hopewell exchange are: cut mica, 
galena, platform pipes, copper pan pipes, copper earspools, copper bracelets, clay figurines, 
freshwater pearls, carnivore canines, marine shells, and greenstone celts (Jeter et al. 1989:138). 
Coastal sites, though, are “impoverished” in comparison to Inland Marksville sites (Shenkel 
1984); very few exotic items have been recovered from Marksville sites on the coast of 
Louisiana.  
Settlement Pattern 
 Coastal Marksville settlement patterns share much with earlier Coastal Tchefuncte 
patterns. The main characteristic shared is an association with Rangia shell middens. Coastal 
Marksville sites are organized in a linear pattern along the natural levees of major waterways 
(Franks et al. 1990:100). Village sites are located at the confluence of larger streams. It is not 
known whether these villages were occupied seasonally or year round, but site size and the 
density of artifacts indicate intense occupation. Shell midden extraction sites are located along 
the watercourses leading away from the village sites (Franks et al. 1990:100-105). Giardino 
(1990) suggests that during Coastal Marksville times, a pattern of village/mound complexes, as 
exemplified by the Coquilles site (16JE37), and nonmound village complexes emerged; the 
relationship between the mounds and midden materials has not been firmly established. 
The only recovered Coastal Marksville house was excavated at the Coquilles Site 
(16JE37) (Franks et al. 1990:27). The house consisted of a circular arrangement of poles that 
averaged 6–8 cm in diameter. Daub was used to fill in the voids between the poles. The entrance 
faced southwest and consisted of a hall-like attachment to the house circle (Franks et al.1990:27). 
Two infant burials were found underneath the house wall. 
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Social Structure 
 The best source for social structure information in Coastal Marksville culture comes from 
burials; other types of remains from which social structure is usually inferred, such as mounds, 
are scarce. Although rare, one of the most distinctive traits of Coastal Marksville culture is low 
conical burial mounds. The mounds occur both singly and in groups of up to 5. Burials found 
within the mounds consist of numerous individuals (Toth 1979). Not all Marksville burials were 
in mounds; several midden ossuaries have been found, most notably at Big Oak Island (Jeter et 
al. 1989).  
Little social differentiation is seen in the distribution of grave goods. Grave goods found 
at Big Oak Island were associated with a mass burial of over 50 individuals (Shenkel 1984). Data 
from the inland Marksville culture indicate that “just about everyone in the Marksville phase 
population surrounding the Crooks site could hope to be provided with a mound burial” (Toth 
1979:34). The communal burials and the scarcity of status goods indicate that Coastal Marksville 
culture also was probably not structured in a rigidly hierarchical manner; there were no 
institutionalized elites.  Moreover, the manner in which Coastal Marksville culture was 
organized probably greatly resembled the earlier Coastal Tchefuncte culture. Coastal Marksville 
people absorbed only selected aspects of Hopewellian culture and ignored other aspects, like 
elitism, that did not fit into their traditional ways (Toth 1979:211).  
Subsistence 
 Coastal Marksville subsistence practices appear to be a continuation of those established 
in the Coastal Tchefuncte culture (Jeter et al. 1989:140). Coastal Marksville people exploited the 
Rangia beds, both the clams and species that lived on the clams. Lists of animals utilized include 
clams, fish, and deer and other vertebrates, although the importance of Rangia as a food source is 
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still debated. Floral evidence shows that wild food sources were gathered and that horticulture, if 
it existed, did not compose a noticeable percentage of the aboriginal diet (Toth 1979:197). 
Coastal Troyville Culture (1600-1300 B. P.) 
The early Late Woodland period on the coast of Louisiana is called the Baytown Period 
(Kidder 2002:79). During the Baytown Period, Coastal Troyville culture constitutes the cultural 
expression seen on the coast. Coastal Troyville culture is a contentious construct (Belmont 1982; 
Gibson 1982; Phillips 1970). Some (especially influential is Neuman 1984) lump Coastal 
Troyville culture together with the later Coles Creek culture (Jeter et al. 1989). Coastal Troyville, 
however, can be separated from the preceding Coastal Marksville and the later Coastal Coles 
Creek on the basis of the presence or absence of diagnostic pottery (see below).  
Ceramics markers for the Coastal Troyville culture are rare. Temporally, the start of 
Coastal Troyville culture can be marked by the appearance of Troyville Stamped, Yokena 
Incised, and Churupa Punctated types. First seen in Coastal Troyville assemblages are red-filmed 
ceramics. The end of Troyville, and the beginning of the subsequent Coles Creek period, is 
marked by the appearance of certain varieties of French Fork Incised and Pontchartrain Checked 
Stamped (Jeter et al 1989:153; Phillips 1970:911).   
Material Culture 
 Coastal Troyville ceramics were well made (Kidder 2002:80). Though started in earlier 
Coastal Marksville times, grog tempering is a universal manufacturing technique by this time 
period (Giardino 1990). Coastal Troyville decorative techniques include: incising, stamping, 
punctation, brushing, filming, and painting (Kidder 2002:80). Surface decoration becomes 
restricted in most cases to the neck and lip of the vessel, possibly accounting for the 
overwhelming percentage of plainware sherds recovered from many sites. On the other hand, 
there is some suggestion that the percentage of decorated vessels actually declined from the 
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Marksville to the Baytown period (Franks et al. 1990:27). The most common vessel types are 
utilitarian bowls and jars, but elaborately painted vessels and effigy figurines have also been 
found (Kidder 2002:80).  
Exotic artifacts are not encountered in Coastal Troyville contexts (Neuman 1984). Lithic 
tools are a rarity, with most tools being made of bone or shell. The points that have been 
recovered are small and are arrow points, indicating that the bow and arrow was used on the 
coast by ca. 1500 B. P.  
Settlement Pattern 
 Coastal Troyville peoples lived on natural levees along major streams, much the same as 
earlier Coastal Marksville people (Franks et al. 1990:28). There is a trend for population growth 
in this period, as seen in the greater density of sites (Jeter et al. 1989:154). Site types include 
multiple mound complexes, single mounds, large villages and small hunting camps and 
collection stations. The most numerous type of site is the Rangia shell midden (Jeter et al. 1989). 
Social Structure 
The best information on social structure in the Coastal Troyville culture comes from 
burials. Burials in early Coastal Troyville mounds are extended or flexed secondary interments 
showing little hierarchical differentiation (Kidder 2002). Coastal Troyville burial mounds are 
dispersed with little clustering evident and probably functioned at the regional level showing 
more centralization than earlier Coastal Marksville patterns. Burials were communal and 
resembled the previous Coastal Marksville tradition of mass interments albeit with fewer grave 
goods. Changes occur in the late Baytown period, when more individual burials occur. Also 
during this period, flat-topped platform mounds are built instead of conical burial mounds (Kelly 
et al. 2000:16). Many platform mounds incorporate the pre-existing conical mounds. Despite the 
appearance of flat-topped mounds, Coastal Troyville culture is seen as communally organized 
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(Kidder 1998).  Large “bathtub pits” have been found at Coastal Troyville mound sites and are 
hypothesized to have been used for communal feasting (Brown 1984).  
Increasing complexity is seen in Coastal Troyville culture. Some sites are larger and 
presumably more important than others but no one place dominated a region (Kidder 2002). A 
hierarchical social structure, also, has not been demonstrated. In fact, Coastal Troyville culture 
exhibited many traits, such as non-differentiated burials and communal feasting, seen in non-
complex, intermediate societies (Arnold 1996). Coastal Troyville was probably organized along 
tribal lines similarly to the earlier Woodland groups. 
Subsistence 
 Coastal Troyville people continued the long-established pattern of fishing-gathering-
hunting that revolved around the Rangia beds. Fish remained the most important animal food 
resource, but remains of deer, small mammals, and amphibians are also encountered. Analysis of 
floral remains from inland sites indicates that nuts were the primary plant food exploited. Squash 
has been found but it is not know if the varieties are wild or domesticated. There is no evidence 
for domesticated native cultigens (Kidder 2002:85).   
Coastal Coles Creek Culture (1300–800 B. P.) 
 The Coles Creek period was a dynamic time of change. Innovations, such as changes in 
mound function and technological improvements, such as the bow and arrow, begun in the 
earlier Baytown Period, blossomed in the Coles Creek period. Population reached a pinnacle. 
More Coles Creek sites have been found than sites from any other prehistoric time period 
(Louisiana Comprehensive Archaeological Database 2003). Though sometimes lumped together 
with the earlier Coastal Troyville culture, Coastal Coles Creek exhibits unique characteristics 
that allow for separation. The most notable trait is Pontchartrain Check Stamped ceramics 
(Brown 1984; R. Saunders 1997). The appearance of check-stamped ceramics in coastal sites can 
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be used a good horizon marker for Coastal Coles Creek culture; if check-stamped ceramics are 
found, then the site almost assuredly contains a Coastal Coles Creek component.  
In the Lower Mississippi Valley, changes in mound arrangement and construction are 
used to suggest the rise of sociopolitical complexity. These changes, though, do not seem to have 
affected coastal peoples (Kidder 1998).  
Material Culture 
 Assemblages from Coastal Coles Creek sites are dominated by pottery. Coastal Coles 
Creek ceramics seem to differ from the preceding Coastal Troyville ceramics only in stylistic 
elements, manufacturing techniques show continuity with earlier practices (Kidder 2002:80).  
The most diagnostic style seen on the coast is Pontchartrain Check Stamped (Giardino 1990). 
Other varieties of paddle stamped ceramics, resembling varieties from Florida, have also been 
found (R. Saunders 1997). Common coastal styles of rectilinear and curvilinear incised and 
punctuated ceramics also resemble Florida styles (Brown 1984). Although all Coles Creek 
pottery is stylistically similar to Florida pottery, more Florida influence is seen in coastal types. 
The most numerous category of sherds recovered, however, remains plainware (Giardino 1990). 
Coastal Coles Creek tools were generally made of bone; few stone tools have been found. 
Exotic materials are infrequently found; there is no evidence for high status grave goods (Jeter et 
al. 1989; Kidder 2002).  
Settlement Pattern 
 Coastal Coles Creek settlements can be found in almost every habitable area. The sites 
range from small hunting or fishing camps to large village and ceremonial mound complexes. 
Kelly et al. (2000) suggest that major mound sites are regularly spaced and that the spacing 
represented political- or subsistence- based territories. The territories were “ranked political 
entities based primarily on a hunting-and-gathering subsistence economy” (Kelly et al. 
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2000:299). This claim is based on the geographic distribution of two smaller sites to one larger 
site with the assumption that elites lived at larger sites.  I will return to these data in Chapter 6; 
suffice it to say here that such hierarchy in site distributions in Coastal Coles Creek sites as a 
whole is not readily apparent.  Instead, in many ways, the Coastal Coles Creek represents “a 
perpetuation of an Archaic lifeway onto which was grafted a ceramic complex indicative of 
widespread sharing during the interval from A.D. 900 to 1200” (Gibson 1978:42).  
 During the Coastal Coles Creek period, the function and design of mounds changed 
(Kidder 2002). Coastal Troyville conical mounds were built to cover burials. In the Late 
Troyville and Early Coastal Coles Creek period, flat-topped platform mounds were constructed 
as the base for non-permanent structures (Knight 2001). Burials were placed into these mounds, 
but the function here is believed to have been as group territorial markers. Later Coastal Coles 
Creek mound groups were built around the edge of plazas (Fuller and Fuller 1987). In the Lower 
Mississippi Valley, only a few people often occupied large mound groups. These large sites are 
termed “vacant ceremonial centers” (Williams and Brain 1983). 
Social Structure 
Changes in mound building techniques are seen as evidence of an increasingly stratified 
society. Early flat-topped mounds are believed to have been used for communal purposes 
(Knight 2001). Later Transitional Coles Creek/Plaquemine period flat-topped mounds probably 
had a more exclusive residential use. The change to occupation on top of platform mounds 
suggests “high-ranking individuals or lineages occupied sacred places in order to emphasize or 
reinforce their status” (Kidder 2002:87). Residences on top of platform mounds containing 
burials were a physical symbol of elevated status and legitimized this status through a symbolic 
connection to the ancestors (Kidder 2002:87).  
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This trend towards a more exclusive, ranked society can be seen in the settlement 
structure at Inland Coles Creek Mound complexes, for example, at Osceola (16TE2), 
Greenhouse (16AV3), and Lake George (22YZ557).  Initially, the plaza areas were open; 
through time, mounds were built that effectively restricted access to the plaza (Kidder 1998; 
2002). Lower Valley Coles Creek culture appears to have been organized along the lines of 
chiefdom societies (Barker 1999; Kidder 1998; Wells 1998). Evidence for increasing complexity 
as seen through changes in burial and spatial practices is less evident in coastal contexts; in fact, 
the Bayou Grande Cheniere site (16PL159) is the most spatially restricted site in south 
Louisiana, yet little evidence for hierarchy has been seen at the site. The best evidence for a 
ranked society during the Coles Creek period comes from Lower Valley contexts but as Kidder 
(1998:139) noted “We cannot confidently speak of a regional or valley-wide pattern that emerges 
at this time….it is perhaps more accurate to characterize the situation as variable and flexible.” 
The different social systems provide another justification for splitting Coles Creek culture into a 
two separate yet related (interacting) cultures, the Coles Creek and the Coastal Coles Creek. 
Though some sites have more mounds than others, the there is scant evidence for a 
political hierarchy among site types. With the exception of the Morgan Mounds (16VM9), no 
evidence of elite activity has been found. At Morgan, high distributions of certain choice cuts of 
deer are believed to have been consumed by elite persons who lived at the mound site (Brown 
1984). Material assemblages between mound and non-mound sites are remarkably similar 
(Kidder 2002). Burial goods are scarce; the few goods that are found are on the whole 
unremarkable (see Barker 1999 for a discussion of Inland Coles Creek burials). 
Subsistence 
 Coastal Coles Creek subsistence patterns reflect continuity with earlier coastal estuarine 
patterns—the Rangia bed habitat provided most of the food resources for Coastal Coles Creek 
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people. Deer and fish top species lists, with smaller mammals holding secondary importance 
(Jeter et al. 1989). Some researchers (Goodwin 1986; Weinstein and Kelly 1992) have suggested 
a pattern of seasonal transhumance. Small, single family, coastal village sites were occupied 
during the spring and summer and larger, inland multi-family sites were occupied during the fall 
and winter months. This assertion, however, was based on an examination of four fish otoliths 
(Goodwin 1986); little other evidence for seasonal population movement has been identified.  
A more recent interpretation of faunal remains from Bayou Des Familles (16JE218) 
states that the subsistence system was based on a logistical collector model where small, family 
size work groups would leave permanent village sites to exploit seasonal abundances of animal 
or floral species (Kidder 1995). Although this model is based on remains from a later period, 
Wells et al. (2001) has used it to describe subsistence strategies for Coles Creek culture in the 
Upper Atchafalaya Backwater region. Plant evidence from an early Coles Creek mound site and 
a contemporaneous habitation site suggests a seasonal difference in site occupation (Wells et al. 
2001:191). Floral remains show that locally available wild species were most frequently 
exploited (Kidder 2002). Maize horticulture does not appear in coastal contexts during this 
period (Kidder and Fritz 1993).  
 
Mississippi Period (800-400 B. P.) 
 The Mississippi period in Louisiana is characterized by changes from earlier lifeways. 
Coastal cultures are represented by Coastal Plaquemine and possibly Coastal Mississippi 
peoples. Both of these cultures were contemporaneous and there was some sharing of cultural 
traits.  This sharing has stimulated much debate as to the origins and affinities of these groups 
(Phillips 1970; Williams and Brain 1983, Neuman 1984). Some researchers believe that 
Mississippian contact with late Coles Creek culture produced the Plaquemine culture (Brain 
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1989; Williams and Brain 1983). Other interpretations of the prehistoric culture historical 
sequence by Kidder (1995) and Weinstein (1987) state that, especially on the coast, the transition 
from Coles Creek culture to Plaquemine culture happened slowly and were largely based on 
internal factors, not the result of external contact. The period from A.D. 1000 to  A.D. 1200 is 
characterized by a Transitional Coles Creek/Plaquemine culture (Kidder 1995:52). Only after 
A.D. 1200 do Mississippian influences appear in coastal Plaquemine contexts (Kidder 1995:53). 
The latter view constitutes the basis for this interpretation. 
Coastal Plaquemine Culture (800-400 B. P.) 
 The Coastal Plaquemine period appears to be a time of population decline, with the 
number of sites recorded decreasing from the Coastal Coles Creek period (Louisiana 
Comprehensive Archaeological Plan 2003). The subsistence and settlement systems change 
(Jeter et al. 1989). Sites during this time period are characterized as “less spectacular, small, and 
undistinguished hamlets” (Jeter et al. 1989:217). With European contact, Coastal Plaquemine 
culture is broken down into historically recognizable tribes. At contact, the Coastal Plaquemine 
culture appears to have been in decline (Giardino 1990). 
Material Culture 
 Artifacts from Coastal Plaquemine sites exhibit many similarities with the Coastal Coles 
Creek materials (Jeter et al. 1989). Grog tempering is almost universal, although towards the late 
Coastal Plaquemine period, shell tempering is also used. Decorative modes most often include 
incising and, a new technique to the area, brushing. Punctated and check stamped types continue, 
but in reduced frequencies (Giardino 1990). Coastal Plaquemine sites occasionally yield sherds 
exhibiting the hand-eye motif of the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex and these are taken as 
evidence of contact with nearby Mississippian groups (Jeter et al.1989:218). 
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 Other items of the coastal Plaquemine tool kit were almost exclusively bone and, less 
frequently, antler tools (Jeter et al. 1989). As in most other periods, exotic trade goods and 
funerary offerings were rare on the coast.  
Settlement Pattern 
 Settlement patterns of Coastal Plaquemine people changed over time, probably in 
response to changing subsistence patterns (Davis et al. 1979). In the early period, the traditional 
estuarine marsh focus continued. Some researchers (Weinstein and Kelley 1992) maintain that 
coastal sites were inhabited only in the spring and summer. People came together at large semi-
permanent inland villages during the fall and winter. Later, following the adoption of maize 
horticulture (ca. 1150 A.D.), large permanent villages were established on the natural levees of 
distributaries of major rivers (Brown et al. 1979:174-180; Davis et al. 1979:53-54). Mounds in 
the Coastal Plaquemine culture functioned as both burial mounds and residential platforms. 
Smaller habitation sites, along lesser watercourses, surround the mound complexes (Gagliano et 
al. 1980).  
The later horticultural settlement pattern was not universal; some areas, most 
conspicuously the Atchafalaya Basin, continued with the traditional fisher-gatherer-hunter 
pattern (Gibson 1978). More recent interpretations (Kidder 1995) suggest a logistical collector 
pattern where people aggregated at large village sites and dispersed into seasonal camps to 
exploit localized resource abundances. The logistical collector pattern was a continuation from 
earlier Coles Creek times. 
 Coastal Plaquemine mound sites are generally characterized by two mounds and a large 
central plaza. Elites lived on top of the mound sites and were buried within them. The status and 
authority of the elites presumably increased with increasing nucleation and the spread of maize 
horticulture (Neuman 1984). 
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Subsistence 
 Subsistence strategies of the Coastal Plaquemine culture diverge from the traditional 
pattern. In many areas, maize horticulture supplanted the Rangia bed system (Jeter et al. 1989). 
Direct evidence of maize has been found at the Flemming site and Bayou Des Familles site 
(Kidder 1995) in Jefferson Parish as well as the Bayou Goula (16IV11) site in Iberville Parish 
(Jeter et al. 1989:219). Indirect evidence for maize horticulture can be seen in the change in 
settlement location, from concentrations in coastal estuary regions to high-density sites in major 
river valleys. However, as noted above, all Coastal Plaquemine groups did not use maize 
horticulture. The faunal materials from Coastal Plaquemine sites do show a continued reliance on 
riverine resources, with fish and deer the most numerous remains recovered (Jeter et al. 
1989:220). Smaller mammals such as opossum and raccoon were also present, though in lesser 
percentages. 
Coastal Mississippian Culture (800-400 B. P. in other regions of Louisiana) 
  True Mississippian people in coastal Louisiana were rare. Most material culture that has 
been called Mississippian comes from the eastern Delta region and the Petite Anse region (Jeter 
et al. 1989). The nature of Mississippian influence in the eastern Delta is uncertain. Shell 
tempered pottery, a hallmark of Mississippian culture, is rare on the coast. The presence of shell-
tempered pottery and/or Mississippian surface decorations may only indicate that indigenous 
potters were copying Mississippian decorations from the Bottle Creek/Moundville area, and that 
there was no Mississippian occupation of the eastern coastal regions per se (Kidder 1999). 
Stronger evidence for the presence of Mississippian peoples presence in coastal Louisiana comes 
from the Petite Anse region. Mississippian people from the Yazoo Basin in northwestern 
Mississippi appear to have been exploiting the salt resources at Avery Island, but no evidence for 
permanent Mississippian occupation of this area has been found (Brown and Brown 1978). 
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Summary 
As noted above, coastal cultures developed into separate individual cultural entities. 
Settlement patterns were constrained by available dry ground. The coastal subsistence pattern for 
the Woodland period was developed at least by the Archaic period and subsequently diverged 
sharply from the subsistence practices of the interior.  This is seen in the reliance on shellfish, 
particularly Rangia.  It is also apparent in the relatively late adoption of, and ultimately low 
reliance on, maize agriculture.  Pottery assemblages also diverge from the interior as coastal 
peoples embraced more stylistic attributes from the east.  The traits that define the prehistoric 
cultures of coastal Louisiana, in terms of material culture, and subsistence and settlement 
patterns, resulted partially from interaction within a diverse and geologically active environment 
as discussed in the next chapter.   
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CHAPTER 3: 
GEOLOGIC PROCESSES AND GEOLOGIC HISTORY 
 
 
Coastal Louisiana is one of the most geologically active regions in the world, with fluvial 
processes, especially those of the Mississippi River, dominating most aspects of the prehistoric 
landscape. Prehistoric people were intimately tied to the landscape through distinctive coastal 
settlement and subsistence practices. Examination of the geological processes and geologic 
history of coastal Louisiana is necessary, then, to place the late Woodland period and the Bayou 
Grande Cheniere site into a regional framework. The Mississippi River delta chronology 
establishes a terminus post quem for the construction of the Bayou Grande Cheniere site and 
allows a more detailed interpretation of the environmental processes that were active while the 
mounds were utilized.   
The coast of Louisiana contains two major regions (Figure 1): the deltaic plain and the 
cheniere plain (Saucier 1994). Geographically, the coastal plains are separated from the 
Mississippi Alluvial valley by a line arbitrarily drawn from Donaldsonville to Franklin. From a 
geologic standpoint the coastal plain starts at the head of the Atchafalaya River. 
The deltaic and cheniere plains are composed of deposits that date to the Holocene; there 
are, however, five geologic features that were created earlier. These are the five islands, or salt 
domes, of south Louisiana (Saucier 1994:29). The deltaic plain and the cheniere plain were 
created by different, though similar, processes and share many of the same characteristics. The 
primary environment of the deltaic plain is the interdistributary marsh, while over 90 percent of 
the cheniere plain is intratidal marsh. The two forms of marsh environment support very similar 
vegetative communities (Saucier 1994:145). 
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Figure 1. Geologic regions of southern Louisiana.
Deltaic Plain 
Cheniere Plain 
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Deltaic Plain 
The deltaic plain can be divided into four subregions: the Atchafalaya Basin, the 
Pontchartrain Basin, the Barataria Basin, and the Terrebonne Marsh. The Atchafalaya Basin is 
the only freshwater system in the deltaic plain. The other regions are brackish to saline water 
systems, though each has a small freshwater swamp at the northern end; salinity increases 
towards the south (Saucier 1994:31). 
 The deltaic plain is dominated by the Mississippi River; the forces of deposition and 
subsidence are the most prevalent geological processes. The deltaic plain was created over the 
last 9,000 years through a series of deltaic cycles creating six distinct delta complexes (Figure 2)  
(Frazier 1967; Penland et al. 1988). The deltaic cycle is a process of construction, or 
progradation, where fluvial processes build new landforms, and destruction, or transgression, 
where deltaic-marine processes slowly erode away landforms (Saucier 1994:137). The deltaic 
cycle operates at the level of the subdelta, with several incidences of subdelta progradation and 
degradation composing a single delta lobe complex (Hunter and Reeves 1990:17). Historically 
documented subdeltas were active for about 100 years; delta complexes, on the other hand, were 
active on the order of 1000 years.  
 The six delta complexes, listed from oldest to youngest, are: Outer Shoal, Maringouin, 
Teche, St. Bernard, Lafourche, and Plaquemines.  These were all formed by similar processes 
(Saucier 1994:276). As described by Saucier (1994), delta progradation begins when sediments 
from a fluvial system are deposited in a marine environment and natural levees are formed. 
Freshwater marsh becomes established around these natural levees. The stream channel 
bifurcates at shallow angles and continues building natural levees. The areas between the 
numerous branches are in-filled during overbank flooding. The in-filled areas then begin to form 
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marsh environments, called interdistributary marshes, which are maintained by organic 
deposition and low energy flooding. Multiple subdeltas were active in each delta complex at one 
time, with each individual channel accounting for probably no more than 20 percent of the flow 
at one time (Saucier 1994:140).  
Transgression occurs when erosion and subsidence occur faster than deposition. The 
process of progradation and transgression occurred cyclically within each delta complex. The 
resulting topography of natural levees and brackish marsh comprise the deltaic plain. The 
average height of the remnant natural levees is only two meters, with active natural levees rarely 
exceeding five meters (Saucier 1994).  
 Inland swamps characterize the northern end of the Deltaic Plain. Inland swamps are 
poorly drained basin areas that are flooded seasonally (Saucier 1994:143). Inland swamps are 
contained by natural levees or terrace remnants. Little sedimentation occurs in the inland swamp 
environment; most swamp deposits consist of organic clays and woody peats. Inland swamps are 
differentiated on the basis of vegetation. Swamp forest communities grow in the more northern 
freshwater areas. In areas where flooding lasts longer, freshwater marsh communities dominate. 
The freshwater marsh grades into brackish and salt marshes as salinity increases. During delta 
progradation, the freshwater species are most numerous. Inland swamps are the largest in the last 
stages of progradation, when the volume of freshwater is greatest.  Delta transgression causes the 
salinity to increase and an increase in the brackish and salt marsh species. 
Delta Chronology 
 The processes of delta building and the identification of principle distributaries are 
generally agreed upon, but the timing and classification of the deltas is the subject of some 
debate (Saucier 1994:276). Fisk (1944) first defined six deltas and divided the deltas into 
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subdeltas. Van Lopik and Kolb (1958), who proposed seven deltas, revised Fisk’s scheme in 
1958. According to both of these models, the Mississippi River was actively building deltas for 
the last 5,000 years (Saucier 1994:276). Until recently, however, the most widely accepted 
chronology was Frazier's (1967). Frazier proposed a series of 5 delta complexes with 16 delta 
lobes (subdeltas) that were built over 7,200 years. Frazier’s chronology, with modifications by 
Penland et al. (1988) and more importantly Saucier (1994:276), forms the basis for this 
interpretation. Although the delta complexes are presented as discrete chronological events, it 
should be noted that much overlap occurs in dates and construction sequences and often two 
delta complexes were active at one time (Tornqvist et al. 1996:1695). 
Outer Shoal 
The oldest (and the most recently defined) delta complex, the Outer Shoal Complex, was 
formed between 9,200 and 8,200 years B. P. (Goodwin 1991). Penland et al. (1988) defined this 
complex on the basis of two relict submerged shorelines, known as the Outer Shoals, off the 
shore of central Louisiana. The Outer Shoal Delta Complex resulted from temporary sea level 
standstills during periods of moderately rapid sea level rise. No delta deposits from the Outer 
Shoal Complex remain; the only evidence for the delta complex is sand shoals which occur at 
depths of 15 to 25 meters below the surface of the Gulf of Mexico (Penland et al. 1988). If a 
delta complex older than the Outer Shoal exists, it lies on the continental shelf submerged below 
more than 50 meters of water (Saucier 1994:277).  
Maringouin Complex 
The sands of the Maringouin Complex overlie the Outer Shoal Complex and extend 
farther to the west than the Outer Shoal Complex. The Maringouin Complex has been 
extensively reworked; the Tiger, Ship, and Trinity shoals mark the reworked upper deltaic 
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sediments (Autin et al. 1991). These shoals, along with two buried, peat-bearing zones believed 
to be from relic interdistributary marshes along Bayou Sale, are the only evidence for the 
Maringouin Complex (Saucier 1994:278). Radiocarbon dates from the peat deposits dated 
between 7,240 and 6,150 years B. P. (Frazier 1967). A slowing of sea level rise is believed to 
have caused the formation of the Maringouin complex, with the delta forming when sea level 
was five to seven meters below present levels (Saucier 1994:278).  
Teche Complex 
 Continued sea level rise submerged the seaward reaches of the Maringouin Complex 
about 6,000 years B. P. (Saucier 1994:278).  The trunk stream of the Mississippi River did not 
change course, causing delta formation to migrate inland. In fact, the trunk stream of the 
Mississippi River remained in the Teche Meander belt for the formation of the Outer Shoal, 
Maringouin, and Teche Delta Complexes. The Teche Complex formed on top of the remaining 
portions of the Maringouin Complex, between Jeanerette and Morgan City, Louisiana (Saucier 
1994:278-279). Delta formation on the western portion of the Teche Complex has been 
radiocarbon dated to between 4,700 and 4,200 years B. P. (Coleman and Smith 1964) with later 
expressions on the southeastern side dating to 4,500 and 3,500 years B. P. (Smith et al. 1986).
 Both the Bayou Cypremort and Bayou Sale distributaries formed on top of 
interdistributary marsh from the Maringouin Complex. Smith et al. (1986) have mapped 
distributaries near Morgan City that developed in shallow open water, placing the eastern limit of 
the Teche Complex about 10 miles west of Houma. Weinstein and Gagliano (1985) cite ca. 
4000-year-old archaeological remains on relic distributaries previously included in the later 
Lafourche Delta Complex to extend the eastern limit of the Teche Complex about 40 miles 
farther southeast than Frazier’s limit. Remains from the Bois d’ Arc #1 and #2 (16TR211 and 
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16TR212) sites also support this interpretation (Weinstein and Kelly 1992:284). Both of these 
sites yielded pottery and clay cooking balls from possible Poverty Point and Tchula period 
occupations. Oyster shells found in association with the pottery indicate that Tchefuncte people 
occupied natural levees and the local conditions had salinity high enough to support oysters. For 
this scenario to be true, the natural levees had to have been deposited by the Teche Complex and 
occupied while the later Lafourche Complex was also active (Weinstein and Kelly 1992:284).  
According to Saucier (1994:279), Weinstein and Gagliano’s interpretation is more correct than 
the earlier one and the eastern edge of the Teche Complex should be extended farther to the 
southeast. 
 Sea level between 6,000 and 5,000 years B. P. is hotly debated. Traditional models state 
that sea level at about 6,000 years B. P. was three to four meters below present, rising to 1.5 
meters below present levels by 5,000 B. P. (Saucier 1994:279). Penland et al. (1991) argue that 
sea level was six to seven meters below present level during the same time period. However, 
archaeological remains in the Lake Pontchartrain Basin demonstrate that sea level must have 
been higher than Penland et al. indicate. The location of Rangia shell middens dating to this 
period just south of Baton Rouge places sea level at approximate 1.5 meters below present 
(Saucier 1994:280). Rangia clams live in a restricted water depth and relic beds allow for 
relatively accurate interpretation of past environmental conditions.  
St. Bernard Complex 
   About 4,800 years B. P., a portion of the Mississippi River trunk stream abandoned the 
Teche meander belt for a course along the eastern alluvial valley wall (Saucier 1994:281). The 
change of course initiated the formation of a new delta complex, the St. Bernard Complex. 
Frazier initially dated the formation of the St. Bernard Complex to the abandonment of the Teche 
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Meander belt. Recent work (Tornqvist et al. 1996:1694-1695) indicates that the channel which 
would form the St. Bernard distributary was active from about 4,900 years B. P., while the St. 
Bernard Complex dates to 3,600 years B. P. Although a portion of the flow of the Mississippi 
River was still discharging into the Teche Complex, and probably did for at least 1,000 more 
years, the major area of deposition moved south of Baton Rouge. The Mississippi River quickly 
filled the embayment south of Baton Rouge and extended the newly formed delta almost 40 
miles southeast of New Orleans. Ultimately, the St. Bernard Complex covered the largest land 
area of any delta complex, extending from the present course of the Mississippi River on the 
west to almost 20 miles east of the Chandeleur Islands. 
 Penland et al. (1991) have presented a different interpretation of the St. Bernard Complex 
based on sea level rise and its effects on delta formation between ca. 4000 and 3000 B. P. They 
argue that, rather than a steadily declining rate of sea level rise through this period, sea level rose 
rapidly between 4,000 years B. P. and 3,000 years B. P., from seven meters below present to 
present levels. This abrupt rise in sea level followed by stabilization caused the submergence of 
the lower portion of the Teche Complex after which, around 3,000 years B. P., the Mississippi 
River began forming the St. Bernard Complex. However, according to Saucier (1994:280-281), 
Penland et al. do not take into account the well-dated abandonment of the Teche Meander Belt 
(Frazier 1967), nor the existence early Poverty Point sites in the eastern Delta, reported by 
Gagliano and Saucier (1963).  
Lafourche Complex 
Although the Mississippi River fully abandoned the Teche Meander belt by ca. 3,000 B. 
P., the entire discharge of the Mississippi River was not through the St. Bernard complex. At 
about this time, another distributary formed along the present course of Bayou Terrebonne 
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(Saucier 1994:281). This distributary route formed the Lafourche Complex. Although the 
Lafourche Complex first became active almost 3,500 years B. P., most of the discharge from the 
Mississippi River still flowed through the St. Bernard Complex (Frazier 1967). Only after 2,000 
years B. P. did the Lafourche Complex begin actively prograding (Saucier 1994:284; but see 
Tornqvist et al 1996:1695 for a later date).  
The Lafourche Complex extends south from Donaldsonville, Louisiana, through Houma, 
out to the Gulf of Mexico near Grand Isle, Louisiana. Prior to the development of the Lafourche 
Complex, the area between Donaldsonville and Houma was probably a large brackish-water lake 
connected to the Gulf of Mexico. Through time, sediments from the Lafourche Complex filled in 
this lake. Natural levees from the trunk channel blocked the lower end of the Atchafalaya Basin 
and diverted the Lower Atchafalaya River towards Morgan City. Discharge from the Atchafalaya 
River has kept the Atchafalaya Basin a freshwater system ever since (Saucier 1994:283). 
 While the Lafourche Complex was active, the shoreline of the Gulf of Mexico was well 
south of the present shoreline because sea level was lower. According to Saucier (1994:283-
284), the chenieres of western Louisiana were formed as a direct result of the progradation and 
transgression of the Lafourche Delta (Saucier 1994:283). Sediments from the growth and decline 
of the Lafourche Complex combined with rising sea level led to a growth of the chenieres with 
the size and location of cheniere growth changing with fluctuations in discharge from the 
Lafourche Complex (Saucier 1994:283-284).  
Plaquemines Complex 
 The Lafourche Complex was most active from 2,000 years B. P. to 1,000 years B. P. At 
the same time, another distributary channel, the Plaquemines/Modern, was also active. 
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The Plaquemines Complex, also called the Modern or Balize Complex, began to form about 
1500 years B. P. (Tornqvist et al 1996:1695). By about 600 B. P., the Plaquemines Complex 
became the dominant distributary, although the Lafourche Complex was active until 1903, when 
Bayou Lafourche was artificially separated from the Mississippi River (Saucier 1994:284). A 
series of small channels diverging from the main channel about 10 miles below New Orleans 
evidences the fact that the Plaquemines Complex rapidly formed in the marginal areas between 
the St. Bernard Complex on the east and the Lafourche Complex on the west. The Plaquemine 
Complex prograded until ca. 400 years B. P., when the delta front reached deep water along the 
edge of the continental shelf. At this point, the character of the deposits changed and the 
Plaquemine Delta entered into the Modern or Balize substage (Saucier 1994:284). The Balize or 
“birds-foot” delta is a unique feature of the Plaquemines Delta Complex because it is the only 
deepwater delta seen in the entire chronological sequence (Trahan 1988:81).  
It was during the Plaquemines Delta formation that the lobe on which the Bayou Grande 
Cheniere site was built was deposited. Tornquist et al. (1996) state that the Plaquemine Delta 
actively began prograding at ca. 1350 years B. P. The Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds (Figure 
2) are located considerably farther south than the head of the Plaquemine Delta Complex. 
Gagliano and Weinstein (1980) proposed a chronological sequence for the subdeltas that 
dates the area around the Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds to no earlier than ca. A.D. 850 when 
the Robinson’s Bayou subdelta was active. The subsequent subdelta, the Grande Bayou subdelta, 
was active after ca. A.D. 950 Geologic correlation provides an excellent terminus post quem, of 
ca. A.D. 850, for the Bayou Grande Cheniere site.  
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Figure 2. Subdeltas after Gagliano and Weinstein (1980). Robinson’s Bayou subdelta in red and 
Grand Bayou subdelta in black. Triangle is the location of the Bayou Grande Cheniere site. 
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Atchafalaya Delta 
Not technically one of the six Mississippi River Delta Complexes, the Atchafalaya River 
Delta is a result of flood management along the Mississippi River. The Mississippi River is 
currently constrained by artificial levees; indeed, the river probably would have changed course 
during the early 20th century if it were not for human intervention (Fisk 1952). The new course 
would have been down the present course of the Atchafalaya River. At present, the amount of 
flow between the Mississippi and the Atchafalaya Rivers is controlled for flood prevention.  The 
percentage of flow diverted through the Atchafalaya system has resulted in the formation of a 
new delta complex at the mouth of the Atchafalaya River. 
 The Atchafalaya Delta, located at the mouth of the Atchafalaya River and the Wax Lake 
Outlet, began forming in the early 1950s. By 1973, a subaerial delta was present. The subaerial 
delta has expanded rapidly as the result of yearly floods (Saucier 1994:285). The most dramatic 
changes, however, are seen in the more inland areas of the basin. Since the 1930s, many large 
shallow lakes in the Atchafalaya Basin have been dramatically reduced through sedimentation as 
well as increased sediment load, threatening the inland swamps (Saucier 1994:285). 
 Conclusion 
 Geologic processes are necessary for understanding both the ecological and cultural 
context of the Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds. Indeed, the mounds are located in a region that 
is dramatically affected by the process of delta building. Given the processes of delta formation 
as presently understood, the site could not have been occupied until the Plaquemine delta began, 
or after ca. A.D. 850.  This is corroborated, in part, by the results of excavations, as discussed in 
the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4: 
EXCAVATIONS AT 
 THE BAYOU GRANDE CHENIERE MOUNDS 
 
 
 The Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds site is a twelve-mound ceremonial complex in 
Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana (Figure 2). Eleven mounds are arranged in an elliptical pattern 
around a central plaza with one mound lying ca. 75 meters to the south (Figure 3). The site is one 
of the largest prehistoric archaeological sites in coastal Louisiana, being composed of more 
mounds than any other site. Little systematic archaeological research has been previously 
conducted at the site; the initial efforts reported here have only offered tantalizing glimpses of 
the remains. The results of excavations in 2002 and 2003 place the site into an initial 
chronological and regional framework; much more work is needed to fully explore the 
prehistoric activities at the Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds site. 
Location 
 The Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds site lies in the brackish-water marsh south of the 
banks of Bayou Grande Cheniere. The mound site is located ca. 3 kilometers west of the 
Mississippi River near the intersection of Grand Bayou and Bayou Grande Cheniere. The 
mounds were built on natural levee deposits of the Mississippi River which were deposited early 
in the development of the Plaquemine Delta complex (Gagliano et al. 1980; see also Hunter and 
Reeves 1990:18-21). The site now forms an island in the brackish-water marsh that is marked by 
different vegetation, which allows for easy delineation of the extent of the cultural deposits. 
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Figure 3. Aerial photo showing mound group, facing north.
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 Currently, the site limits are determined by a change in marsh vegetation, easily seen in aerial 
photographs (Figure 3; see Gagliano et al. 1980; McIntire 1958; and Neuman 1984 for similar 
considerations). Freshwater marsh, brackish-water marsh, natural levee/bottomland forest, and 
forested wetland/cypress-tupelo swamp were all within a short distance from the site. 
Transportation to and from the site was readily afforded by numerous small waterways.   
Environmental Setting 
 Currently, the site is surrounded by brackish-water marsh. Brackish marsh, essentially a 
drowned prairie, is dominated by salt-tolerant grass species such as wire grass (Spartina patens), 
oyster grass (Spartina alterniflora), salt grass (Distichlis spicata), black rush (Juncus 
romerianus), and three-cornered grass (Scirpus olneyi) (Kesel et al. 1995:28). This brackish 
marsh, however, is a recent development resulting from modern artificial levee building. During 
prehistoric times, the area was probably a fresh-water marsh with bottomland forest on the 
natural levee and forested wetland (cypress-tupelo) communities in the areas where water was 
not ponded (Hunter and Reeves 1990). The fresh-water marsh probably supported species like 
alligator-weed (Alternanthera philoxerides), sedge (Cyperus odoratus), and cat-tail (Typha spp.) 
(Kesel et al. 1995:28). 
 The natural levee/bottomland forest and forested wetland/cypress-tupelo communities 
represent the most varied areas in terms of species diversity. Although most of the species 
present are not suitable for human consumption, these areas do provide habitat for many of the 
animal species exploited by prehistoric people (Kesel et al. 1995:24). The most conspicuous 
plants seen in natural levee/bottomland forest communities are large trees such as sycamore 
(Platanus occidentalis), oak (Quercus sp.), sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciiflua), ash (Fraxinus 
americanus), and pecan (Caraya pecan). Below the canopy, a variety of bushy, scrub species, 
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including palmetto (Serenoa serrulata), green haw (Crataegus sp.), several Illex species, and 
elderberry (Sambus canadensis), are commonly seen (Kesel et al. 1995:25). 
 Animal species varied according to the plant communities. The most important in terms 
of dietary resources were the brackish and freshwater marshes. The brackish marshes provided 
habitat for Rangia cuneata and well as a large diversity of fish species. Though Rangia does not 
provide many calories (Byrd 1976), it was an easily obtained and consistent food source (Kesel 
et al. 1995:31). Fish species such as spot (Leiostomus xanthurus), southern flounder (Paralichtys 
legostigma), croaker (Micropogon undulates), speckled trout (Cynoscion nebulosus), sheepshead 
(Archosargus probatacephalus), silver perch (Bairdiella chrysura), and drum (Pogonias cromis) 
were found in the open waters of the brackish marsh (Kesel et al. 1995:30). Prehistoric people 
also exploited terrestrial species found in the brackish marsh. These include white-tailed deer 
(Odocoileus virginianus), muskrats (Ondatra zibethicus), rabbits (Sylvilagus sp.), opossum 
(Didelphis virginiana), and raccoon (Procyon lotor) (Kesel et al. 1995:28). The Bayou Grande 
Cheniere site is located at the southern terminus of the Mississippi Flyway, and thus has a 
seasonal influx of migratory birds, with ducks, both Anas sp. and Aythya sp., being prevalent 
(Kesel et al. 1995:30). Also found in the brackish marsh is the American alligator (Alligator 
mississippiensis), the largest reptile in south Louisiana. Alligator meat was an excellent source of 
protein; ethnohistorical accounts indicate that prehistoric peoples made a musical instrument out 
of dried alligator skins (Swanton 1998:350). 
Soils 
 Soils that make up the area surrounding the Bayou Grande Cheniere site include Clovelly 
muck and Gentilly muck. Both soil types are found in brackish-water marshes; the primary 
difference between them is the amount fluidity. Clovelly muck generally contains an organic 
layer of very fluid muck averaging 42 inches (106.7 cm) thick (Trahan 1988:20) while Gentilly 
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muck contains an organic layer of fluid muck averaging 10 inches (25.4 cm) thick (Trahan 
1988:26). Underlying the organic muck, a layer of very fluid clayey muck is found to a depth of 
70 inches (177.8 cm) below the Clovelly muck, while a layer of fluid clayey muck reaches an 
average of 60 inches (152.4 cm) below the Gentilly muck. The water table associated with both 
soils is highly variable, with storm surges of up to five feet.  However, during low tides coupled 
with north winter winds, the water table can be as low as one half foot below surface. Normal 
water table levels are at or just below the surface (Trahan 1988:20-26). Neither of these soils is 
suitable for levee building, urban, or pasture use because of a low strength as well as a 
susceptibility to cracking when dry (Trahan 1988:9). 
 The soils found along the natural levees of the Mississippi River belong to the Sharkey-
Commerce and Convent-Commerce-Sharkey series. These soils are much better drained and 
drier than the marsh mucks, and have supported woodlands historically. Both soils have a clayey 
or loamy surface layer over a clayey substructure. Natural levee soils have a higher strength than 
the marsh mucks and can be used to build levees or support weight (Trahan 1988:7-8). Soil 
strength is important in mound building; the mounds at Bayou Grande Cheniere have survived 
for over 1000 years. Natural levee deposits are nearby but buried deeply under modern marsh 
accumulation. 
Previous Investigations 
 The earliest reference to prehistoric mounds in Plaquemines Parish is on a map drawn by 
Bernard La Fon, an early civil engineer and real estate appraiser in New Orleans (Neuman 
1984:8). La Fon’s map, titled Carte Generale du Territoire d’Orleans, shows the location of 
several archaeological sites. Most notable are “Temple” at the south end of Lake Palourde 
(probably 16AS14) and “Monuments” near Pointe la Hache (probably 16PL4)(Weinstein and 
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Kelley 1992:9). Mann (2002:49) suggests that the “Monuments” near Pointe la Hache are the 
Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds. The first documented reference to the Bayou Grande Cheniere 
Mound Site occurred in 1926, when Henry Collins and J. J. Mullings, Collins’ assistant, visited 
the site. Collins and Mullings documented nine mounds; the tallest was a conical mound about 
45 feet high. Collins dug a test pit into the summit of one of the smaller flat-topped mounds, 
probably Mound 3, in order to determine if the mounds were burial mounds. Collins noted that 
the pit contained human bones that were “bunched,” as well as a single, fairly well preserved 
skullcap. Pottery was also recovered. Collins described it as mostly plain with some incised lines 
and no checks (Collins 1926). Mullings drew a sketch map and noted that the mounds were 
extremely overgrown, making an accurate survey impossible (Mullings 1926). Collins also noted 
that “Myriads of mosquitoes and gad flies make existence miserable. Have never seen them so 
thick” (Collins 1926). 
After Collins and Mullings, who published their findings in 1927, little attention was 
given to the Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds. In 1936, Fred Kniffen of the Department of 
Geology and Geography at Louisiana State University visited the area while researching his 
report on Indian mounds and middens in Plaquemines and St. Bernard Parishes (Kniffen 1936), 
but he did not stop at the site. Neuman (1984:42) made reference briefly to Collins’ visit to nine 
mounds along Bayou Grande Cheniere, but the site remained uninvestigated until after Stephen 
Williams delivered the keynote address at the 1998 Louisiana Archaeological Society, 
challenging archaeologists to find Collins’s Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds. 
In 1998, Pierre McGraw and Jack Daggett described the site to archaeologists at the 
Museum of Natural Science.  Daggett subsequently made surface collections from Bayou Grande 
Cheniere and two other nearby sites. In May of 2000, the first modern systematic investigations 
took place when Christopher Hays, the Regional Archaeologist for Southeastern Louisiana; 
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Charles “Chip” McGimsey, the Regional Archaeologist for Southwestern Louisiana; David 
Kelley, an archaeologist with Coastal Environments, Inc., in Baton Rouge; and Daggett returned 
to the site. The team produced a rudimentary map of the site (Figure 4) and collected seven 
sherds from exposures on the surface.  None of the sherds were culturally diagnostic (Hayes 
2000).  
The mound site as mapped by McGimsey (2000 as cited in Hayes 2000), consists of 11 
mounds arranged around an elliptical plaza. An outlying mound, Mound 12, is located ca. 75 
meters to the south of the groups. A built landform connects Mound 12 to the main mound group 
(Thacker et al. 2003); however, the mounds appear to lie on a natural levee extending from 
Bayou Grande Cheniere. The most prominent mound, Mound 1, is a conical mound that 
dominates the eastern side of the complex. Three flat-topped mounds are arranged around the 
plaza with the largest, Mound 3 and Mound 10, marking the northern and southern ends of the 
plaza. The western edge of the plaza is enclosed by a ridge of interconnected mounds. The plaza 
measures ca. 100 meters north to south by ca. 75 meters east to west. McGimsey’s map suggests 
ramps leading to the top of both Mound 3 and Mound 10; however the ramps are not prominent. 
Further investigation is needed to determine the nature and extent of features such as ramps at 
the site. Ramps not withstanding, the site is unusual for the coast of Louisiana. There is a definite 
circumscribed area; the site plan is reminiscent of the layout of the Greenhouse site in Avoyelles 
Parish (Belmont 1967; Ford 1951). Other mound and plaza groups on the coast are neither as 
restricted or as well defined. The layout greatly expands upon the prototypical Coastal Coles 
Creek three-mound plan. 
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Figure 4. Sketch map (modified after McGimsey 2000 in Hayes 2000). 
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Rangia samples for radiocarbon dating were also collected from potholes, animal 
burrows, or tree falls on the mounds. The samples yielded corrected dates of 1760, 1790 and 
3790 years B. P. (Hays 2000).   Hays (2000) considered the Archaic period date of 3790 B. P. to 
be the result of contamination of the shell sample or the result of the use of old shell in mound 
building, as this date was inconsistent with the other two dates and the date is also much earlier 
than the currently accepted date for the beginning of the formation of the Plaquemine delta lobe 
upon which the site was built.  As discussed in more detail in the preceding chapter, Plaquemine 
lobe formation is believed to have begun sometime between 644 A.D. and 744 A.D. (Tornqvist 
et al. 1996:1695). 
The more recent dates suggest that the mounds were constructed during the Marksville 
Period. Like the Archaic date, these two dates are earlier than the Plaquemine/Modern deltaic 
lobe formation (Tornqvist et al. 1996). In addition, these dates are inconsistent with the 
decorated ceramics from Daggett’s 1998 collection, the earliest of which were identified by Hays 
as Coles Creek Incised and thus indicate an occupation no earlier than 700 A.D. 
Rebecca Saunders of the Louisiana State University Museum of Natural Science and Rob 
Mann, the Southeast Louisiana Regional Archaeologist undertook the next investigations 
conducted at the site in January 2002. Saunders and Mann led a group of six students from 
Louisiana State University on a one-week field school with the goal of more fully investigating 
questions raised by Hays. Results of these investigations are reported in Mann (2002).  The 
group excavated three 1 x 2 m test units. Two test units were placed in Mound 3 and one test unit 
was place in Mound 12. The purpose of this excavation was to recover undisturbed ceremonial or 
occupational debris for dating of the mounds as well as information regarding mound 
construction episodes. Within Test Unit 1 in Mound 3, a poorly preserved burial was 
encountered. The remains were highly degraded and were buried in a pit dug into the mound. 
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The relation of the pit to the use of the mounds is ambiguous; the burial could have been either 
contemporaneous with the usage of the mound site or later. No diagnostic burial goods were 
found with the remains. Test Unit 2 was dug into a large depression along the western side of the 
summit of Mound 3. At ca. 80 cmbs, a shotgun shell with the headstamp “Peter’s” was 
recovered. The material above this was determined to have been fill. The shotgun shell was 
manufactured before 1934 when Winchester absorbed the Peter’s company. Although 
speculative, this pit could have been the result of Collins 1926 excavations. Test Unit 1 in 
Mound 12 also encountered a burial. This burial appeared to be a bundle burial with an unknown 
number of individuals encountered. All diagnostic pottery was of the Coles Creek period, 
providing a terminus post quem of ca. A.D. 700.  Unfortunately, no carbon or shell from secure 
contexts were present in the excavations, so additional radiocarbon samples were not available 
(Mann 2002).   
2003 Excavations 
 In January 2003, Saunders and the author organized another expedition to the site. The 
project commenced between semesters with Saunders and seven students from Louisiana State 
University conducting field excavations. The project took place between January 13, 2003 and 
January 19, 2003. Goals of these excavations were to recover materials for radiocarbon dating of 
the occupation of the site and to recover materials related to site function. Excavations were 
funded in part by a grant from the Robert C. West fund and a grant from the Louisiana State 
University Museum of Natural Science. Assistance from a several different outside sources was 
gratefully used during the project. Especially important among these were Marco Giardino from 
the John C. Stennis Space Research Center and Paul Thacker of Wake Forest University.  
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Field Methods 
 Three 1 x 2 m test units were judgmentally located in nonmound contexts. Locations and 
the use of 1 x 2 meter tests were based, in part, on previous research at the Bayou Grande 
Cheniere site (Mann 2002) and other similar sites from within the Lower Mississippi Valley 
(Belmont 1967; Ford 1951). Previous excavations in the mounds at the site revealed burials in all 
excavations (Mann 2002); these generally resulted in curtailment of excavation between 30 and 
40 cmbs. We hoped to avoid this during the 2003 season, so the ridge between the mounds was 
selected as the context on which to focus.  In addition, excavations at other large Coles Creek 
mound sites such as Greenhouse, Osceola, and Lake George (Kidder 2002:87-89) have suggested 
feasting or other midden deposits on the flanks of mounds or along ridges; we hoped to uncover 
enough evidence of this sort to generate information on whether or not feasting took place and, 
not incidentally, to generate seasonality information.  
One location, Test Unit 2003-1 was placed between Mound 9 and Mound 10, along the 
southwestern edge of a low ridge that enclosed the western side of the plaza. Two other test 
units, Test Unit 2003-2 and Test Unit 2003-3, were place farther to the north, also bisecting the 
ridge. Test Unit 2003-2 was between Mound 7 and Mound 8 while Test Unit 2003-3 was 
between Mound 4 and Mound 5. The test units were located to bisect the ridge feature and to 
take advantage of natural clearings in the underbrush. Unit orientation was recorded with a 
compass and unit corners were recorded with a GPS unit. The highest corner of each test unit 
was chosen as the test unit datum. Units were excavated in arbitrary 10 cm levels within natural 
and cultural strata. Soil was screened through 6.44 mm (1/4 inch) mesh hardware cloth. Five fine 
screen samples, four from Unit 1 and one from Unit 3, were recovered for flotation in the 
laboratory. All excavation was carried out using hand tools, primarily flat shovels and hand 
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trowels. Weather conditions were excellent. However, the area was drier than it had been in 
2002, and the lack of water led to some transportation problems getting to and from the site. 
Test Unit 2003-1  
Test Unit 2003-1 was placed on the artificial ridge between Mound 9, a small mound at 
the southern end of the ridge line enclosing the western edge of the plaza, and Mound 10, a large, 
flat-topped mound at the southern end of the plaza. The ridge is quite broad in this location and 
the ground surface around the unit was relatively flat. This area was believed to have been built 
up through the accumulation of midden materials deposited during the cultural occupation of the 
site. No evidence of modern disturbance was seen at this location. The northeast corner of the 
unit was the highest and thus was chosen for the unit datum. 
 Levels 1 through 3 were excavated as Zone 1, a 10YR3/2 very dark grayish-brown clayey 
silt.  At 30 cm below surface, several different soil colors appeared. In addition to Zone 1, there 
was a large, circular area of darker (10YR 2/1) black clayey silt with Rangia shell at its point of 
origin called Feature 1 in the east-central portion of the unit. Also apparent in the 30 cm floor 
was a broad, flat expanse of of 10YR 4/3 brown clay with large mottles of 10YR 4/2, brown 
loamy clay, called Area 1. Two other areas, Area 2 and Area 3, were designated at the Level 3 
floor. Both of these areas were composed of a 10YR 3/1 very dark gray clayey silt. Subsequent 
excavation indicated that these areas were part of the generalized Zone 1 matrix rather than 
discrete deposits. Zone 1 yielded an abundance of pottery, animal bones, and shell. Root 
disturbance was evident throughout Zone 1. Area 1, however, appeared undisturbed. 
At the base of Level 4 (40 cmbs; Figure 5), Feature 1 existed as a semi-circular area of 
very dark gray silty loam against the western wall.  Shell had disappeared.  A soil similar to 
Feature 1, designated Feature 1a in Figure 5, extended across the unit.  This was removed also 
removed as Feature 1, but probably should have been separated, because it had a clayier texture 
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and more shell than the soil on the east wall.  (Note that both soil samples were from the Feature 
1 proper, not Feature 1a.)  Two other soil types were seen. Area 5 was visible in the 
southwestern corner of Area 1 and Area 6 along the eastern wall both appeared to be part of a 
transition from Zone 1 to Area 1, the clayey fill.  
During excavation of Level 5 (40-45 cmbs), some changes were made in unit excavation 
techniques. Soil probes taken at 45 cmbs showed that cultural deposits continued for another 80 
centimeters. Thus, at 45 cmbs, a decision was made to convert the 1 x 2 m test unit to a 1 x 1 m 
test unit in hopes of reaching the base of cultural deposits. The northern ½ was chosen because 
the soil probe indicated that the stratigraphy was less complex in the northern portion of the unit. 
Soils in Level 5 were removed as indicated in Figure 5.  A 50 x 50 x 5 cm soil sample was 
recovered from Feature 1 for flotation in the laboratory. Below 45 cmbs, the excavation strategy 
also changed to excavating according to natural stratum only. 
Level 6 (45-68 cmbs) consisted of two soil types, Zone 1 and Area 7. Area 7 was a lens 
of 2.5YR 6/6 olive yellow clay that became evident (and was segregated) at 58 cmbs. At 68 
cmbs, Area 7 divided Zone 1 into two areas, Area 7 and the newly defined Area 8 (10YR 5/2 
grayish brown clay with 10YR 2/1 black mottling and abundant charcoal) running from northeast 
to southwest across Zone 1. Interpretation of Area 7 and Area 8 is uncertain as these areas were 
saturated with ground water making interpretation ambiguous at the best. An intrusive animal 
burrow, Area 9, was seen in the eastern wall at a depth of 60 cmbs (Figure 6). Excavation of the 
unit was stopped a 68 cmbs due to water intrusion, but soil probes placed into the bottom of the 
test unit indicated that Area 1 most likely continues for at least 20 more centimeters.
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Figure 5. Plan view Test Unit 2003-1, Level 4.
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Figure 6. Test Unit 2003-1 east wall profile. 
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Besides the areas that signaled transition from one zone to another, there were three primary 
strata in Unit 1. As we had hoped, we encountered primary midden deposits—Zone 1—in the 
unit. Within that midden, Feature 1 appears to be a discrete depositional episode of midden 
materials, perhaps generated from the cleaning of a fire. The soil texture was 'chalky,' perhaps 
from ash, and artifacts from Feature 1 were noted as calcined or burned.  Feature 1 was 
approximately 25 cm deep. Finally, Area 1 was a clay fill, probably introduced to level or raise 
the area and/or to prepare the area for more ritual activity. Fill episodes such as these were also 
seen covering midden deposits at the Greenhouse Site (Belmont 1967).  
Test Unit 2003-2 
 An elevated area between Mound 7 and Mound 8 was chosen for the location of Test 
Unit 2003-2. This area was centrally located along a ridge of higher ground on the western side 
of the plaza. The ridge area was extremely overgrown with scrub underbrush. Test Unit 2003-2 
was placed so that it ran perpendicular to the north-south line of the ridge. The surface here was 
essentially level. The southeast corner of the unit was used as the datum. 
Level 1 (0-10 cmbs) consisted of a 5 cm thick humus/root mat layer and Zone 1. Zone 1 
was composed of 10YR 3/2 very dark grayish brown silty clay. When drawing the profile 
(Figure 8), excavators separated Zone 1 into Zone 1 and Zone 1a on the basis of differential 
drying characteristics with Zone 1a cracking when dry; Zone 1a also had a slightly higher clay 
content. Near the base of Level 1, the soil was described as becoming lighter but still within the 
range of Zone 1. Zone 1 continued through Level 2 (10-20 cmbs) and Level 3 (20-30 cmbs) to 
the base of Level 4 (30-40 cmbs). At the bottom of Level 3 (30 cmbs), excavators encountered 
an area of darker soil in the southwest corner of the unit. The darker soil was called Area 1 and 
consisted of a 10 YR 4/2 dark grayish brown stiff, lean clay with a fine a sand component.  This 
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Figure 7. Test Unit 2003-2, south wall profile. 
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was excavated separately and, because it appeared sterile and was exceedingly difficult to screen, 
it was schnitted but not screened. By the base of Level 4, the entire unit was composed of Area 1 
soil, which appeared to be a secondary deposit of clay fill. Area 1 bottomed out at ca. 46 cmbs 
onto Zone 2, a heavily mottled 10YR 3/1 very dark grayish brown and 10YR 4/2 dark grayish 
brown silty/clayey loam. The transition from Area 1 to Zone 2 was quite distinct; the clay layer 
could literally be picked up off the underlying zone. A sherd concentration was uncovered at this 
interface in the southwest corner of the unit. It was mapped and photographed, and bagged 
separately as MS1. Zone 2 was characterized by a rapid increase in sherd density, burned clay, 
and charcoal flecking.  
Level 6 (50-60 cmbs) included three soil types, a remnant of Area 1 in the southwest 
corner; Zone 2, a continuation from the previous level; and Area 2. Area 2, along the south wall, 
was a 10YR 4/2 dark grayish brown silty clay mottled with 10YR 3/2 very dark grayish brown 
clay. Area 2 was distinguished from Zone 2 by the darker color and slightly higher clay content. 
All of this area was taken as a fine screen sample. Zone 2 bottomed out in most of the unit at 52-
59 cmbs—onto the less-mottled and "yellower" Zone 3, which turned out to be a transitional 
zone of 10YR 4/2 dark grayish brown silty clay lightly mottled with 10YR 5/3 brown silty clay. 
Zone 3 was interpreted as the top of the buried A, levee soils. In Level 7 (60-65 cmbs), Zone 3 
continued.  It had few noticeable inclusions but there were two crossmendable sherds at 65 cmbs.  
These were bagged separately as FS58 MS1 and were later identified as Coles Creek Incised var. 
Hardy with a scalloped rim.  Zone 3 graded into the slightly sandier and less mottled Zone 4 in 
the southwestern side of the unit at about the same level (65 cmbs). 
Zone 4 was composed of a 10YR 4.5/3 brown clayey silt with visible charcoal flecking. 
The charcoal flecking indicated that the base of cultural deposits may not have been reached, but 
because the soils were saturated with water at this point, excavation in Test Unit 2003-2 was 
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terminated at 65 cmbs. Zone 1 and Zone 1a in Test Unit 2003-2 are interpreted as being a living 
or occupational floor. Artifacts recovered from these strata are considered to be the result of 
primary deposition. Area 1 is a fill episode of dense, sterile clay, similar to that uncovered in 
Unit 2003-1.  In Unit 2003-2, however, the fill completely covered the unit, sealing all 
underlying deposits. The underlying Zone 2, with its inclusions of burned clay, charcoal, and 
calcined bone, like Zone 1, is considered an anthrosol, a stratum altered by human activity.  The 
crossmendable sherds recovered at the interface of Zone 2 and the overlying clay fill (Area 1) 
appeared to be broken in situ, immediately prior to covering this activity area.  The sherds were 
Baytown Plain var. Unspecified A.and Mazique Incised var. Mazique Zones 3 and 4 were 
interpreted as the transitional (Zone 3) and actual (Zone 4) original levee surface (the buried A).  
However, charcoal flecking in Zone 4 may indicate that cultural deposits continued.  Attempts at 
soil coring failed to recover soils below the top of the water table at 75 cmbs. 
Test Unit 2003-3 
 Located between Mound 4 and Mound 5, Test Unit 2003-3 was the lowest test unit 
excavated. The test unit was placed at the northern end of the ridge, positioned so that its axis 
was perpendicular to the axis of the ridge. From the outset, excavation proceeded slowly in this 
unit due to the difficulty in screening the wet silty clay or clay that made up the main strata 
encountered. The soil conditions were so difficult that the soil was screened until small clayey 
balls would form that would not pass through the screen. At this point the small balls were 
broken apart manually to check for artifacts and then discarded.   
Through the first three levels, Level 1 (0-10 cmbs), Level 2 (10-20 cmbs), and Level 3 
(20-30 cmbs), the soil was the same 10YR 3/1 very dark gray silty clay or clay, called Zone 1. 
The first three levels of Test Unit 2003-3 had few artifacts. A small concentration of shell was 
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encountered at 29 cmbs; this was mapped, photographed, and removed as FS56 MS1. Zone 2, a 
slightly lighter (10YR 3/2) clay was evident in the western portion of the test unit at 30 cmbs.   
  In contrast to the upper levels, Level 4 (30-40 cmbs) was more heterogeneous.  As noted, 
it contained two soil types, Zone 1 and Zone 2. Zone 2 was sterile. Within Zone 1 a number of 
apparently discrete deposits of shell and bone were recovered as map specimens (MS1) (Figure 
8). A dense deposit of bone was found at 36 cmbs. A soil sample, labeled MS 4, containing the 
bones and surrounding matrix, was recovered and returned to the laboratory. In addition to bone 
found at 36 cmbs, small, scattered concentrations of faunal remains were also encountered at this 
depth. These were also mapped and recovered as MS1-3. Excavation at Test Unit 2003-3 was 
halted at 40 cmbs due to time constraints. Given the saturated conditions of the soil at this depth, 
it is doubtful that another level could have been completed without well points or some other 
dewatering mechanism. Soils in Test Unit 2003-3 appeared to be an accretionary midden. The 
materials were deposited as the result of activities relating to the use of the mounds. No building 
episodes were encountered in Test Unit 2003-3. 
 A 375 g portion of the soil sample MS4 was submitted for radiocarbon dating. The result 
was a date of 560 ± 60 (GX-30780; bulk organic carbon; δ13C=-25.4‰). The date calibrated to 1 
sigma was 1311-1354 1cal A.D. (p = .05) and 1385-1436 cal A.D. (p = .95). The 2 sigma date 
was 1299-1439 2cal A.D. These date ranges are somewhat younger than was expected on the 
basis of the diagnostic pottery, as described in the next chapter.  There are a number of reasons 
for this. Either this midden was deposited much later than the building of the site, or the 
continually wet conditions and fluid soils allowed later carbon to move downward in the soil. 
The relationship of this midden material to building episodes encountered in Units 2003-1 and –2 
is uncertain. 
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Figure 8. Test Unit 2003-3 plan view. 
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CHAPTER 5: 
ARTIFACT ANALYSIS 
 
 
 The overwhelming majority of the artifacts from the Bayou Grande Cheniere site 
consisted of pottery. The traditional type-variety classification system was used to organize the 
pottery and provide a basis for determining a basic temporal positioning of the site. Analysis also 
included the determination of vessel form in order to give some information on activities at the 
site. Though from different proveniences, the pottery is considered contemporaneous and it is 
discussed as a single collection for generalized culture-historical information. Excavations were 
not extensive enough to be able to discern fine scale chronologies, such as specific ridge building 
episodes based on pottery alone. More extensive stratigraphic excavations are needed for a finely 
detailed chronology of site construction.  
Fired clay or stone artifacts were present, but only infrequently.  These are not discussed 
beyond description. Faunal remains were identified to the class level, and are presented by the 
number of individual specimen (NISP) as well as by weight. 
Type-Variety Analysis 
 Decorated sherds were classified according to the type-variety system described by 
Phillips (1970) and Brown’s (1998) sorting guide (which is based on Phillips). Phillips, with 
some reservation, extended his Lower Mississippi chronology to the coast of Louisiana. Indeed, 
many archaeologists have noted the need for a coastal-specific typology (Brown 1984; Jeter et al. 
1989; Kidder 2002; Wells et al. 1995:261). Currently, however, the best typology for coastal 
Louisiana is one based on Phillip’s original typology.    
Sherds less than ½ inch (1.25 cm) were counted (n = 4219, wt. = 2654 g) and weighed 
only.  Sherds (n = 1656, wt. = 5526.42 g) greater than ½ inch (1.25 cm) were given a more 
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thorough treatment. Sherds were first classified according to paste characteristics, that is, 
whether there were inclusions. Sherds with inclusions were segregated by material(s) added. 
Inclusions and surface decoration was then used to assign a type and variety.  Using Weinstein 
(2000), coastal-specific varieties were chosen whenever possible. Other invaluable resources 
included Brown (1984), Kidder (1999), Saunders and Stoltman (1999), Wells et al. (1995), and 
Williams and Brain (1983). 
Pottery from Test Unit 1 was sorted by arbitrary levels within natural strata. Zone 1 was 
an accretionary midden that accumulated slowly. No natural levels were visible within this 
stratum but the materials were not deposited in one single short-termed event. Materials from 
Zone 1 were grouped according to arbitrary 10 cm levels. Artifacts from Area 2/5 and Area 3/6 
were counted as part of Zone 1 as these two areas were part of the transition from Area 1 and 
Zone 1. Pottery from Test Unit 2 was separated according to natural stratigraphic levels as clear 
breaks between depositional episodes were evident. Test Unit 3 was also an accretionary midden 
but the amount of sherds and the shallow depth of the test unit made analysis according to 
arbitrary levels less than ideal. All pottery from Test Unit 3 was grouped into a single stratum, 
Zone 1. 
Plain Sherds 
Most of the plain sherds probably were part of the undecorated portion of decorated 
vessels. As the plainwares encompass the paste types on which decorated motifs were executed, 
they are described first. The decorated sherd types are listed in alphabetical order. 
Addis Plain (n = 2) 
 Addis Plain is a type of plainware that has a “medium textured, fairly hard, 
heterogeneous organic and clay tempered paste” (Wells et al. 1995:275). Whether the particles, 
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such as small bits of bone or vegetal matter, were purposely or incidentally included is not 
known. Addis Plain sherds were found in Test Unit 2003-1 and Test Unit 2003-3. All of the 
sherds recovered were var. Unspecified. Addis Plain pottery is associated with the Mississippi 
period (Phillips 1970). 
Baytown Plain (n = 1349) 
 As a type, Baytown Plain encompasses great spatial and temporal variation, being seen 
from the Marksville period to the middle Mississippi period (Phillips 1970). Baytown Plain 
included all plain sherds with clay or grog inclusions and was the standard plainware found in all 
test units.   
 Baytown Plain was divided into three categories based upon a visual examination of 
paste characteristics. The first category was sherds that were clay-tempered. The majority of 
Baytown Plain sherds (n = 1318) were sorted into this category. Clay tempered sherds exhibited 
both the classic grog tempering as well as other types of clay inclusions. Temper size ranged 
from .25 mm to 1 mm. Other inclusions included burned out organic material and rarely, 
quartzite sand grains. Clay tempered sherds are similar to Phillips (1970:51-52) var. Percy 
Creek. Phillips defined Percy Creek as distributed in the southern half of the Lower Mississippi 
Valley particularly within a 100 mile radius of the mouth of the Red River. Percy Creek was 
defined for the Coles Creek period. Wells et al. (1995:275-276) proposed var. Cataouchie as a 
similar variety of Baytown Plain for the Mississippi period. Based upon Phillips spatial 
restriction and Wells et al. temporal restriction it would seem inappropriate to apply either name 
to this collection as a result, the variety Unspecified A was used. Ryan (1996) defined var. Addis 
as a heterogeneous organic grog tempered variety similar to var. Unspecified A, however Ryan 
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notes that var. Addis sherds were particularly friable. Unspecified A sherds from Bayou Grande 
Cheniere were not friable and in fact, were rather well consolidated.   
 The second category of Baytown Plain was sherds that included both sand and clay 
inclusions. Twenty-four sherds were included in this category. On eroded sand and clay 
tempered sherds coarse surfaces were evident. Sand in the paste was angular and ranged from .3 
mm to .6 mm. Other inclusions were burned out grog and frequently, hematite. Giardino 
(1990:95-96) and Wells et al. (1995:276-277) sorted similarly described sherds as var. Jean 
Lafitte. Phillips (1970:54-55) created var. Thomas to include sand tempered sherds in the Yazoo 
region. Giardino and Wells et al.  both associated var. Jean Lafitte with Mississippi Period 
cultures while Phillips defined var. Thomas as a late Marksville variety. Again, based upon 
temporal criteria, neither name describes the sherds found at Bayou Grande Cheniere so the sand 
and clay tempered sherds were placed into the var. Unspecified B.   
 The final category of Baytown Plain var. Unspecified C  (n = 7) was composed of thin, 
burnished sherds. Clay, fine sand and burned out organic material were noted as paste inclusions. 
Many of the fine sherds were also polished. Proposed variety names for this category include 
Vicksburg (Fuller and Fuller 1987; Phillips 1970) and Crown Point (Wells et al. 1995). 
Unspecified C is probably a coastal variant of Vicksburg, but 4 of the 7 sherds were considerably 
lighter in color than the “classic” Lower Mississippi Valley var. Vicksburg.  
 Phillips (1970:48) recognized Baytown Plain to be an overextended type with little utility 
coming from the then-current methods of sorting. The intervening time has not improved the 
situation.  
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Mississippi Plain (n = 14) 
 Shell tempered plainwares were classified as Mississippi Plain (Phillips 1970). In 
addition to spatial or temporal variation, varieties of Mississippi Plain are defined by the type of 
shell included as temper (Wells et al. 1995:278). None of the sherds recovered contained any 
identifiable shell. The use of shell temper however, was identified by the existence of voids left 
behind in the paste. Void shape and abundance are often used in classifying, but were not used 
here. Seven of the shell tempered sherds had soft, chalky pastes that were light colored. Fuller 
(1996) sorted sherds like these as var. Devil’s Bend. The remaining seven sherds were classified 
as var. Unspecified. It should be noted however that these sherds bear little resemblance to the 
standard varieties of Mississippi Plain.  
Decorated Sherds 
The most temporally diagnostic pottery is the decorated varieties. Over 21% of the sherds were 
decorated with check stamped and incised types being the most numerous. 
 Anna Incised (n = 2) 
 Anna Incised pottery is identified by incising on the interior of shallow bowls (Williams 
and Brain 1983). Both specimens from Bayou Grande Cheniere had two lines parallel to the rim 
of the vessel. In fact, the sherds were probably from the same vessel but they did not cross mend. 
The paste of these sherds was var. Unspecified A and the sherds are classified as var. Hedgeland 
(Ryan 1997:7-22). Both sherds were found in Level 6, Test Unit 2003-2. Anna Incised var. 
Hedgeland falls within the early Mississippi Period (Ryan 1997:7-22). 
Avoyelles Punctated (n = 2) 
 The type Avoyelles Punctated included pottery that had vertical or slightly slanting, 
rectilinear bands of punctuations, generally around the rim or shoulder of the vessel (Phillips 
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1970). The recovered sherds exhibited small (ca. 1 mm) punctuations bordered by finely incised 
lines. Both sherds were classified as var. Kearney. The paste was var. Unspecified A. These 
sherds were both found in Area 1 (one in Level 3 and the other in Level 4) in Test Unit 2003-2.  
Avoyelles Punctated var. Kearney was produced in the late Coles Creek period (Brown 1998). 
Beldeau Incised (n = 6) 
 
 Beldeau Incised is described as having oblique, cross-hatched incisions with single, or 
occasionally multiple, diamond shaped punctuations in the area created by the cross-hatching 
(Phillips 1970; Williams and Brain 1983). Varieties of Beldeau Incised include Beldeau and Bell 
Bayou. All six of the recovered sherds were var. Beldeau. Variety Beldeau is defined as the 
classic variety that is somewhat more neatly executed than the later Bell Bayou variety. Phillips 
(1970) noted similarities to Dunkin Incised found in the Caddo area as well as similarities to 
Keith Incised found on the Florida Gulf Coast. One sherd was recovered from Test Unit 2003-2 
while the other five were found in Test Unit 2003-1. Beldeau Incised acts as a marker of the late 
Coles Creek culture (Williams and Brain 1983). 
Cameron Complicated Stamped (n = 2) 
 Formerly named Gainesville Complicated Stamped, Cameron Complicated Stamped 
(Saunders and Stoltman 1999) included all varieties of paddle stamped pottery from coastal 
Louisiana except check stamped. To date, Cameron Complicated stamped pottery has not been 
broken down into varieties. The two complicated stamped sherd designs from Bayou Grande 
Cheniere were concentric circles with check stamping, design number 1.5 (Saunders and 
Stoltman 1999). Both sherds came from Test Unit 2003-1, Area 1, Levels 4 (30-40 cmbs) and 5 
(40-45 cmbs) and were probably part of the same vessel.  
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Cameron Complicated Stamped pottery appears to be restricted to the coast and also 
appears restricted to the Coles Creek period. Certain designs seen on Cameron Complicated 
Stamped sherds greatly resemble designs seen along the Gulf Coast as far east and south as 
central Florida (Brown 1984; Saunders and Stoltman 1999). 
 Carter Engraved (n = 1) 
 Carter Engraved is a type of engraved pottery in which the surface decoration was done 
when the vessel was leather-hard (Williams and Brain 1983). Variety Sara, the variety found at 
Bayou Grande Cheniere, had engraved rectilinear cross-hatched or hatched patterns arranged into 
zones. The patterned zones were set off by undecorated zones. Test Unit 2003-2 yielded the only 
sample of Carter Engraved. Carter Engraved var. Sara is associated with the Mississippi period 
(Weinstein and Kelly 1992). 
Coles Creek Incised (n = 52) 
 Coles Creek Incised pottery exhibits much variation on a consistent theme (Phillips 
1970). The variation makes varieties of Coles Creek Incised excellent space and time markers, 
yet many of the varieties subtly intergrade. All Coles Creek Incised pottery displays rectilinear 
incisions around the rim and neck of the vessel (Brown 1998; Phillips 1970; Williams and Brain 
1983). The quantity and quality of the incising determined the varietal classification. A special 
variation, punctuations included with the incising, seems to be restricted to coastal contexts 
(Brown 1984). 
Coles Creek Incised pottery exhibited the most variation, in terms of named varieties, and 
the most widespread stratigraphic distribution of any other type recovered from the site.  Seven 
named varieties of Coles Creek Incised were found, with varieties Hardy (n = 11), Athanasio (n 
= 8), Dozier (n = 7), and Pecan (n = 6) being the most numerous. Varieties Coles Creek (n = 3), 
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Blakely (n = 3), and Mott (n = 3) appeared less frequently.  Blakely, Hardy, and Mott are all late 
Coles Creek varieties (Brown 1984; Williams and Brain 1983), while varieties Coles Creek, 
Athanasio and Dozier are considered early and middle Coles Creek period varieties (Brown 
1984; Phillips 1970). Ten other sherds bearing rectilinear incising were also found, but the sherds 
were either too small or worn to be classified. These sherds were placed into the Unclassified 
variety.  
Variety Athanasio has punctations between the lines while Dozier has punctations within 
the lines (Brown 1984). The other Coles Creek Incised, Pecan, is similar to var. Phillips, a 
Lower Valley variety. Variety Pecan consists of a single line incised below the lip. Brown 
(1984) described both Athanasio and Dozier as being identical, except for paste characteristics, 
to St. Petersburg Incised. St. Petersburg Incised has a sandy paste. St. Petersburg Incised is a late 
Weeden Island pottery type from the Florida Gulf coast. One sherd of var. Athanasio from Test 
Unit 2003-2 had sand and grog in the paste.       
Evansville Punctated (n = 21) 
 This type is composed of sherds that have punctuations either in patterns or randomly 
applied (Phillips 1970; Williams and Brain 1983). Puncatation shapes include lunated, triangular, 
and circular punctuations. Variety Rhinehart dominated, with 13 examples recovered. The 
Unspecified variety was used to describe punctuated pottery that was too worn or small to 
discern a particular shape of the punctations. Evansville Punctated is a marker type for the Coles 
Creek period (Brown 1984; Phillips 1970). 
French Fork Incised (n = 6) 
 French Fork Incised is defined by complicated designs of curvilinear incisions and 
punctations (Phillips 1970; Williams and Brain 1983). French Fork Incised is an unusually 
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fanciful design when compared to other contemporaneous surface decorations. Three named 
varieties of French Fork Incised, Larkin (n = 1), Lafayette (n = 2), and McNutt (n = 1) were 
recovered; examples of French Fork Incised were encountered in each test unit. Variety Larkin is 
considered an early Coles Creek variety while Lafayette and McNutt are later varieties (Gibson 
1976; Williams and Brain 1983).  
Larto Red (n = 2) 
 Larto Red represents pottery that was painted or slipped with a red pigment (Phillips 
1970; Williams and Brain 1983). The type Larto Red includes all plain slipwares. These sherds 
may be part of red-slipped decorated vessels that could be classified as different types. Thus, 
Larto Red probably represents an undecorated area from decorated vessels, much like Baytown 
Plain sherds often represent plain areas of decorated vessels. One sherd of Larto Red came from 
Test Unit 2003-2 and the other from Test Unit 2003-1. Both sherds were exceptionally thin and 
well-polished and so were classified as var. Vaughn (Brown 1984). Larto Red falls into the 
Troyville and Coles Creek periods (Phillips 1970). 
Mazique Incised (n = 31) 
 The decorative style consists of line-filled triangles or obliquely slanting bands of parallel 
lines extending around the neck of the vessel (Brown 1998; Phillips 1970). Mazique Incised 
parallels Coles Creek Incised in that it has distinctive coastal varieties. Three named varieties 
were found, Back Ridge (n = 3); King’s Point (n = 4), and Manchac (n = 3), with var. Back 
Ridge being classified as a coastal variety.  Like Coles Creek Incised var. Athanasio, var. Back 
Ridge has punctations between the incised lines (Brown 1984:111). Each test unit yielded an 
example of Mazique Incised. Chronologically, King’s Point is placed in the middle Coles Creek 
period with var. Manchac being placed into the late Coles Creek period (Wells et al. 2001). 
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Plaquemine Brushed (n = 5) 
 Plaquemine Brushed pottery was created by brushing or combing across the surface of 
the vessel when the clay was plastic (Williams and Brain 1983). Plaquemine Brushed has a 
widely scattered distribution across the coast (McIntire 1958) and north into the southern Lower 
Mississippi Alluvial Valley (Phillips 1970). Five sherds of Plaquemine Brushed var. Blackwater 
were recovered from Test Unit 2003-2, Zone 2. As defined by Ryan (1997:7-22), var. 
Blackwater differs from the later var. Plaquemine in paste characteristics. While var. 
Plaquemine is on an Addis, heterogeneous organic grog paste, var. Blackwater is exclusively 
grog or clay tempered. Plaquemine Brushed is a marker for the late Coles Creek and early 
Mississippi Period; in particular, the transitional Coles Creek/Plaquemine culture (Ryan 1997:7-
96). 
Pontchartrain Check Stamped (n = 107) 
 The most numerous type of paddle stamped pottery from Bayou Grande Cheniere was 
Pontchartrain Check Stamped. The type is based on variations of checker-board stamped designs 
(Brown 1984; Phillips 1970). Pontchartrain Check Stamped is abundant in the coastal zone of 
Louisiana and is found in sites in the alluvial valley with some frequency. It is rarely seen north 
of Natchez (Phillips, 1970; Saunders 1997). The most numerous named variety was 
Pontchartrain (n = 91), followed by Lambert Ridge (n = 2), and Crawford Point (n = 1). 
Fourteen sherds could not be identified to the variety level and were placed in the Unclassified 
variety. Pontchartrain Check Stamped var. Ponchartrain was most popular from the late Coles 
Creek period (Brown 1982) to the early Mississippi period, while Lambert Ridge and Crawford 
Point are more temporally restricted. These two varieties are both associated with the Coles 
Creek period (Brown 1984:117). 
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 Unidentifable Decorated sherds (n = 42) 
 Forty-two sherds were decorated but, due to size or condition, could not be identified. 
Nineteen sherds were classified as unidentifiable rectilinear incised; these were either Coles 
Creek Incised or Mazique Incised, but the sherd orientation could not be determined. Eighteen 
sherds were classified as unidentifiable surface or unidentifiable punctuated and probably were 
either Pontchartrain Check Stamped or Evansville Punctated. The category unidentifiable 
curvilinear incised (n = 5) included sherds that were probably French Fork Incised. 
Discussion 
 The Coastal Coles Creek period in the eastern delta region is divided into three smaller 
phases. These phases are geographically similar and chronologically continuous (Weinstein 
1987). The earliest phase, Bayou Cutler, was initially defined by Kniffen (1936) as the result of 
his early work along the coast of Louisiana. Later researchers described Bayou Cutler-type 
pottery and defined this pottery as contemporaneous with the Lower Mississippi Valley 
Troyville/Coles Creek pottery (Ford and Quimby 1945:18; McIntire 1958:77). Phillips, with 
some uncertainty (1970:981), extended Coles Creek culture southward and defined Bayou Cutler 
as the only Coles Creek phase in coastal Louisiana. Subsequent phases, Bayou Ramos and St. 
Gabriel, were created through temporal reduction of the Bayou Cutler phase (Brown 1985; 
Weinstein 1987). Bayou Cutler has also been geographically limited through the work of Brown 
(1984) in the Petite Anse region and Weinstein (1987) in the western cheniere region. 
 The Bayou Cutler phase is defined as spanning the period from A.D. 700 to 
approximately A.D. 875 (Kelly et al. 2000:19), or in the early Coles Creek period. Bayou Cutler 
pottery includes the classic variety of Coles Creek Incised var. Coles Creek and the coastal- 
specific varieties Athanasio and Dozier (Kelly et al. 2000). Mazique Incised var. Mazique, Back 
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Ridge, and Sweet Bay are also indicative of the Bayou Cutler Phase. The type Pontchartrain 
Check Stamped also first appears during the Bayou Cutler phase. Types that show continuity 
with the earlier Whitehall Phase of the Troyville culture include Larto Red and French Fork 
Incised.  
The Bayou Ramos phase denotes the period from A.D. 875 to A.D. 1000 (Kelly et al. 
2000:19). Coles Creek Incised vars. King’s Point and Mott, and Beldeau Incised var. Beldeau, 
are indicators of the Bayou Ramos Phase. The St. Gabriel phase (A.D. 1000 to A.D. 1200) 
defines the transitional Coles Creek/Plaquemine period in the eastern delta. New varieties of 
earlier types, such as Coles Creek Incised var. Hardy, are seen (Wells et al. 2001:149). New 
types such as Plaquemine Incised and Anna Incised also appear.  
 Pottery from the Bayou Grande Cheniere site fits well into the Coles Creek period with 
pottery from all three phases recovered (Figure 9). Although pottery from the Bayou Cutler 
phase was recovered, Table 1 through Table 7 show that the majority of pottery was recovered 
from the later Bayou Ramos and St. Gabriel phases. No earlier or later pottery was encountered. 
The sample size of diagnostic types was unfortunately small. The most numerous decorated type, 
Pontchartrain Check Stamped, originally believed to be most popular in the Bayou Cutler phase, 
actually becomes more popular in the late Coles Creek contexts (Brown 1982:31-37). 
Pontchartrain Check Stamped was found in sizable quantities at the St. Gabriel site within St. 
Gabriel phase remains (Woodiel 1980). Additionally, Bayou Goula (Quimby 1957) and Medora 
(Quimby 1951) both yielded sizable quantities of Pontchartrain Check Stamped in St. Gabriel 
phase occupations. At Bayou Grande Cheniere, Pontchartrain Check Stamped var. Pontchartrain 
was most frequently recovered in the upper levels (Table 1).  
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Figure 9. Percentages of diagnostic pottery.
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Table 1. Decorated varieties of pottery from Test Unit 1 (by count). 
Test Unit 1 Level 1 
Level 
2 
Level 
3 
Level 
4 
Level 
5 
Level 
6 Feature 1 Area 7 Total 
Pontchartrain var. Lambert Ridge     2    2 
Cameron Complicated Stamped    1 1    2 
Coles Creek var. Athanasio   2 1     3 
Mazique var. Back Ridge   1      1 
French Fork var. Lafayette   1      1 
Coles Creek var. Pecan   1      1 
Coles Creek var. Blakely   1      1 
Beldeau var. Beldeau   3 1 1    5 
Mazique var. Manchac  1 1      2 
Mazique var. Kings Point  1  1     2 
Coles Creek var. Coles Creek  1       1 
Coles Creek var. Dozier  2   2 1   5 
Coles Creek var. Mott  2       2 
Pontchartrain var. Crawford Point  1       1 
Evansville var. Rhinehart  3 2 2 1  3  11 
Coles Creek var. Hardy 2        2 
Pontchartrain var. Pontchartrain 2 9 28 3 4  8 1 56 
Total 4 20 40 9 11 1 11 1 98 
 
Table 2. Decorated varieties of pottery from Test Unit 1 (by weight). 
Test Unit 1 Level 1 
Level 
2 
Level 
3 
Level 
4 
Level 
5 
Level 
6 Feature 1 Area 7 Total 
Pontchartrain var. Lambert Ridge     7.5    7.5 
Cameron Complicated Stamped    1.7 5.7    7.4 
Coles Creek var. Athanasio   9.2 7     16.2 
Mazique var. Back Ridge   13.5      13.5 
French Fork var. Lafayette   2.4      2.4 
Coles Creek var. Pecan   3.1      3.1 
Coles Creek var. Blakely   2.2      2.2 
Beldeau var. Beldeau   16.1 3.2 1.3    20.6 
Mazique var. Manchac  2.6 2.7      5.3 
Mazique var. Kings Point  4.5  8.5     13 
Coles Creek var. Coles Creek  6.1       6.1 
Coles Creek var. Dozier  11.3   18.4 7.2   36.9 
Coles Creek var. Mott  6.5       6.5 
Pontchartrain var. Crawford Point  1.6       1.6 
Evansville var. Rhinehart  9.9 7 7.9 2.2  19.8  46.8 
Coles Creek var. Hardy 7.5        7.5 
Pontchartrain var. Pontchartrain 3.2 20.6 86.6 9.6 12.7  38.6 13.6 146.3 
Total 10.7 63.1 142.8 37.9 47.8 7.2 58.4 13.6 342.9 
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Table 3. Decorated varieties of pottery from Test Unit 2 (by count). 
Test Unit 2 Zone 1 Area 1 Zone 2 Zone 4 Total 
Mazique var. Manchac     1   1 
Plaquemine var. Blackwater     5   5 
Anna var. Hedgeland     2   2 
Frenck Fork var. McNutt     1   1 
Larto Red var. Vaughn 2       2 
French Fork var. Larkin 1       1 
Coles Creek var. Coles Creek 2      3 
Coles Creek var. Pecan 2   1   3 
Coles Creek var. Hardy 2   1 1  3 
Coles Creek var. Mott 1       1 
Coles Creek var. Athanasio 5       5 
Coles Creek var. Dozier 1       1 
Avoyelles var. Kearney 2       2 
Pontchartrain var. Pontchartrain 23   2   25 
Carter var. Sara 1       1 
Total 42 0 13 1 56 
 
 
Table 4. Decorated varieties of pottery from Test Unit 2 (by weight). 
Test Unit 2 Zone 1 Area 1 Zone 2 Zone 4 Total
Mazique var. Manchac     21.3   21.3 
Plaquemine var. Blackwater     35   35 
Anna var. Hedgeland     22.3   22.3 
Frenck Fork var. McNutt     12.3   12.3 
Larto Red var. Vaughn 5.3       5.3 
French Fork var. Larkin 4.6       4.6 
Coles Creek var. Coles Creek 7.6      63.2 
Coles Creek var. Pecan 3.7   10.2   13.9 
Coles Creek var. Hardy 6.5   7.2 55.6  13.7 
Coles Creek var. Mott 3.2       3.2 
Coles Creek var. Athanasio 21.6       21.6 
Coles Creek var. Dozier 2.4       2.4 
Avoyelles var. Kearney 3.3       3.3 
Pontchartrain var. Pontchartrain 76.3   6.2   82.5 
Carter var. Sara 2.5       2.5 
Total 137 0 114.5 55.6 307.1 
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Table 5. Decorated varieties of pottery from Test Unit 3 (by count). 
Test Unit 3 Zone 1 Total 
French Fork var. Lafayette 1 1 
Mazique var. Back Ridge 1 1 
Coles Creek var. Pecan 2 2 
Coles Creek var. Blakely 1 1 
Coles Creek var. Hardy 5 5 
Evansville var. Rhinehart 2 2 
Pontchartrain var. Pontchartrain 9 9 
Total 21   
 
 
 
 
Table 6. Decorated varieties of pottery from Test Unit 3 (by weight). 
Test Unit 3 Zone 1 Total 
French Fork var. Lafayette 7.7 7.7 
Mazique var. Back Ridge 3.2 3.2 
Coles Creek var. Pecan 9.5 9.5 
Coles Creek var. Blakely 5.8 5.8 
Coles Creek var. Hardy 16 16 
Evansville var. Rhinehart 3.5 3.5 
Pontchartrain var. Pontchartrain 81.8 81.8 
Total 127.5   
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Table 7. Total counts of identified varieties of pottery. 
Type-Variety Test Unit 1 Test Unit 2 Test Unit 3 Total 
Pontchartrain var. Lambert Ridge 2     2 
Cameron Complicated Stamped  2     2 
Coles Creek var. Athanasio 3 5   8 
Mazique var. Back Ridge 1   1 2 
Larto Red var. Vaughn   2   2 
Plaquemine var. Blackwater   5   5 
Anna var. Hedgeland   2   2 
French Fork var. McNutt   1   1 
French Fork var. Lafayette 1   1 2 
French Fork var. Larkin   1   1 
Coles Creek var. Pecan 1 3 2 6 
Coles Creek var. Blakely 1   1 2 
Beldeau var. Beldeau 5     5 
Mazique var. Manchac 2  1   3 
Mazique var. Kings Point 2     2 
Coles Creek var. Coles Creek 1 3   4 
Coles Creek var. Dozier 5 1   6 
Coles Creek var. Mott 2 1   3 
Pontchartrain var. Crawford Point 1     1 
Evansville var. Rhinehart 11   2 13 
Coles Creek var. Hardy 2 3 5 10 
Avoyelles var. Kearney   2   2 
Carter var. Sara   1   1 
Pontchartrain var. Pontchartrain 56 25 9 90 
Total 96 56 21 173 
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In sum, pottery indicates that the Bayou Grande Cheniere site was utilized during the 
later Woodland period, particularly from the Coles Creek period to the transitional Coles 
Creek/emergent Plaquemine period. Although excavations did not reach the bottom of the 
cultural deposits, current models of the Plaquemine delta chronology indicate that a Troyville 
component is not probable. 
 The radiocarbon dating is somewhat incongruent with the culture-historical information 
derived from the pottery analysis. A date of the middle 14th century A.D. suggested a 
Plaquemine culture occupation. Diagnostic pottery indicated a strong Coles Creek utilization. 
This discrepancy could come about for two reasons: either the radiocarbon date is not a reliable 
indicator of when the mounds were used or the Coles Creek period pottery styles persisted at the 
Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds beyond their disappearance time frame at more northerly sites. 
Wet conditions at the mound group and the liquid nature of the soils could allow later carbon to 
leach into the soil, which was the only material available for dating. Cultural persistence is an 
intriguing possibility, but more well dated radiocarbon samples are needed to securely 
demonstrate this hypothesis.  
It is important to note the many coastal-specific types in this assemblage. Historically, 
archaeologists have acknowledged pottery style similarities along the northern Gulf Coast 
(Brown 1984; Kidder 1999; Phillips 1970; Sears 1964). Saunders (1997) suggests that Cameron 
Complicated Stamped pottery evidences a direct connection with the northern Gulf Coast of 
Florida. The collection from Bayou Grande Cheniere reveals nothing to the contrary. 
Functional Analysis 
 
 In addition to the decorative motif and temper, formal attributes were also recorded. Rim 
sherds were examined and, where possible, categorized according to inferred form. Vessel 
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orifices were measured to the nearest one centimeter on sherds where at least 10 percent of the 
vessel diameter was available. The form, and related functional implication (Blitz 1993; Johnson 
2002; Rice 1987:211-212; Sassaman 1993; Wells et al. 1995) was then compared against spatial 
distributions in an effort to hypothesize about activities that occurred at certain locations. 
 The number of rim sherds from Bayou Grande Cheniere was small (n=140), with 
even fewer yielding a recognizable vessel form (n = 104). The vessel form categories (Figure 
10), unrestricted vessels (n = 82); restricted vessels (n = 18); and plates (n = 4), were recognized,  
with reference to reconstructed vessels from the Louisiana State Museum of Natural Science. 
Attributes most important in this classification were rim orientation and rim curvature.  
Unrestricted vessels were identified by sherds where the rim angle was either 
perpendicular to a horizontal line drawn above the vessel or the rim angled away from the center 
of the vessel. Restricted rims angled towards the center of the vessel. Unrestricted vessels were 
represented by sherds that had a broad range of rim angles, ranging from approximately 10° to 
90° (Steponaitis 1986:67). Unrestricted vessels could be bowls, beakers, or plates, with small 
vessels ( < 12 cm) classified as beakers. Plates were a specialized form of unrestricted vessel 
discussed in more detail below. The rim curvature of unrestricted sherds was almost universally 
concave when viewed from the interior of the vessel. Eighty-two unrestricted rims were 
identified. 
Unrestricted vessels ranged in diameter from 10 cm to 48 cm with a mean of 24 cm; the 
median diameter of the unrestricted sherds was 22 cm. Functionally, unrestricted vessels were 
seen as serving or cooking vessels (Rice 1877:238-239, Wells et al. 1995:281-282). Plates (or 
brimmed bowls) were vessels with rim angles approaching the horizontal ( < 10°). Sherds from 
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Figure 10. Vessel Profiles (after Steponaitis 1986). 
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Only one plate sherd was large enough to allow for a diameter estimate; that vessel was 12 cm. 
Plates were serving or presentation vessels. 
As defined in this analysis, restricted vessels were bowls with a rim orientation towards 
the center of the vessel or jars. Jars were a specialized vessel form that contained a neck 
(Steponaitis 1983:69). A neck was defined as a restriction, or inflection point, below the lip and 
above the shoulder (Steponaitis 1983:65). Jars were separated on the basis of an unrestricted lip. 
Unrestricted vessel lips angled outward from the restricted neck. Although the orifices were 
shaped differently on restricted bowls and jars, the opening on both of these types was reduced 
when compared to the maximum vessel diameter. As with unrestricted sherds, restricted sherds 
were concave. Eighteen rim diameters were recorded for restricted vessels, with a range from 15 
cm to 31 cm. The calculated mean was 23 cm and the median diameter was 23 cm.  The 
restricted forms have been interpreted as representing storage vessels (Rice 1987:238-239).  
 The frequency of unrestricted vessels suggests that food consumption, probably in the 
form of communal feasts, was a primary activity at the site. The scarcity of restricted forms 
indicates that storage was not a focus. The size distribution of the unrestricted vessels (mean = 
22 cm), interpreted as serving or cooking vessels, points to the notion that, at any one time, 
feasting activity was at the smaller end of the scale. The vessels were not particularly large. This 
suggests that while large groups may have met at the site, food preparation and distribution was 
not centrally controlled. Feasting as a form of redistribution does not appear to have been a 
primary activity at the site. The profusion of unrestricted forms could also indicate the 
consumption of ritual drinks or teas.  Large groups, in this interpretation, met at the site but the 
individual groups brought and prepared their own food rather than one headman or chief 
providing the feast.  
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Other evidence also suggests large groups of people were at the site. Site maintenance, 
building and periodic renewal, required organized labor activities. In Test Unit 2003-2, at the 
interface of Area 1, a sterile fill episode, and Zone 1, an activity surface, some of the largest 
unrestricted bowl sherds were found. These were broken in situ. Diameters of 35 cm and 36 cm 
were recorded. Plate sherds were also most numerous in Test Unit 2003-2, but the sample size (n 
= 3) was too small to generalize any particular activities from with confidence. 
Other Artifacts 
 Besides pottery, two other types of artifacts were recovered. A large number of pieces of 
fired clay (n = 138) were recovered. A smaller number of lithic artifacts (n = 22) were also 
recovered. The unworked fired clay was found in each test unit while the lithic artifacts were 
confined to Test Unit 2003-1 and Test Unit 2003-2. 
 The fired clay exhibited no predictable shape or pattern. For the most part, the objects 
appeared to have been the result of clay that was incidentally fired due to being close to a heat 
source such as a fire. The fired clay from the Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds site contrasts with 
fired clay recovered from the Morgan Site (16VM9), a group of three or four contemporaneous 
mounds located in Vermillion Parish (Fuller and Fuller 1987:46). Clay coils and daub from 
Morgan were interpreted as evidence of pottery production and relatively permanent structures. 
The unworked fired clay at Bayou Grande Cheniere did not appear to be in coils, nor did it 
exhibit obvious cane impressions or flat sides as might be expected if the clay was part of the 
wall of a structure. In addition, no other evidence for structures, such as post molds or postholes, 
was found. 
Few lithic (n = 22) artifacts were recovered. Only two recognizable stone tools, both 
drills, were found. Most of the stone material was encountered in Test Unit 2003-2, with Test 
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Unit 2003-1 yielding one of the drills and all of the three chert flakes (n = 3). This drill was 
broken and it may have been a perforator. No lithic materials were found in Test Unit 2003-3. 
Few stone tools are found at coastal sites, as stone is rare in the deltaic plain. The closest chert 
sources are located ca. 20 km north of Lake Pontchartrain, nearly 150 km distant from Bayou 
Grande Cheniere. Although a lack of lithic tools was to be expected, the lack of modified bone 
tools is notable. Bone tools are widely found in coastal excavations (Fuller and Fuller 1987; 
Neuman 1984; Springer 1973).  The remaining lithic material consisted of miscellaneous river 
pebbles that could have been used as bead blanks but there were no obvious signs of working. 
Human Bone 
 A portion of an adult human femur was recovered from Test Unit 2003-3. The femur was 
recovered in a soil sample taken from 35 cmbs. As a result, the femur was unintentionally 
brought to the lab. No other human remains were encountered in the 2003 excavations. No 
identifiable grave goods were found with the human bone. The femur was fragmented but did 
exhibit some cut marks, evidence of post-mortem defleshing. The femur was interpreted as a part 
of a secondary burial. Secondary burials are common in both midden and mound contexts from 
Coles Creek sites (Kidder 2002).  
The previously exposed burials were encountered in mound contexts and could be 
suggestive of exclusionary burial practices. Isolated bone fragments are not uncommon on 
archaeological sites in Louisiana. Whether the isolated bone was an intentional burial is 
uncertain. Also ambiguous is the relationship of this particular bone fragment to the general 
pattern observed in the other burials at this site. 
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 Faunal Remains 
Faunal remains from the Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds were consistent, in terms of 
classes found, with remains from other prehistoric sites in south Louisiana (Brown 1984; 
DeMarcay 1985; Misner and Reitz 1994; Springer 1980). All of the classes identified would 
have been found in the coastal and deltaic marshes. The richness of the faunal remains from Test 
Unit 2003-1 led to the interpretation that this test unit consisted of primary or secondary midden 
deposits and was an indication that the activities that occurred there were substantively different 
from activities that occurred at the location of Test Unit 2003-2. Remains from Test 2003-2 were 
equivocal, faunal material was recovered from this context but the test unit did not yield as many 
species or specimen  as Test Unit 2003-3. Faunal remains were counted and weighed to obtain a 
generalized picture of dietary practices and are presented as totals per test unit (Table 8). 
These results are biased, however, towards larger specimens ( > 6.44 mm) recovered in 
the ¼ inch screen. In an effort to ameliorate the sampling bias, five soil samples were taken for 
fine screening. The samples were processed in a flotation tank similar to the one described by 
Watson (1976). The light fraction was captured in geological sieve measuring .5 mm and the 
heavy fraction mesh size was 1.6 mm (1/16 in). Although in-depth analysis has not been 
performed, a cursory examination indicated that fish remains composed a large portion of the 
samples. Table 8 contains faunal remains greater than ¼ inch only.  
Faunal remains were most plentiful in Test Unit 2003-1, with all classes of animal 
remains found. Owing to the degraded nature of the remains, 235 fragments could not be 
identified to the class level. As was to be expected, mammals and fish appeared with the greatest 
frequency. Deer and muskrat represented the majority of the mammals, with other small rodents 
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also recovered. Least often recovered were birds, reptiles, and amphibians. Both Rangia and 
oyster shell were also encountered.  
Table 8. Faunal remains from all ¼ in. screened proveniences. 
 
Test Unit 2003-1 
Provenience Class Count Weight(g) 
Feature 1 Bird 15 7.2 
 Fish 147 45.6 
 Mammal 29 130.1 
 Reptile 4 .7 
 Unidentified Bone 8 1.7 
Area 1 Level 1, 2, 3 Amphibian 6 2.8 
 Fish 56 9.4 
 Mammal 43 32.0 
 Unidentified Bone 92 27.9 
Area 1 Level 4, 5, 6 Amphibian 8 3.2 
 Bird 26 24.1 
 Fish 439 107.1 
 Mammal 151 449.3 
 Reptile 25 15.8 
 Unidentified Bone 168 30.2 
 
 
Test Unit 2003-2 
Provenience Class Count Weight(g) 
Zone1 Fish 4 .1 
 Mammal 2 .4 
 Unidentified Bone 4 .1 
Zone 2 Fish 7 .5 
 Unidentified Bone 40 2.1 
Zone 4 Unidentified Bone 1 5.8 
 
Test Unit 2003-3 
Provenience Class Count Weight(g) 
Area 1 Fish 5 2.1 
 Unidentified Bone 7 6.4 
 
 
Test Unit 2003-2 contained fewer faunal remains, with only two classes, mammals and 
fish, identified. In addition to bones, isolated Rangia and oyster shells were recovered. Test Unit 
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2003-2 yielded the smallest amount by weight (1.1 g) of identifiable remains. In Test Unit 2003-
3, only one identifiable class, fish, was recovered. Total from Test Unit 2003-3 do not represent 
the entire amount of remains encountered. Small fish bones were abundant in the clayey soils 
and as a result of these clayey conditions recovery of all fish remains was not possible. 
Summary 
Pottery from primary deposits indicates occupation during the Coles Creek period with 
sherds spanning the entire Coles Creek period being recognized. Eighteen sherds identified as 
Emergent  Plaquemine sherds indicate that the site was utilized until late in the Coles Creek 
period while, a few shell tempered sherds suggest some Mississippian contact or influence. But 
the site appears to have been abandoned before Mississippian influences appeared on the coast of 
Louisiana. 
Vessel forms indicate that long-term domestic activities were not a primary activity at the 
site. The majority of forms were unrestricted. The mean vessel diameter was for unrestricted 
vessels was 22 cm suggesting that the vessels were not communal vessels but rather individuals 
used their own pottery.  
Two of the test units, Test Unit 2003-1 and Test Unit 2003-3 were dug into rich midden 
areas yielding a wide variety of faunal remains. Faunal remain counts were dominated by fish 
species with mammals also being well represented. Also encountered were birds, reptiles, and 
amphibians.  
Taken together, these data provide limited but tantalizing evidence that the site was the 
location of feasting rituals, probably in conjunction with burial and other rituals.  On the basis of 
vessel diameters, however, it appears that these were small-scale events.  If they involved a large 
number of participants, feasting was still on a family or lineage basis. That the Bayou Grande 
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Cheniere Mounds site was a special purpose site involving burial ritual—the dangerous passage 
from this world to the next—can also be seen in its location with respect to other 
contemporaneous sites, as described in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6: 
REGIONAL SETTLEMENT 
 
Recent work has led some researchers to suggest that Coles Creek culture in the Lower 
Mississippi Valley was organized into political hierarchies in the form of chiefdoms by the end 
of the Coles Creek period (Barker 1999; Kidder 1998; Wells 1998, 2001).  Chiefdoms contained 
ascriptively ranked kin groups and an office of leadership, held by a chief, who was determined 
on a genealogical basis (Blitz 1999). Changes in political organization began by the late Coles 
Creek period (A.D. 800 – A.D. 1000) and accelerated during the transitional Coles 
Creek/Plaquemine period (A.D. 1000 –A.D. 1200) (Kidder 1992, 1998). Wells (2001:201) 
suggested that the settlement hierarchy seen in the Upper Atchafalaya Backwater region was 
similar to the settlement hierarchy seen in the Lower Mississippi Valley. Wells (2001:202) noted 
regular spacing between major mound sites in the Atchafalaya Basin and argued that such 
regular spacing pointed to the existence of competing ranked political entities. Social 
organization like this has been termed “petty chiefdoms” by Williams and Brain (1983:405-408; 
see also Steponaitis 1986:385-386). The settlement hierarchy contained a three-tiered hierarchy 
where “sites with two or more mounds may represent the seats of regional polities, with lower-
ranked single mound sites serving as secondary centers” (Wells 2001:202). Sites with no mounds 
represented the tertiary level in the hierarchy. As described by Wells, multiple mound sites are 
the result of the concentration of political power in the hands of a few elites at one locale. 
In the Terrebonne marsh area, Weinstein and Kelly (1992:354-355) also described a 
hierarchical settlement pattern with three or possibly four tiers of hierarchically nested site types. 
Multiple mound sites in the Terrebonne region were at the top of the settlement hierarchy. They 
suggested that a “tribal leader (or chief)….most likely resided atop the various mounds” 
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(Weinstein and Kelly 1992:354). From these large mound sites, the chief dominated a regional 
territory centered on a bayou where smaller intermediate centers were located. Although 
tentatively formulated, Weinstein and Kelly (1992:354) believed that the hierarchical settlement 
pattern represented some kind of social stratification. This model is similar to what Wells (2001) 
proposed and indicates similar political processes. Both models, though limited in geographic 
scope, suggest that by at least the end of the Coles Creek period Native American societies on 
the coast of Louisiana were vertically integrated.  
Mound building in these interpretations resulted from the actions of one person or a small 
group of people controlling the surplus labor of the populace. A recurrent theme in hierarchical 
interpretations of mound building is the presence of a strong, centralized decision-making 
process controlled by a genealogically determined group. Mounds and the labor involved in 
building them were representative of a chief’s status (Hally 1993, 1996).  The availability of 
positions of power and authority were restricted to a few (Fried 1967). Thus, large multi-mound 
sites were representative of more powerful chiefs, while smaller, single mound sites represented 
less powerful chiefs. In turn, sites with single mounds were dominant over non-mound 
communities. 
While hierarchical integration probably did occur in inland Coles Creek cultures (Barker 
1999; Kidder 1998; Wells 1998), the situation on the coast has not been satisfactorily 
investigated (Kidder 1998, 2002). Mound function in coastal Coles Creek contexts is uncertain. 
Knight (2001) suggested that mounds in Woodland contexts throughout the Southeast were 
emblematic of communal concerns. Instead of supporting elite residences, mounds supported 
communal rituals where access was not restricted along class (elite/nonelite) lines. One segment 
of the population did not dominate or control the results of collective activities but group labor 
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benefited the entire community. In this view, the social organization of the coastal Coles Creek 
culture very probably was not organized vertically but instead organized horizontally. 
Accordingly, then, it is hypothesized that local communities on the coast were regionally 
integrated through a system of crosscutting institutions, including kinship, ideology, or language 
(O’Shea and Milner 2002:200; Sahlins 1968). Societies organized similarly are called tribal 
societies (Sahlins 1968:16). Tribal organization describes a social structure of great variability 
where social mechanisms, such as clan affiliation or age grades, are more influential in 
structuring the decision making process than mechanisms that promote hierarchical 
differentiation (Fowles 2003). Villages or lineages were autonomous most of the time; 
occasionally social groups would come together for a common purpose such as warfare or 
mound building. Once the need had passed however, autonomy would return. 
Conceptually, the organization suggested here could be described as being heterarchical. 
Crumley (2001:24) defined heterarchy as “the relation of elements to one another when they are 
unranked or when they possess the potential for being unranked in a number of different ways, 
depending on conditions.” Indeed, heterarchy is the absence of institutional hierarchy. 
Heterarchy does not necessarily preclude positions of authority or leadership but rather suggests 
positions of leadership and authority that are situationally specific. Heterarchy differs from 
hierarchy in the orientation and permanence of the decision-making processes. Decisions in 
heterarchical polities are inclusive of many different viewpoints from both “within and outside of 
the decision-making lattice” (Crumley 2001:26). Decisions in heterarchical organizations come 
about through a consensus. Hierarchical polities are pyramidal in nature, and have a more 
structured decision making process (though chiefdoms in much of the Southeast were 
notoriously weak and chiefs were generally constrained to follow the consensus). In relation to 
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the coastal Coles Creek culture, mounds were not the result of the concentration of individual 
political power and a top-down decision making process, but were the result of collective 
integration and a consensually based social system (cf. Weinstein and Kelly 1992; Wells et al. 
2001). Mound sites can be better understood as places constructed communally by segments of 
society to express group identity in the form of territorial markers; mounds may also denote 
communal ownership of specific resource bases (O’Shea and Milner 2002:211-212). 
Hierarchical Settlement Patterns 
  In order to test this tribal model of the social system of the coastal Coles Creek people, 
current models of hierarchy are reviewed. Mississippian hierarchies are traditionally broken 
down into simple or complex chiefdoms. These types are not absolute but represent the ends of a 
sliding scale, chiefdoms at one extreme are more like the ideal simple chiefdom while chiefdoms 
at the opposite are more like the ideal complex chiefdom.  Complex chiefdoms were centered at 
large multi-mound sites. Polities were vertically integrated; a chief or elite class lived atop the 
mounds and was supported by tribute from populations living in dispersed hamlets in the 
surrounding countryside. Hally (1993) described spatial patterning for the hierarchically 
organized polities during the Mississippi period in northern Mississippi.  Polity size was highly 
variable, with the largest sites, such as Cahokia, Coosa, and Moundville, extending influence 
outward almost 250 km in any direction (Cobb 2003). Most Mississippian polities, however, 
were not nearly as large. The average size of Mississippian polities was probably about 20 km in 
any one direction. This figure is based on the distance a person can walk in one day; a day’s walk 
determined the limits of effective administration (Hally 1993).   
 Hally determined that the linear distances between Mississippi period mound sites was, in 
fact, either less than 18 km or more than 31 km. The hierarchical polities were an ellipse located 
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within a river valley where the long axis measured approximately 40 km (20 km in either 
direction from a central site) and the short axis was determined by the width of the valley. For 
simple chiefdoms, polities would be centered on a single one-mound site with no other 
contemporaneous mound site within the polity boundary. Complex chiefdoms were represented 
where a large mound group and a smaller mound group were separated by less than 18 km; the 
largest site would be the location of the chiefly residence while the smaller would house lesser 
elites subject to the paramount chief. Complex chiefdoms were the exception with most 
chiefdoms fitting the spatial description of a simple chiefdom (Hally 1996). Hally’s model has 
been used persuasively to describe spatial patterning and social organization in northern Georgia 
(Hally 1996; see also Kidder 1992:154 for an application of a 20 km radius boundary in 
describing site hierarchy in the Tensas Basin during the Balmoral phase of the Coles Creek 
period). Hally’s model of simple/complex chiefdoms is a generally accepted model of political 
hierarchy (Cobb 2003). 
 Discussion 
The question, then, is: was the coastal Coles Creek culture structured hierarchically? The 
best evidence available to evaluate this question is patterning of mound locations. If Coastal 
Coles Creek society was organized in a political hierarchy, then it should follow that mound size 
and location should also be organized hierarchically. In the absence of a hierarchical landscape, 
the social organization would be heterarchical.  I have used the Louisiana Comprehensive 
Archaeological Database to identify coastal Coles Creek sites and then a nearest neighbor 
analysis to see whether mound sites are hierarchically patterned in coastal Louisiana. 
The Louisiana Comprehensive Archaeological Database (LCAD) contains 539 coastal 
sites with Coles Creek components. For the purposes of data collection, the coastal zone was 
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defined as the 26 southernmost parishes. This designation roughly corresponds to the geological 
definition of the deltaic and coastal plains.  All of the sites in this analysis were assumed to be 
contemporaneous. Very few sites have been dated by absolute techniques such as radiocarbon 
dating; most sites are defined by relative ceramic dating. The Coles Creek period stretched from 
A.D. 700 to A.D. 1200; the most highly centralized Mississippian chiefdoms rarely spanned 
periods of more than 200 years. Thus, many of the sites used here were probably not occupied at 
the same time. However, a more temporally restricted approach was not possible with the level 
of site information present in the LCAD. Nevertheless, data at this level are useful for identifying 
general patterns in settlement systems (King 1999:113-114; Pluckhahn and McKivergan 
2002:150).  
Most of the sites were isolated finds, small extraction camps, or other non-mound sites (n 
= 466). Seventy-three sites were identified as having mound architecture. Single mound sites 
were the most frequently occurring mound sites, with 38 (52%) single mound sites identified 
(Figure 13). Nineteen percent (n = 14) of mounded sites were two mound sites and 16% (n = 12) 
had three mound sites. Sites composed of 4 (n = 4), 5 (n = 2), or 6 (n = 1) mounds amounted to 
almost 11% of the total. Only one site, the Bayou Grande Cheniere Site, contained 12 mounds. 
There were no sites that had between 6 and 12 mounds.  
Figure 11 shows mound sites from the LCAD plotted by number of mounds. Using the 
number of mounds as a measure of a site’s position within a hierarchy (Hodder 1979), two or 
three steps are evident. Breaks in the data are between sites with one mound and sites with two, 
with another major break in the data between sites with three mounds and those with four. Thus, 
the highest administrative level should be either sites with 4 or more mounds, or sites with 2 or 
more mounds. 
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Figure 11. Number of mounds per site from the LCAD. 
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Drawing on models of hierarchy (e.g Hally 1993), Wells (2001) argued that sites with 2 or more 
mounds were the seats of regional polities in the Upper Atchafalaya Region during the Coles 
Creek period (cf. Blitz [1999], who argued that only sites with three or more mounds were the 
centers of complex chiefdoms). Using Wells’ evolutionary interpretation of regional political 
integration, where some sites gradual become regionally dominant, sites with two or more 
mounds are seen here as regional political centers. The intermediate level sites included all sites 
with a single mound. The basic unit of settlement was the nonmound village site. 
If any sites with two or more mounds were central places in ranked political hierarchies, 
then mound locations and polity should roughly correspond to Hally’s and Wells’ administrative 
model. Effective administration from a central place should incur lower transportation costs due 
to the ease of waterborne transportation in south Louisiana. Therefore, polity boundaries could 
be larger than Hally’s 20 km radius polity boundary and may not be restricted to river valleys 
because larger streams and rivers were often interconnected. Unlike river valleys, natural levees 
would not have been substantial barriers to administration. Nevertheless, Hally’s 20 km radius 
polity boundary does serve as a good, conservative estimate for determining the number of 
administrative levels in a polity. The best method for analyzing mound sites in terms of the 
administrative model is visual inspection. To visually inspect mound sites in south Louisiana, the 
sites were plotted with 20 km (radius) circles placed around 2 or more mound site locations. 
Figure 12 shows multiple mound sites with polity boundaries as well as single mound sites. 
Four circles (hypothetical polities) contain  multiple (2 or more mounds) mound sites that 
are in a hierarchical relationship with at least one single mound site (Figure 13). In addition to a 
hierarchical relationship with a single mound site, there should not be any multiple mound sites 
within a 20 m radius. These data fit Hally’s pattern well. Hally describes a relationship like 
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Figure 12. Polity boundaries around multiple mound sites.
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Figure 13. Complex chiefdoms. 
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this as a complex chiefdom (1993). There is a level of information processing above the local 
level. Ten mound sites, both multiple mound and single mound sites, were contained by the four 
complex chiefdoms (Table 9). The primary mound sites on the left correspond with the 
secondary sites on the right. 
Table 9. Primary and secondary mound sites. 
Primary Mound Sites Secondary Mound Sites 
Portage Mounds (16SM5) Eagle Point (16IB123) 
Bayou Sorrel Mounds (16IV4) Schwing Place Mound (16IV13) 
Atchafalaya Basin Mounds (16SMY10) Greenwood Cemetery (16SMY10) 
Gibson Mounds (16TR5) Pennison Mounds (16AS16) 
Gibson Mounds (16TR5) Bayou Black Mound (16TR78) 
Gibson Mounds (16TR5) Richeau Field (16TR82) 
 
Four different sites correspond to the criteria for simple chiefdoms. Figure 14 displays the 
four sites, which are Bayou Cypremont (16SMY7), Machias Lake (16SB2), Southwest of Cut 
Off Lagoon (16SB50), and the Jerry Haas Site (16SJ51). Simple chiefdoms were identified by 
the presence of a single mound without any other contemporary sites within a 20 km radius. On 
the map, sites that were enclosed by only one circle fit this criterion. The sites are labeled on the 
map with a large black dot for clarity. 
Only 14 sites could fit comfortably within the current models of hierarchical 
organization, leaving the bulk of mound sites unexplained.  Blitz (1999:581) noted that the 
administrative model of settlement did not explain site patterning for Mississippian sites in the 
South Appalachian area, and his observations may be useful in explaining the coastal Louisiana 
data. Blitz described two other types of settlement groupings: grouped single mound sites and 
isolated multiple mound sites. 
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Figure 14. Simple chiefdoms. Large black dots represent simple chiefdoms.
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Grouped single mound sites were sites with single mounds located within a 20 km radius 
of each other and that were not associated with a multiple mound primary center. Isolated 
multiple mound sites were multiple mound sites without the attendant secondary centers. Blitz 
(1999:581) argued that, in relation to the administrative model, the alternative site groupings 
constituted different forms of social organization. Both alternative settlement groupings were 
seen in the coastal Coles Creek data. Another pattern, grouped multiple mound sites, was also 
observed. Grouped multiple mound sites were seen when two or more multiple mound sites, 
without the secondary centers, were within the 20 km radius. 
Hierarchy, as defined by Hally, does not exist within groups of single mound sites. If 
mound sites in the category ‘grouped single mound sites’ are equal in administrative 
responsibility, then the groups would represent a simple chiefdom with two or more centers. 
Grouped single mound sites do imply some type of political association, possibly a single entity 
of equally sized individual components, based on physical proximity (Blitz 1999:582). Four 
groups of single mound sites within 20 km of one another were identified (Figure 15 and Table 
10). 
Isolated multiple mound sites (n = 6) also violated Hally’s definition of administrative 
hierarchy. At isolated multiple mound sites, all mounds within a 20 km radius boundary were at 
one location and there were no secondary sites. In Hally’s model, isolated multiple mound sites 
would represent just a single level of administrative hierarchy; these sites would be simple 
chiefdoms. Isolated multiple mound sites contained a wide range of mound sizes and by 
inference represent a high level of political complexity not consistent with the definition of 
simple chiefdoms (Blitz 1999:582). The nearest neighbor of isolated multiple mound sites tended 
to be another isolated multiple mound site (Figure 16).
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Figure 15. Grouped Single Mound Sites. 
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Figure 16. Isolated multiple mound sites. 
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Table 10. Grouped single mound sites. 
 
Sites Distance(km) 
Cut Off #3 (16JD50) – Oak Ridge (16CM24) 16.3 
The Shadows (16ST125) – Charlon (16ST65) 15.6 
Clio (16LV15) – Whitehall (16LV19) 12.6 
Whitehall (16LV19) – Rose Mound (16LV7) 17.3 
Brusly St. Martin (16IV6) – Big Bayou Goddel (16AS1) 13.5 
Big Bayou Goddel (16AS1) – Burns (16SMY6) 10.0 
Burns (16SMY6) – Shell Point (16AS8) 6.4 
Shell Point (16AS8) – 16AS25 6.8 
16AS21 – 16AS27 3.2 
 
The third case where the observed pattern was counter to the definition of an 
administrative hierarchy could be seen in grouped multiple mound centers (Figure 17), in which 
two or more multiple mound centers were within the same 20 km radius polity boundary (Table 
11). Grouped multiple mound centers essentially violated the same condition as grouped single 
mound sites, but at the other end of the scale. Within the pattern, hierarchy was not seen; all 
multiple mound centers were believed to be at the same level of administrative control. Multiple 
mound centers by definition were primary centers and, as previously noted, signified a higher 
degree of political complexity. Therefore, the polity would have two centers. 
Following an administrative model, the hypothetical settlement hierarchy on the coast of 
Louisiana, was evenly split between complex and simple chiefdoms. In his administrative model 
for settlement hierarchy, Hally (1996:125) observed that complex chiefdoms were rare and  
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Figure 17. Grouped multiple mound sites. 
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 Table 11. Grouped multiple mound sites. 
Grouped Mound Centers Distance  number of mounds 
Little Cheniere (16CM22) – Little Pecan Island (16CM43) 11.8  5-3 
Morgan Mounds (16VM9) – Cypress Point (16VM112) 3.3 4-2 
Pecan Mounds (16SM37) – Bayou Portage Mounds 5.9 4-2 
St. Gabriel Mounds (16IV128) – Kleinpeter Mounds  9.5 6-2 
Temple (16LF4) – Clovelly (16LF64) – Bayou L’Ours 15.5 – 13.6 2-2-2 
 
simple chiefdoms relatively abundant. The analysis also shows the data to be incongruent with 
the model in this respect. Complex chiefdoms were much more abundant and simple chiefdoms 
were more scarce than was expected with the administrative model. 
 Coastal Coles Creek settlement patterns do not conform well to the expectations of an 
administrative model of social organization. The numbers of occurrences where the model seems 
to explain the settlement pattern are fewer than the number of occurrences where the model does  
not. On the whole, the settlement pattern seen does not appear to be rigidly hierarchical. In the 
absence of clear cut hierarchical patterning it may be reasonable to infer that the settlement 
pattern and social structure of coastal Coles Creek culture was the result of heterarchical social 
processes rather than hierarchical social processes. 
For his South Appalachian data, Blitz (1999) forwarded a settlement model based on a 
fission/fusion process. Blitz postulated that the basic unit of Mississippian settlement and 
political organization in the South Appalachian region was the single mound village. Single 
mound villages would occasionally come together, fuse, to form larger entities, especially when 
under pressure from external competition. High degrees of political integration could be seen by 
the existence of multiple mound centers. In turn, multiple mound sites would fission when 
factionalism drove the constituent polities apart and at least one of the constituent parts would 
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regroup at or create a new single mound site (Blitz 1999:583).  A process similar to this may be 
responsible for some of the settlement organization seen on the Louisiana coast. 
While Blitz’s model is tempting to apply to the coastal Coles Creek culture, the 
fission/fusion model relies upon the platform mounds being central places that symbolized both 
group unity and chiefly authority, and strong intergroup competition. Not denying that mounds 
symbolized group unity, in the form of organized corporate labor, mounds as symbols of chiefly 
authority has not been adequately demonstrated for the Coles Creek period on the Louisiana 
coast. The other necessity for the fission/fusion process, internal and external conflict, is also not 
evident. Kidder (2002:87) noted that “there is no evidence to indicate that conflict was a major 
problem or significant factor in Coles Creek [political] evolution.” In the absence of material 
culture or burial patterns indicative of chiefly authority, O’Shea and Milner’s (2002; see also 
Knight 2001) characterization of mounds as important group symbols on the landscape is more 
appropriate. In fact, in the absence of artifactual evidence and strong hierarchical settlement 
patterning, I suggest that Coles Creek peoples on the Louisiana coast were still organized tribally 
rather than in a more rigid, chiefdom-level organization.  Although using negative evidence 
cannot prove the existence of tribal political organization, it is better to assume continuity with 
previous traditions in the absence of evidence of change. Mounds in and among themselves 
hardly prove chiefly authority; mound building in south Louisiana was part of the cultural milieu 
by at least the late Archaic period (Saunders et al. 1994; R. Saunders 1994).  
 The proposition forwarded here is that mounds functioned in the coastal Coles Creek 
system more similarly to the model put forth by O’Shea and Milner (2002) than in the models 
proposed by Blitz (1999) or Hally (1993, 1996). Much like Blitz, multiple mound groups were 
places were individual units (bands) came together to form a larger group (tribe). Differing from 
Blitz though, aggregation was temporary, on the order of days or weeks, with the individual parts 
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retaining their autonomy. Aggregation served to facilitate large-scale ritual activity such as 
secondary burial activity (O’Shea and Milner 2002: 204-205). At large multiple mound sites, 
individual band or lineage identity may have been expressed through the collective group action 
of building a mound. Single mound sites and small clusters of mounds would act as territorial 
markers and function to indicate ownership of certain resources (O’Shea and Milner 2002:211). 
Groups probably met at single mound sites also, in order to facilitate and solidify inter-band 
relationships. Mound sites were multifunction locales and had multiple meanings depending on 
the situation. 
 How did the Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds articulate with this tribal system? The 
Bayou Grande Cheniere site was in a remote location. Figure 18 shows the location of the 
nearest mound sites to Bayou Grande Cheniere. Thus, Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds were not 
at the center of regional polity, but purposefully isolated. Isolated as to not privilege one group 
over another. O’Shea and Milner (2002:207) indicate that certain aggregation places on the 
landscape would be utilized by peoples who never had face-to-face contact. At the aggregation 
sites, a full range of cultural, ideological, and material means would be exploited to ensure 
acceptance and cooperation of the disparate individuals. Bayou Grande Cheniere may have been 
such an aggregation site. Groups temporarily aggregated there to participate in communal rituals. 
Mainfort and Sullivan (1998) argued that sites where dangerous rituals were undertaken would 
necessarily be remote. Given the emphasis on burial at the Bayou Grande Cheniere site, and the 
peril involved in ensuring the spirits removal from This World (Gibson 2000), a remote location 
for the site seems a good precaution.  
Little has been said yet about the intrasite settlement pattern at Bayou Grande Cheniere. 
The layout, multiple mounds organized around a plaza, is seen in many other large mound sites, 
like Osceola, Routh, Transylvania, Lake Providence, and Greenhouse (Kidder 1998). Williams 
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and Brain (1983) have called large sites like these “vacant ceremonial centers.” The 
commonality of the layouts argues for a common ideology, such as has been well documented 
for the layout of Mississippian sites (Cobb 2003). Common ideology would serve as an 
integrative mechanism where the built landscape was one aspect with which to foster 
predictability and coordination among independent units (O’Shea and Milner 2002:201). Kidder 
(1998) has argued that structural changes in site layout, which occurred in both the Coles Creek 
and Transitional Coles Creek periods, indicate a change in social structure. At sites in the Tensas 
Basin, Yazoo Basin, and Natchez Bluffs, a single site becomes regionally dominant and a single 
mound at the regional sites becomes the substructure for a chiefly residence. Similar changes 
have not been documented for the coastal Coles Creek culture. Mound 1 at Bayou Grande 
Cheniere is the dominant mound but that mound is a large conical mound. A residence or 
structure atop Mound 1 was not possible, thus the dominant mound at Bayou Grande Cheniere is 
not similar to the dominant mound at Osceola, Routh, or Transylvania (Kidder 1998). The 
intrasite patterning as seen in mound morphology does not evidence the changes that occurred in 
the Lower Mississippi Valley. In fact, the Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds were abandoned 
during St. Gabriel Phase rather than evolving into a regional political center. Perhaps it is better 
to define the Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds as more like a Woodland enclosure than a 
Mississippian political center.  
The settlement system, and by inference the political organization, seen in the coastal 
Coles Creek culture appears qualitatively and quantitatively different from the Lower Valley 
Coles Creek. Causal mechanisms, surely, are related to environmental (historical and ecological) 
factors. The coastal and deltaic plains are a distinctive environment and it is no wonder that the 
cultural adaptation should reflect this. Strategies developed by the Lower Valley Coles Creek to 
minimize uncertainty (see Barker 1999) eventually led to a hierarchical system by the end of the 
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Coles Creek period. Strategies on the coast appear more heterarchical. Heterarchy allows for 
more fluid responses to surprise (Crumley 2001), perhaps in keeping with an active environment. 
This hypothesis needs to be more fully investigated.
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Figure 18. Bayou Grande Cheniere and surrounding mound sites. 
CHAPTER 7: 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
 The 2003 excavations at the Bayou Grande Cheniere Mound site provided sufficient 
information to define the culture history of the site. Materials recovered from three different 
proveniences indicated a Coles Creek period occupation. When examined from a regional scope, 
settlement data showed that the Bayou Grande Cheniere Mounds did not fit comfortably into a 
hierarchical settlement pattern and an alternative was offered. 
 Chapter 1 set up the research questions and theoretical principles that guided this 
research.  Chapter 2 provided a regional cultural historical framework. Following Jeter et al. 
(1989; and others), instead of forcing coastal material into a Lower Mississippi Valley 
chronology, coastal variants were suggested. Differences between the coast and the Lower 
Valley were presented. There is no doubt that the Lower Valley cultural expressions and the 
coastal expressions were related, but the differences between the two are great enough to warrant 
separation. 
 Chapter 3 discussed the geological processes seen on the coast, and the chronology of 
delta formation. The environment of the coast is intimately tied to the Mississippi River. In turn, 
prehistoric peoples adapted to the distinctive environment. These adaptations greatly influenced 
the cultural trajectory of coastal peoples. 
 Chapter 4 focused on the excavations at the Bayou Grande Cheniere site. A brief history 
of previous investigation was presented. The most recent excavations were the subject of detailed 
description. Results of the January 2003 provided the basis for the next chapter. 
Chapter 5 detailed the artifacts recovered and their chronological implications. 
Chronological information was derived from a type-variety analysis of decorated pottery. The 
materials indicated that the site was constructed during the Coles Creek period, with Bayou 
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Cutler, Bayou Ramos, and St. Gabriel Phase material being present. Results of a radiocarbon 
assay were also presented. The date, 560 ± 60 years B. P., is late, suggesting either: that the 
mound site has a later, unidentified component, that the Late Woodland pottery styles persisted 
on the coast for much longer than previously believed, or that the bulk carbon sample was 
contaminated with recent organics. More dates for a greater variety of contexts are needed to 
confirm or deny this. Rim sherds from the collection were analyzed to develop information on 
vessel forms.  These were defined as either restricted or unrestricted. Results show that 
unrestricted, probably serving, vessels dominated the assemblage, suggesting that the primary 
function of the site was not domestic.  Given the contexts from which the pottery assemblage 
was derived, feasting was proposed as one of the major activities at the site. 
 Chapter 6 evaluated the social structure of coastal Coles Creek society as interpreted 
from settlement patterns. Instead of a hierarchical pattern characteristic of chiefdoms, as 
exemplified in northwestern Georgia and proposed for the Lower Valley coastal zone, a different 
pattern was seen. The differences imply dissimilar social systems. Specifically, it was suggested 
that the coastal late Coles Creek culture was organized into tribal societies. More finely scaled 
temporal and cultural data are needed to test the validity of this suggestion. 
The thesis presented indicates that there is a need to define coastal cultures in Louisiana 
in terms of their unique environmental contexts. Both the cultural and ecological settings of 
coastal Louisiana differed from the Lower Valley. This resulted in the primarily heterarchical 
pattern seen in the conduct of feasting and in the settlement patterns.  While these results need to 
be refined and verified through additional testing, the data indicate that the peoples of south 
Louisiana, then as now, had a unique lifestyle and worldview.  
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APPENDIX A: ARTIFACT CATALOG 
Test Unit 1 
 
 
CAT MAT CLASS TYPE VAR F1 F2 R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 C1 C2 COUNT WT DIA COMMENTS 
LEVEL 1                  
37-1 POTT BODY LESS           174 128.10 0  
37-2 POTT BASE        GR    1 9.40 0  
37-3 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW SB OU TI RO GR    1 3.90 0  
37-4 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN ST  RO GR    1 1.60 0  
37-5 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN ST  RO GR    1 2.30 0  
37-6 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW RS ST TI RO GR    1 1.40 0  
37-7 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA JA RS CA TJ RO GR    1 17.40 0  
37-8 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA  UN ST  FL GR    1 2.20 0  
37-9 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA PL UN ST RL RO GR    1 6.10 0  
37-10 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN OU  OU GR    1 5.40 0  
37-11 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSC BW UN ST TH FL GR    1 2.60 0 
EXCEPTIONALLY 
THIN 
37-12 POTT BASE        GR    1 5.10 0  
37-13 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN ST TJ RO GR    1 2.00 0  
37-14 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA BJ     GR    58 160.60 0  
37-15              0 0.00 0 
COMBINED W/37-
14 
37-16              0 0.00 0 
COMBINED W/37-
14 
37-17 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA BJ     GR    10 20.30 0  
37-18 POTT BODY COLS HRDY BJ     GR    2 7.50 0  
37-19 POTT BODY MAZI UNSP BJ     GR    1 2.20 0  
37-20 POTT RIMM MAZI UNSP BJ    FO GR    1 1.40 0  
37-21 POTT BODY PONT PONT BJ     GR    1 3.20 0  
37-22 POTT BODY PONT UNSP BJ     GR    2 6.10 0  
37-23 POTT BODY COLS UNSP BJ     GR    2 3.50 0  
37-24 POTT BODY  URCT BJ     GR    1 3.10 0  
37-25 SHLL USHL RANG PART          3 2.50 0  
37-26 SHLL USHL UIDG PART          1 0.05 0  
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37-27 BONE UBON NOID           11 4.80 0 UID BONE 
37-28 BONE MAMM NOID           6 5.70 0  
37-29 BONE FISH VERT           2 0.30 0  
37-30 BONE AVRT NOID           2 0.74 0 BURNED BONE 
37-31 BONE MAMM ANTL           1 0.24 0 
POSSIBLE 
ANTLER FLAKE 
                  
LEVEL 2                  
39-1 POTT BODY LESS           686 541.18 0  
39-2 POTT RIMM MAZI MANC BW RS ST TH RO GR    1 2.60 15  
39-3 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN ST  FL GR    1 12.40 26  
39-4 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN ST TH RO GR    1 18.30 32  
39-5 POTT RIMM RMON       GR    1 2.30 0  
39-6 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN SI TI RO GR    1 4.80 14  
39-7 POTT RIMM RMON       GR    1 2.40 0  
39-8 POTT RIMM RMON   UN SI TH RO GR    1 1.80 0  
39-9 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN SI TH RO GR    1 2.90 16  
39-10 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN OU TI RO GR    1 4.80 18  
39-11 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BJ UN OU TI RO GR    1 0.80 0  
39-12 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN OU TH FL GR    1 2.80 23  
39-13 POTT RIMM COLS COLS BW UN SI  RO GR    1 6.10 40  
39-14 POTT RIMM COLS DOZI BW UN OU TH FL GR    1 8.80 48  
39-15 POTT RIMM EVNS RHIN BW UN SI  RO GR    1 6.80 30  
39-16 POTT BODY EVNS RHIN      GR    2 3.10 0  
39-17 POTT BODY MAZI KING      GR    1 4.50 0  
39-18 POTT RIMM COLS DOZI BW UN ST TH RO GR    1 2.50 30  
39-19 POTT BODY COLS MOTT      GR    1 1.90 0  
39-20 POTT BODY COLS MOTT BJ     GR    1 4.60 0 
MICACEOUS 
FLECKING 
39-21 POTT RIMM  UPUN BJ     GR    1 1.70 0  
39-22 POTT RIMM  UPUN BJ     GR    1 2.10 0  
39-23 POTT BODY PONT CRAW      GR    1 1.60 0  
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39-24 POTT BODY PONT PONT      GR    9 20.60 0  
39-25 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR    1 3.40 0  
39-26 POTT BODY  URCT BJ     GR    2 4.20 0  
39-27 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR BE   10 37.50 0  
39-28 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR    113 323.20 0  
39-29 POTT BODY BAYT UNSB      SN    1 7.00 0  
39-30 POTT BODY BAYT UNSB      SN    4 5.40 0  
39-31 EALR             4 2.80 0  
39-32 SHLL USHL RANG           2 2.40 0  
39-33 LITH DBTG FLKE BI   
CH
RT 
      1 0.30 0  
39-34 LITH TOOL DRILL    
UNI
D 
    PO  1 1.00 0 BROKEN DRILL 
39-35 LITH DBTG FLKE BI   
QU
TE 
      1 0.30 0  
39-36 BONE UBON ANTL           3 0.60 0  
39-37 BONE FISH NOID           2 0.20 0  
39-38 SHLL USHL NOID           1 0.06 0  
39-39 BONE AVRT NOID           16 12.50 0  
39-40 BONE AVRT NOID         RN  10 1.50 0  
39-41 CLAY FCLY            6 27.80 0  
39-43 POTT BODY BAYT UNSC          2 2.00 0 
EXCEPTIONALLY 
THIN 
                  
LEVEL 3                  
45-1 POTT BDON LESS           490 257.40 0  
45-2 CLAY FCLY            16 67.80 0  
45-3 POTT RIMM MAZI BACK BJ UN ST TH RO GR    1 13.50 18  
45-4 POTT RIMM COLS PECA JA RS CA  FL GR    1 3.10 0 
W/ SINGLE 
INTERIOR 
INCISED LINE 
45-5 POTT BODY MAZI UNSP      GR    2 13.60 0  
45-6 POTT BODY MAZI MANC      GR    1 2.70 0  
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45-7 POTT BODY MAZI UNSP      SN    1 1.00 0  
45-8 POTT BODY MAZI UNSP      GR    1 1.00 0  
45-9 POTT BODY COLS ATHA      GR    1 1.20 0  
45-10 POTT BODY  URCT      GR    1 1.10 0  
45-11 POTT BODY COLS BLAK      GR    1 2.20 0  
45-12 POTT BODY BELD BELD      GR    1 4.00 0  
45-13 POTT BODY BELD BELD      GR    1 5.10 0  
45-14              0 0.00 0 
COMBINED WITH 
45-15 
45-15 POTT BODY PONT PONT      GR    28 86.60 0  
45-16 POTT RIMM COLS ATHA BW UN ST  RO GR    1 8.00 16  
45-17 POTT RIMM BELD BELD BJ UN OU TI IP GR    1 7.00 0  
45-18 POTT BODY FREN LAFA      GR    1 2.40 0  
45-19 POTT RIMM EVNS RHIN BW UN SI TI FL GR    1 3.80 0  
45-20 POTT RIMM RMON UPUN      GR    1 1.20 0  
45-21 POTT BODY BDON USRF      GR    1 3.90 0  
45-22 POTT BODY BDON UPUN      GR    1 7.90 0  
45-23 POTT RIMM EVNS RHIN BJ UN ST TI FL GR    1 3.20 0  
45-24 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BJ UN EV TI FL GR    1 2.20 0  
45-25 POTT RIMM RMON UPUN  UN ST  FL GR    1 1.50 0  
45-26 POTT BODY BDON URCT      GR    1 3.20 0  
45-27 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA JA RS CA TH RO GR    1 6.50 15  
45-28 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA JA RS CA TH RO GR    1 10.60 31  
45-29 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN SI TH RO GR    1 6.90 0  
45-30 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN ST  RO GR    1 6.70 23  
45-31 POTT BODY MISS UNSP      SH    1 4.00 0  
45-32 POTT RIMM RMON URCT BW UN ST  RO GR    1 1.50 0  
45-33 POTT RIMM RMON USRF BW UN ST TH FL GR    1 6.70 0  
45-34 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR  BI  1 1.00 0  
45-35 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR  BE  2 9.20 0  
45-36 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR  IE  5 19.90 0  
45-37 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR  IE  3 17.60 0  
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45-38 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BJ   TH RO GR    2 7.90 0  
45-39 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA  UN ST  RO GR    1 1.80 0  
45-40 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA  UN OU  RO GR    1 1.70 0  
45-41 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA     FL GR    1 1.70 0  
45-42 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA JA RS IN  FL GR    1 2.10 0  
45-43 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA     RO GR    1 1.90 0  
45-44 POTT BASE    UB        1 3.20 0  
45-45 CLAY HSCL            1 0.70 0  
45-46              0 0.00 0 
COMBINED WITH 
45-47 
45-47 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR    166 363.70 0  
45-48 SHLL RCSA OYST           17 52.60 0 
REMOVED FOR 
14C DATING 
45-49 BONE FISH VERT           34 5.20 0  
45-50 BONE FISH NOID           18 3.70 0  
45-51 BONE AMPH NOID           6 2.80 0  
45-52 BONE MAMM NOID           36 26.10 0  
45-53 BONE UBON NOID           48 7.80 0  
                  
LEVEL 4                  
47-1 POTT BODY LESS           351 172.70 0  
47-2 BONE UBON            56 8.90 0  
47-3 BONE BIRD NOID           5 5.20 0  
47-4 BONE AMPH NOID           8 3.20 0  
47-5 BONE MAMM NOID           44 38.30 0  
47-6 BONE FISH VERT           48 8.60 0  
47-7 BONE FISH NOID           68 10.60 0  
47-8 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR    6 30.00 0  
47-9 POTT BODY MISS UNSP      SS    1 1.10 0  
47-10 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR    48 114.40 0  
47-11 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN ST TH RO GR    1 4.40 22  
47-12 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW RS IN TI RO GR    1 5.40 0  
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47-13 POTT RIMM RMON       GR    1 2.00 0  
47-14 POTT RIMM RMON     TI  GR    1 1.80 0  
47-15 POTT RIMM RMON     TI  GR    1 1.20 0  
47-16 POTT RIMM RMON      RO GR    1 1.30 0  
47-17 POTT RIMM RMON      FL GR    1 1.50 0  
47-18 POTT RIMM RMON     TI  GR    1 1.50 0  
47-19 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN SI TH  GR  IE  1 8.70 0  
47-20 POTT RIMM EVNS RHIN BW UN SI TI RO GR    1 4.70 0  
47-21 POTT BODY BELD BELD      GR    1 3.20 0  
47-22 POTT BODY PONT UNSP      GR    8 21.40 0  
47-23 POTT BODY FREN UNSP      GR    1 4.80 0  
47-24 POTT RIMM FREN UNSP BW UN SI TI  GR    1 5.20 0  
47-25 POTT RIMM MAZI KING BW UN ST  FL GR  IE  1 8.50 20  
47-26 POTT BODY MAZI UNSP      GR    3 3.40 0  
47-27 POTT BODY  UPUN      GR    1 2.10 0  
47-28 POTT BODY  URCT      GR    2 3.60 0  
47-29 POTT RIMM RMON  BW RS    GR    1 1.10 0  
47-30 POTT BODY  UCRV      GR    2 3.10 0  
47-31 CLAY FCLY            40 81.70 0  
47-32 SHLL USHL OYST           4 218.60 0  
47-33 SHLL USHL RANG           23 28.30 0  
54-1 POTT BODY LESS           33 14.10 0  
54-2 POTT RIMM COLS ATHA BW UN SI   GR    1 7.00 10  
54-3 POTT RIMM EVNS RHIN BW UN SI   GR    1 3.20 0  
54-4 POTT BODY PONT PONT      GR    3 9.60 0  
54-5 SHLL USHL RANG           21 60.70 0  
54-6 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR    26 67.80 0  
54-7 POTT BODY CAME UNSP      GR    1 1.70 0 
CHECK & 
CIRCLES, TYPE 
1.5 
54-8 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR BE   1 5.00 0  
54-9 CLAY UFCY            7 19.90 0  
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54-10 BONE UBON NOID           17 3.60 0  
54-11 BONE REPT NOID           1 0.30 0  
54-12 BONE FISH NOID           44 11.50 0  
54-13 BONE FISH VERT           17 1.90 0  
54-14 BONE REPT VERT           1 0.20 0  
54-15 BONE MAMM NOID           12 6.40 0  
54-16 BONE BIRD NOID           7 7.80 0  
54-17 LITH DBTG FLKE BI          1 2.00 0  
                  
LEVEL 5                  
60-1 POTT BODY LESS           39 27.60 0  
60-2 CLAY UFCL            12 30.40 0  
60-3 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN ST   GR   DR 1 5.90 0  
60-4 POTT BODY CAME UNSP      GR    1 5.70 0 
CHECK & 
CIRCLES, TYPE 
1.5 
60-5 POTT BODY BELD BELD      GR    1 1.30 0  
60-6 POTT BODY PONT PONT      GR    4 12.70 0  
60-7 POTT BODY PONT LAMB      GR    2 7.50 0  
60-8 PONT BODY PONT LAMB      GR    1 4.50 0  
60-9 POTT BODY COLS DOZI      GR    2 18.40 0  
60-10 POTT BODY EVNS RHIN      GR    1 2.20 0  
60-11 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BJ UN ST  RO GR  IE  1 3.20 0  
60-12 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA  UN SI TI  GR    1 3.20 0  
60-13 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR    17 69.60 0  
60-14 WOOD WDCH            1 3.50 0 
1BG CHARCOAL 
SAMP 
60-15 CONE AVRT VERT           1 0.40 0 
FROM CORE 
12.2CMBS 
60-16 SHLL UHSL UIOB           3 1.50 0  
60-17 BONE UBON NOID           13 1.40 0  
60-18 BONE BIRD NOID           11 3.40 0  
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60-19 BONE REPT NOID           4 2.10 0 
TURTLE 
PLASTRON 
60-20 BONE FISH NOID           49 16.80 0  
60-21 BONE FISH VERT           17 4.60 0  
60-22 BONE MAMM            31 75.30 0  
                  
LEVEL 6                  
61-1 SHLL OYST            2 272.80 0  
61-2 SHLL RANG            167 
2073.5
0 
0  
61-3 FINE             1 96.50 0 
1BG >1/4 W/RANG 
SHELL 
61-4 SHLL RANG            4 112.80 0  
61-5 POTT BODY COLS DOZI      GR    1 7.20 0  
61-6 POTT BODY EVNS UNSP      GR    1 7.80 0  
61-7 BONE BIRD LONG           3 7.70 0  
61-8 BONE MAMM            8 5.60 0 
POSSIBLE 
RABBIT 
61-9 BONE MAMM            3 6.90 0 SMALL RODENT 
61-10 BONE FISH            43 14.30 0  
61-11 BONE FISH VERT           20 6.10 0  
61-12 BONE REPT            7 10.10 0  
61-13 BONE MAMM            16 273.10 0 PROBABLY DEER 
65-1 FINE             1 
1268.1
0 
0 
FLOAT COMP -
SORT 
1/4,1/16,&FINE 
MESH 
                  
FEATURE 
1 
                 
50-1 FINE             2 1573.6
0
0 2BGS,SAMP. 
FLOAT FINE
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0 FLOAT.,FINE 
SCRN. 
64-1 FINE             1 868.9 0 
1 BG- SORTED 
1/4,1/16,& LIGHT 
FRACTION 
                  
Level 4 
Area 3/6 
                 
48-1 POTT UBOD LESS           16 11.70 0  
48-2 SHLL USHL RANG           66 99.60 0  
48-3 POTT BODY PONT UNSP      GR    2 5.40 0  
48-4 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR    2 5.60 0  
48-5 BONE UBON            23 3.70 0  
48-6 BONE MAMM NOID           16 14.60 0  
48-7 BONE REPT NOID           8 2.00 0  
48-8 BONE FISH NOID           80 22.90 0  
48-9 BONE FISH VERT           23 4.20 0  
Level 4 
Area 2/5 
                 
49-1 POTT BODY LESS           29 23.90 0  
49-2 SHLL USHL UIDB           4 1.90 0  
49-3 LITH GRVL            1 6.70 0  
49-4 POTT BODY PONT PONT      GR    2 8.00 0  
49-5 POTT BODY PONT UNSP      GR    2 7.10 0  
49-6 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR    11 20.40 0  
49-7 POTT RIMM COLS DOZ BW UN ST TH IP GR    1 6.20 0  
49-8 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA  CO ST  IP GR    1 4.70 0  
49-9 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA  UN ST TH RO GR    1 2.30 0  
49-10 BONE UBON            59 12.60 0  
49-11 BONE REPT NOID           4 1.10 0  
49-12 BONE FISH NOID           22 4.60 0  
49-13 BONE FISH VERT           8 1.00 0  
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49-14 BONE MAMM NOID           21 19.30 0  
                  
Level 5 
Feature 1 
                 
59-1 CLAY UFCY            6 25.80 0  
59-2 POTT BODY LESS           190 71.40 0  
59-3 POTT BODY  USRF          1 7.10 0  
59-4 SHLL USHL OYST           3 22.50 0  
59-5 SHLL USHL RANG           58 121.20 0  
59-6 BONE MAMM NOID           29 130.10 0  
59-7 BONE BIRD NOID           15 7.20 0  
59-8 BONE UBON            8 1.70 0  
59-9 BONE FISH NOID           93 31.30 0  
59-10 BONE FISH VERT           54 14.30 0  
59-11 BONE REPT VERT           4 0.70 0  
59-12 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR    25 55.70 0  
59-13 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA      GR IE   2 4.50 0  
59-14 POTT APPN    CO    GR    1 2.70 0  
59-15 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW RS IN  RO GR    1 10.00 0  
59-16 POTT RIMM RMON     TH  GR    1 1.40 0  
59-17 POTT BODY PONT PONT      GR    8 38.60 0  
59-18 POTT RIMM EVNS RHIN BJ UN ST TH RO GR    1 8.80 16  
59-19 POTT BODY EVNS RHIN      GR    2 11.00 0  
59-20 POTT RIMM EVNS UNSP BW     GR    1 0.80 0  
59-21 POTT RIMM RMON       GR    1 2.40 0  
59-22 POTT BODY  URCT      GR    1 1.90 0  
Area 7                  
62-1 CHAR             8 1.90 0  
62-2 POTT BODY PONT PONT      GR    1 13.60 0  
62-3 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA          3 20.90 0  
Test Unit 1 
68 cmbs 
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63-1 CLAY UFCY            2 121.70 0  
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CAT MAT CLASS TYPE VAR F1 F2 R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 C1 C2 COUNT WT DIA COMMENTS 
AREA 1                  
51-1 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA BW         GR       1 9.40 0   
                  
AREA 2                  
55-1 FINE                         1 389.4 0 
FINE SCRN 
#5,#10&FLT 
MESH 
                  
ZONE 1                  
38-1 POTT BODY LESS                     19 15.60 0   
38-2 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       11 40.00 0   
38-3                           0 0.00 0 COMBINED W/ 38-2 
38-4 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       1 3.20 0   
38-5 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       1 1.00 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
38-6 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       1 1.30 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
42-1 POTT BODY LESS                     216 149.10 0   
42-2 POTT RIMM COLS HRDY BW UN ST TI FL GR       1 4.60 28   
42-3 POTT BODY   UPUN           GR       1 1.90 0   
42-4 POTT BODY   USRF           GR       4 17.30 0   
42-5 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA PL UN ST TH RO GR   IE   1 2.20 0   
42-6 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW RS SI TH FL GR       1 6.30 0   
42-7 POTT RIMM RMON             GR       1 1.90 0   
42-8 POTT RIMM COLS PECA BK UN SI TH FL GR       1 1.50 0   
42-9 POTT BODY PONT PONT BJ         GR       1 4.20 0   
42-10 POTT RIMM COLS DOZI JA RS CA TH FL GR       1 2.40 15   
42-11 WOOD WDCH                       7 2.60 0   
42-12 CLAY UFCY                       4 14.20 0   
42-13 POTT BODY COLS UNSP BJ         GR       1 5.50 0   
42-14 POTT BODY   URCT           GR       1 5.10 0   
42-15 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR   IE   2 8.80 0   
42-16 POTT BODY BAYT UNSB           SN       8 16.00 0   
42-17 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       8 28.40 0   
42-18 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       33 89.40 0   
42-19 LITH DBTG FLKE BI                   4 1.40 0   
42-20 LITH DBTG FLKE TE                   2 2.10 0   
42-21 LITH CORE CORE                     1 22.00 0   
42-22 LITH QRTZ PEBB                     1 0.80 0   
42-23 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN SI TH RO GR       1 12.50 22 2=1 
43-1 POTT BODY LESS                     994 579.80 0   
43-2 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA   UN ST TH RO GR       1 7.50 18   
43-3 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA   CO       GR       1 2.80 0   
43-4 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN SI TI RO GR       1 1.20 0   
43-5 POTT RIMM MAZI BACK   UN ST   RO GR       1 1.40 0   
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43-6 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSB   UN ST TI RO SN       1 1.40 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
43-7 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN SI   FL GR       1 6.50 0   
43-8 POTT RIMM COLS PECA BW UN OU TI RO SN       1 2.20 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
43-9 POTT RIMM LART VAUG BW UN OU TI RO GR       1 4.30 0   
43-10 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA PL UN OU TI RO GR       1 6.60 0   
43-11 POTT RIMM MAZI KING BW UN SI TH FP GR       1 5.90 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
43-12 POTT BODY EVNS RHIN           GR       1 2.60 0   
43-13 POTT BODY BELD BELD           GR       1 1.70 0   
43-14 POTT BODY COLS HRDY           GR       1 1.90 0   
43-15 POTT RIMM COLS ATHA BW UN OU TI RO GR       1 3.40 0   
43-16 POTT RIMM COLS ATHA BW UN OU TH RO GR       1 6.60 17   
43-17 POTT BODY COLS ATHA           SN       1 6.20 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
43-18 POTT BODY COLS ATHA           GR       1 2.20 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
43-19 POTT BODY COLS ATHA           GR       1 3.20 0   
43-20 POTT BODY FREN LARK           GR       1 4.60 0   
43-21 POTT BODY COLS COLS           GR       2 4.70 0   
43-22 POTT BODY CART SARA           GR       1 2.50 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
43-23 POTT BODY MAZI UNSP           GR       3 3.90 0   
43-24 POTT BODY COLS UNSP           GR       2 5.30 0   
43-25 POTT BODY   URCT           GR       2 7.10 0   
43-26 POTT BODY AVOY KEAR           GR       1 1.60 0   
43-27 POTT BODY EVNS UNSP           GR       5 20.70 0   
43-28 POTT BODY PONT PONT           SN       2 3.30 0   
43-29 POTT BODY PONT PONT           GR       9 34.00 0   
43-30 POTT BODY LART VAUG           GR       1 1.00 0 RED SLIPPED 
43-31 CLAY UFCY                       6 24.60 0   
43-32 LITH GRVL                       1 31.00 0   
43-33 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSB BW RS SL TI FL GS   IE   1 6.30 28 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
43-34 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN OU TI RO GR   IE   1 3.30 0   
43-35 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA JA RS CA   FL GR       1 7.20 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
43-36 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN ST TI RO GR       1 3.90 0   
43-37 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW SB SI TH RO GR       1 3.70 0   
43-38 POTT RIMM RMON         TI RO GR       1 0.90 0   
43-39 POTT RIMM COLS UNSP BW UN EV TI RO GR       1 4.70 0   
43-40 POTT BASE       SQ       GR   IE   1 4.40 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
43-41 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR   IE   1 1.00 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
43-42 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR   IE   29 95.90 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
43-43 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR   BI   1 2.30 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
43-44 POTT BODY MISS DEVI           SH       5 13.70 0   
43-45 POTT BODY BAYT UNSB           SN   IE   2 3.00 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
43-46 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       146 383.40 0   
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CAT MAT CLASS TYPE VAR F1 F2 R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 C1 C2 COUNT WT DIA COMMENTS 
43-47 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       43 101.90 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
43-48 POTT       PD                 1 0.40 0 PODAL SUPPORT 
43-49 POTT BODY BAYT UNSC PL         SN       4 3.10 0 EXCEPTIONALLY THIN 
43-50 POTT BODY BDON URCT PL         SN       1 1.00 0 
POSSIBLE 
SAME VESSEL 
AS 43-49 
43-51 CLAY UFCY                       2 8.70 0   
43-52 BONE UBON UFRG                 RN   4 0.10 0 4 INDIVIDUAL BONES 
43-53 BONE FISH MAND                     1 0.20 0 GAR FISH MANDIBLE 
43-54 BONE MAMM TETH CANI                   1 0.10 0 RODENT INCISOR 
43-55 SHLL USHL UIDG                     1 0.10 0   
43-56 LITH CHSH                       3 2.90 0   
43-57 LITH DBTG FLKE                     1 0.20 0   
43-58 LITH TOOL PERF DRLL                   1 0.60 0   
43-59 LITH GRVL                       1 0.10 0   
46-1 POTT BODY LESS                     359 197.00 0   
46-2 POTT RIMM PONT PONT BW UN SI TH RO GR       1 10.10 0   
46-3 POTT BODY PONT PONT           GR       9 19.90 0   
46-4 POTT BODY PONT PONT           GR       1 4.80 0   
46-5 POTT BODY COLS BLAK           GR       1 7.60 0   
46-6 POTT BODY COLS MOTT           GR       1 3.20 0   
46-7 POTT BODY COLS UNSP           GR       1 3.20 0   
46-8 POTT RIMM EVNS UNSP BJ UN ST TH FP GR       1 5.10 0   
46-9 POTT BODY   UCRV           GR       1 1.00 0   
46-10 LITH GRVL                       5 4.80 0   
46-11 LITH DBTG SLPR BURB                   1 2.10 0   
46-12 LITH SNDS                       1 0.90 0   
46-13 LITH CHSH                       1 1.10 0   
46-14 LITH DBTG FLKE BI                   2 0.70 0   
46-15 LITH USDR                       1 0.30 0   
46-16 BONE MAMM ANTL                     1 0.30 0   
46-17 POTT BODY   USRF           NO       1 1.90 0   
46-18 POTT BODY MISS UNSP           SS       1 1.40 0   
46-19 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA PL UN ST   FL GR       1 6.50 12   
46-20 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW ST SL   FL GR       1 1.30 0   
46-21 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA         FL GR       1 2.50 0   
46-22 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA         FL GR       1 2.40 0   
46-23 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA         FL GR       1 1.40 0   
46-24 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN SI   RO GR       1 1.90 0   
46-25 POTT BODY COLS UNSP           GR       1 2.60 0   
46-26 POTT BODY COLS UNSP           GR       1 1.30 0   
46-27 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       23 102.90 0   
46-28 CLAY FCLY                       1 1.60 0   
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CAT MAT CLASS TYPE VAR F1 F2 R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 C1 C2 COUNT WT DIA COMMENTS 
46-29 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       55 139.90 0   
46-30 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA   UN ST   FL GR   IE   1 7.00 0   
46-31 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR   IE   2 5.70 0   
46-32 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR   BI   1 1.50 0   
46-33 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR   BI   6 11.80 0   
46-34 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR   BE   1 5.30 0   
46-35 POTT BODY AVOY KEAR           GR       1 1.70 0   
46-36 CLAY FCLY                       4 7.80 0   
46-37 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       1 2.90 0  
                  
ZONE 2                  
52-1 CLAY UFCY                       11 58.50 0   
52-2 BONE FISH NOID                 RN   5 0.30 0   
52-3 POTT BODY LESS                     106 70.00 0   
52-4 POTT BODY   USRF           SS       1 4.70 0   
52-5 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       96 442.10 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
52-6 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       4 35.50 0   
52-7 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR   IE   1 2.50 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
52-8 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN OU TH FL GR       1 64.00 35 3=1 MENDED 
52-9 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN ST TH FL GR       1 30.20 36 3=1 MENDED 
52-10 POTT RIMM ADDI UNSP           GO       1 5.90 0   
52-11 POTT RIMM MAZI MANC BW UN SI TI RO GR       1 21.30 31   
52-12 POTT RIMM MAZI KING BW UN SI TI RO GR       1 10.70 0   
52-13 POTT RIMM FREN MCNU BW RS SI   FL GR       1 12.30 23   
52-14 POTT RIMM COLS HRDY BW RS SI   FL GR       1 7.20 21   
52-15 POTT RIMM RMON             GR       1 2.50 0   
52-16 POTT BODY PLAQ BLAC           GR       4 29.10 0   
52-17 POTT BODY MAZI UNSP           GR       3 8.90 0   
52-18 POTT BODY   USRF           GR       1 2.00 0   
53-1 CLAY UFCY                       11 83.10 0   
53-2 POTT BODY LESS                     146 93.50 0   
53-3 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       47 193.90 0   
53-4 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR   IE   4 19.90 0   
53-5 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA   UN ST   FL GR   IE   1 1.70 15   
53-6 POTT BASE     BK SQ       GR       1 5.60 0   
53-7 POTT BASE       UB       GR       1 13.10 0   
53-8 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN OU   RO GR       1 4.40 0   
53-9 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN OU   RO GR       1 6.00 0   
53-10 POTT BODY PONT PONT           GR       2 6.20 0 HIGHLY ERODED 
53-11 POTT BODY PLAQ BLAC           GR     1 1 4.90 0   
53-12 POTT BODY MAZI UNSP           GR       1 4.50 0 
PHOTO 
QUALITY! 
FINEWARE* 
53-13 POTT BODY ANNA HEDG           GR       2 22.30 0   
53-14 POTT BODY   UCRV           GR       1 4.30 0   
53-15 POTT BODY COLS UNSP           GR       1 1.00 0   
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CAT MAT CLASS TYPE VAR F1 F2 R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 C1 C2 COUNT WT DIA COMMENTS 
53-16 POTT RIMM COLS PECA BW RS IN   FL GR       1 10.20 24   
53-17 POTT BODY   URCT           GR       1 2.20 0   
53-18 SHLL USHL OYST                     2 30.70 0 MS1 
53-19 BONE FISH VERT                     2 0.20 0   
53-20 BONE UBON NOID                 RN   40 2.10 0 PROBABLY FISH 
                  
ZONE 4                  
58-1 BONE UBON                   RN   1 5.80 0 
1BG UNID 
BURNED BONE 
MS2 
58-2 POTT RIMM COLS HRDY BW UN SS TI RO GR       1 55.40 18 MS1 
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Test Unit 3 
CAT MAT CLASS TYPE VAR F1 F2 R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 C1 C2 COUNT WT DIA COMMENTS 
ZONE 1                  
40-1 POTT BODY LESS                     10 8.34 0   
40-2 POTT RIMM EVNS UNSP BW RS SI TH RO GR       1 13.40 38   
40-3 POTT BODY   URCT           GR       1 3.00 0   
40-4 POTT BODY MISS UNSP           SS       3 5.30 0   
40-5 POTT BODY BAYT UNSB           SN       2 2.70 0   
40-6 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       10 22.80 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
40-7 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       2 4.10 0   
41-1 POTT BODY LESS                     23 23.10 0   
41-2 POTT BODY   URCT BJ         GR       1 2.50 0   
41-3 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN ST TH RO GR       1 5.00 30 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
41-4 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA   UN SI TH FL GR       1 5.30 34   
41-5 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN ST TI RO GR       1 2.90 29 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
41-6 POTT BODY COLS PECA           GS       1 6.30 0 MED SIZED SAND 
41-7 POTT RIMM COLS PECA BW UN ST   RO GS       1 3.20 0 MED SIZED SAND 
41-8 POTT RIMM COLS BLAK BW UN ST TI RO GR       1 5.80 16 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
41-9 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA           GR       1 1.10 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
41-10 POTT BODY PONT PONT           GR       1 0.70 0   
41-11 POTT BODY COLS HRDY           GR       1 2.20 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
41-12 POTT BODY COLS HRDY           GR       2 3.30 0   
41-13 POTT BODY EVNS RHIN           GR       1 2.30 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
41-14 POTT BODY EVNS RHIN           GR       1 1.20 0   
41-15 POTT BODY BAYT UNSB           SN       1 3.00 0 FINE SAND 
41-16 POTT BODY MISS UNSP           SS       2 5.60 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
41-17 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       3 4.40 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
41-18 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       37 86.10 0   
41-19 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       10 39.40 0 MICACEOUS FLECKING 
44-1 POTT BODY COLS HRDY           GR       1 8.80 0   
44-2 POTT BODY MAZI UNSP           GR       1 1.00 0   
44-3 POTT BODY BAYT UNSB           SN       1 1.00 0   
44-4 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       1 3.50 0   
44-5 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       1 2.40 0   
56-1 CLAY UFCY                       9 49.80 0   
56-2 SHLL USHL UIDB                     5 1.80 0   
56-3 BONE UBON                       4 1.50 0   
56-4 BONE FISH VERT                 RN   1 1.20 0   
56-5 POTT BODY LESS                     279 144.70 0   
56-6 POTT BODY PONT PONT           GR       1 13.90 0   
56-7 POTT RIMM PONT PONT BW UN ST FO FL GR       1 9.90 20   
56-8 POTT RIMM FREN LAFA BW UN SI FO RO GR       1 7.70 0   
56-9 POTT BODY   URCT           GR       2 8.00 0   
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CAT MAT CLASS TYPE VAR F1 F2 R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 C1 C2 COUNT WT DIA COMMENTS 
56-10 POTT BODY MISS UNSP           SH       1 9.40 0   
56-11 POTT BODY   URCT           GR       1 2.50 0   
56-12 POTT BASE       CU       GR       3 15.90 0   
56-13 POTT BASE       SQ       GR       1 7.40 0   
56-14 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BW UN ST   RO GR       1 7.80 0   
56-15 POTT RIMM RMON   BW UN ST TH FL GR       1 3.00 0   
56-16 POTT RIMM RMON             GR       2 2.60 0   
56-17 POTT BODY   UCRV           GR       1 5.10 0   
56-18 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       102 336.90 0   
56-19 POTT BODY BAYT UNSB           GS       1 4.00 0   
56-20 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR IE     1 5.90 0   
57-1 POTT BODY LESS                     59 34.80 0   
57-2 SHLL USHL OYST                     1 5.20 0   
57-3 POTT BODY   UPUN                   1 4.80 0   
57-4 POTT BODY PONT PONT           GR       6 54.30 0   
57-5 POTT BODY MAZI BACK           GR       1 3.20 0   
57-6 POTT BODY MAZI UNSP           GR       1 3.80 0   
57-7 POTT BODY COLS HRDY           GR       1 1.70 0   
57-8 POTT BODY COLS UNSP           GR       1 2.00 0   
57-9 BONE UBON NOID                     3 4.90 0   
57-10 BONE FISH VERT                     1 0.10 0   
57-11 BONE FISH NOID                     3 0.80 0   
57-12 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR       35 125.00 0   
57-13 POTT BODY BAYT UNSA           GR IE     2 6.40 0   
57-14 POTT BASE UIB     SQ       GR       1 11.40 0   
57-15 POTT RIMM BAYT UNSA BJ UN ST   RO GR       1 8.20 0   
57-16 POTT RIMM RMON         TH IP GR       1 6.60 0   
57-17 POTT RIMM RMON   BW UN SI   FL GR       1 2.50 0   
66-1 HBON HBON LONG                 SH   1 51.70 0   
66-2 SOIL                         1 682.10 0 1BAG 
66-3 SOIL                         1 500.00 0 submitted for C-14 sample 
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APPENDIX B:  
LOUISIANA CODING SYSTEM 
 
 
I. Material 
 LITH:  Lithic 
 POTT:  Pottery  
 EACR:  Euro-American Ceramics 
   CLAY: Other clay  
   BONE:  Bone  
   METL: Metal 
   WOOD:  Wood 
   GLSS:    Glass 
   SHLL:    Shell 
   BTNC: Botanical 
   STRL:    Sterile Provenience 
           PLAS:   Plastic 
           CHAR:   Charcoal (4.10.99) 
           HBON:   Human Bone (8.22.95) 
           UDMA:  Unidentified Material/man-made (8.8.95) 
           WBON:  Worked Bone 
           CONC:   Concretions 
           ASHS:    Ash (4.2.99) 
           SOIL:     Soil Sample 
           FINE:   Fine Screen Sample 
 
 
MATERIAL=LITHICS (LITH) 
 
II. Class 
 DBTG: debitage (including blades GRVL: river gravel   
      used for utilized flakes   QRTZ: quartz, unmodified and quartzite 
 TOOL: tool      QCRS: quartz crystal 
 PRJL: projectile point    LMST: limestone    
 CORE: core     SNDS: sandstone 
 CRFL: core with flakes removed  USDR: UID sedimentary (white) rock 
 UNMD: unmodified  
 CHSH: chert shatter 
 
III. Type (Tools only) 
 BLDE: blade (Twice as long as wide; triangular or trapezoidal in cross-section; 
                 bulb of percussion on end. Measure: <1cm=1; 1-2cm=2; >2cm=3. 
   If can't tell-4W + 1 side 2x-put with blades for consistency.) 
 SCPR: scraper     KNFE: knife 
 GRND:  ground stone    PERF: perforator 
 GOUG:  gouge (2-4-99)   HAMM: hammerstone 
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III. Type (continued) 
 SPOK: spokeshave    GRVR: graver 
 ABRD: abrader    NUTT: nutting stone 
 PREF: perform    BLNK: blank 
 FLKE: flake     BURN: burnishing pebble 
 COBB: cobble     PEBB: pebble 
 CORE: core     UNID: unidentified tool 
 
IV. Variety 
 SPER: spear point    DART: dart point    
 ARRW: arrow point    POSB: possible blade 
 PRIB: prismatic blade    BURB: burin blade 
 BLAF: blade flake    SI: side scraper 
 EN: end scraper    CE: celt 
 PLMT: plummet    ADZE: adze 
 PR: primary flake (50-100%)   SE: secondary flake (11-49%) 
 TE: tertiary flake (1-10%)   BI: bifacial thinning flake 
 MF: microflake    FCR: fire cracked rock 
 POLY: polyhedral core   PATT: patterned core 
 UNPC: unpatterned     DRLL: drill 
 
Fl  (Form 1) 
 CLOV:  Clovis    PELI:  Pelican   
            DALT:  Dalton    COLB:  Colbert 
 SCOT:   Scottsbluff     HARD:  Hardin 
 EDEN:  Eden     CACH:  Cache River 
 SANP:   San Patrice    CARR:  Carrollton  
 WELL:  Wells     HALE:  Hale 
 PONC:  Ponchartrain    DELH:  Delhi 
 MOTL: Motley    EPPS:  Epps 
 EVAN:  Evans    SINN:   Sinner 
 GARY: Gary     KENT:  Kent 
 ELLI:   Ellis     MARS:  Marshall 
 MARC: Marcos    MACO: Macon 
 ELAM: Elam     KEIT: Keithville 
 DESM:  Desmuke    WILL:  Williams 
 COLL:  Collins    SCAL:  Scallorn 
 HOMA : Homan    CATA:  Catahoula 
 BONH:  Bonham    FRIL:   Friley 
 HAYE: Hayes     ALBA:  Alba 
 REED:  Reed     MADI:  Madison 
 PERD:  Perdiz     BAYO:  Bayou Goula 
 NODE:  Nodena    MAUD:  Maud 
 BASS:   Bassett    BENT:  Bertun 
 WHAT: Whatley    UNID: unidentified 
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F2 (Form 2) 
 COMP: complete FRAC: fractured 
 INCP: incomplete TEST: tested 
 UF: unfinished 
  
R1  
 CHRT: chert  (also CHER) UNID: unidentified stone 
 QU: quartz  FE: ferrugenous 
 QUTE: quartzite PY: pyrite 
 SAND: sandstone SS: silicified sandstone 
 STEA: steatite  UNEX: unidentified/exotic 
 LMST: limestone 
  
Cl & C2 (Condition 1& Condition 2) 
 HE: heat-treated    RE: reworked 
 PO: polished     CK: stacked 
  
 
MATERIAL=POTTERY (POTT) 
 
II. Class  
 BODY:  body sherd 
 RIMM:  rim sherd 
 BASE:  bases (see FII) 
 APPN:  appendage (8.22.95) 
 
III. Type            IV. Variety 
 
 RMON:   Rim only, can’t type b/c too little body available 
 BDON:   Body only, can’t type b/c too little rim available (5-12-99) 
 
 ADDI:  Addis Plain 
    UNSP:  Unspecified 
    INDE:  Indeterminate 
     ADDI:  Addis 
 
 ALEX:  Alexander Incised 
    UNSP:  Unspecified 
    INDE:  Indeterminate 
    GREE: Green Point 
 
 ALXP:  Alexander Pinched 
    UNSP:  Unspecified 
   INDE:  Indeterminate 
   CAST:  Castine Bayou 
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 ALLI:  Alligator Incised 
        UNSP:  Unspecified 
         INDE:  Indeterminate 
                   ALLI:  Alligator 
         OXBO:  Oxbow 
 
 ANNA:  Anna Incised 
             UNSP:  Unspecified 
             INDE:  Indeterminate 
           ANNA:  Anna 
           AUST:  Australia 
            EVNG:  Evangeline 
                              HEDG: Hedgeland (Ryan 1996) 
 
 AVEN:  Avenue Polychrome 
             UNSP:  Unspecified 
             INDE:  Indeterminate 
            AVEN:  Avenue 
 
 AVOY:  Avoyelles Punctated 
             UNSP:  Unspecified 
             INDE:   Indeterminate 
           AVOY:  Avoyelles 
           DUPR:  Dupree 
            KEAR:  Kearney 
           GEOR:  George 
            TATU : Tatum 
 
 BARN: Barnes Cordmarked 
            UNSP:  Unspecified 
            INDE:  Indeterminate 
          BARN: Barnes 
 
 BART:  Barton Incised 
             UNSP:  Unspecified 
             INDE:  Indeterminate 
           BART: Barton 
           ARCO: Arcola 
           CAMP: Campbell 
           ESTI:  Estill 
           KNTT:  Kent 
           TOGO: Togo 
           MIDN:  Midnight 
 
 BAYT:  Baytown Plain 
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             UNSP:  Unspecified 
            INDE:  Indeterminate 
    BAYT: Baytown 
            BOWI:  Bowie 
            FITL:  Fitler 
             LITT:  Little River 
             VILL:  Marksville 
              PERC:  Percy Creek 
             REED: Reed 
             SART:  Sartartia 
              THOM:  Thomas 
 WEST: West Lake 
                         TROY: Troyville 
                         VALL: Valley Park 
                         VICK: Vicksburg 
                              UNSA: Unspecified A 
                              UNSB: Unspecified B 
                              UNSC: Unspecified C 
 
 BELD:  Beldeau Incised 
           UNSP:  Unspecified 
            INDE:  Indeterminate 
           BELD:  Beldeau 
            BELB:  Bell Bayou 
           TREA:  Treadaway 
 
 BELL:  Bell Plain 
            UNSP:  Unspecified 
            INDE:  Indeterminate 
            BELL:  Bell 
            BLUF:  Holly Bluff 
           NEWM:  New Madrid 
            STCA:  St. Catherine 
           GREE:  Greenville 
 
 CAHO:  Cahokia Cordmarked 
             UNSP:  Unspecified 
             INDE:  Indeterminate 
     BUFO:  Buford 
     MONT:  Montrose 
 
            CAME: Cameron Complicated Stamped (3/24/04 T.S.) 
                              No varieties described - replaces GAIN 
 
 CARS:  Carson Red on Buff 
            UNSP:  Unspecified 
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             INDE:  Indeterminate 
           CARS:  Carson 
            OLMO:  Olmond 
 
 CART:  Carter Engraved 
             UNSP:  Unspecified 
    INDE:  Indeterminate 
           CART: Carter 
            MUDL: Mud Lake 
            SARA: Sara 
             SHEL:  Shell Bluff 
 
 CATA:  Catahoula Zoned Red 
            UNSP: Unspecified 
 INDE:  Indeterminate 
 CATA:  Catahoula 
 
  CHEN:  Chene Blanc (8-24-98) 
   UNSP:  Unspecified 
   CHEN:  Chene Blanc 
   FOUN:  Fountain 
   SHRP:  Sharp (incised) (2-8-99) 
 
  CHEV:  Chevalier Stamped 
          UNSP:  Unspecified  
             INDE:  Indeterminate 
             CHEV: Chevalier  
             CORN: Cornelia  
 LULU:  Lulu  
 PERR:  Perry 
 CHIC:  Chickachae Combed 
   UNSP:  Unspecified 
   INDE:  Indeterminate 
 CHIC:  Chickachae 
 NICK:  Nick 
 
 CHIN:  Chinchuba Brushed 
 UNSP:  Unspecified 
 INDE:  Indeterminate 
 CHIN: Chinchuba 
 
 CHUR:  Churupa Punctated 
 UNSP:  Unspecified 
 INDE:  Indeterminate 
 CHUR:  Churupa 
 THOR:  Thornton 
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 BOYD:  Boyd (2-2-99)  
 COLE:  Coleman  Incised 
   UNSP:  Unspecified 
   INDE:   Indeterminate 
   COLE:  Coleman 
 
  COLS:  Coles Creek Incised 
   UNSP:  Unspecified 
   INDE:  Indeterminate 
   COLS:  Coles Creek 
   ATHA:  Athanasio 
            BLAK: Blakely 
               CAMP:  Campbellsville 
 CHAS: Chase 
 DOZI: Dozier 
 ELYY: Ely 
              GREN:  Greenhouse 
                       HRDY: Hardy 
  HUNT: Hunt 
 MACE: Macedonia 
 MOTT: Mott 
 STON: Stoner 
 WADE: Wade 
 PHIL: Phillips 
 PECA: Pecan 
 LONE: Lone Oak 
 
 CORM:  Cormorant Cord-Impressed 
             UNSP:  Unspecified 
              INDE:  Indeterminate 
              CORM: Cormorant 
 
 EVNS:  Evansville Punctated 
                UNSP:  Unspecified 
                INDE:  Indeterminate 
                EVNS:  Evansville 
                BRAX:  Braxton 
                BRUS:  Brusly 
               LASA:  La Salle 
                RHIN:  Rhinehart 
                SHAR:  Sharkey 
              WILK:  Wilkinson 
              AMIT:  Amite 
 
 FIBE:  Fiber Tempered 
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 FORT:  Fortune Noded 
           UNSP: Unspecified 
            INDE:  Indeterminate 
          FORT:  Fortune 
 
  
 FREN:  French Fork Incised 
            UNSP:  Unspecified 
            INDE:  Indeterminate 
           FREN:  French Fork 
 IBER: lberville 
 LABO: Laborde 
 LARK: Larkin 
          MCNU: McNutt 
 WILZ: Wilzone 
 LAFA: Lafayette 
 BRAS: Brashear 
 
 GRAC:  Grace Brushed 
                       UNSP:  Unspecified 
             INDE:  Indeterminate 
           GRAC:  Grace 
 
 HARR:  Harrison Bayou Incised 
             UNSP:  Unspecified 
             INDE:  Indeterminate 
             HARR:  Harrison Bayou 
 
 HOLL:  Hollyknowe Ridge Pinched 
             UNSP:  Unspecified 
             INDE:  Indeterminate 
             HOLL:  Hollyknowe 
             PATM:  Patmos 
 
 HLWH:  Hollywood White 
            UNSP:  Unspecified 
            INDE:  Indeterminate 
          HLWH: Hollywood 
 
 INDI:  Indian Bay Stamped 
           UNSP:  Unspecified 
            INDE:  Indeterminate 
            INDI:  Indian Bay 
           CYPR:  Cypress Bayou 
           GAMM:  Gammon 
            SHAW:  Shaw 
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            SPEN:  Spencer Bayou 
 
 JAKE:  Jaketown Simple Stamped 
            UNSP:  Unspecified 
             INDE:  Indeterminate 
             JAKE:  Jaketown 
  SILV:  Silver Lake 
 
 KENN:  Kennett Plain 
             UNSP:  Unspecified  
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
             KENN:  Kennett 
 
 KIMM:  Kimmswick Fabric Impressed 
              UNSP:  Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
               KIMM:  Kimmswick 
 
 KINL:  Kinlock Simple Stamped 
              UNSP:  Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
              KINL:  Kinlock 
 
 LAKE:  Lake Borgne Incised 
              UNSP:  Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
               LAKE:  Lake Borgne 
              TENH:  Tenhut 
              CRSS:  Cross Bayou (12-28-98) 
 
 LAND:  Landon Red on Buff 
              UNSP:  Unspecified 
              INDE:  Indeterminate 
             LAND: Landon 
 LART:  Larto Red 
   UNSP:  Unspecified 
      INDE:  Indeterminate 
              
            LART:  Larto Red 
 LONG:  Long Lake 
     SLVR:  Silver Creek 
     CHIO:   Chicot 
 VAUG:  Vaughan 
 
            LEAU:  L’EAU NOIRE INCISED 
              UNSP:  Unspecified 
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              INDE:  Indeterminate 
              LEAU:  L'eau Noire 
              BOUR:  Bayou Bourbe 
  
 LELA: Leland Incised 
             UNSP:  Unspecified 
    INDE:  Indeterminate 
 LELA:  Leland 
 GOUL:  Bayou Goula 
           BLAN:  Blanchard 
 DABN:  Dabney 
           DEEP:  Deep Bayou 
           LAND:  Fatherland 
            FERR:  Ferris 
           NATC:  Natchez 
           BETH:  Bethlehem 
           RUSS:  Russell 
 WILL:  Williams 
 FOST:  Foster (See Brown 1985 [Natchez Bluffs] 296) 
 
            MABI: Mabin (6-30-99) 
                         UNSP: Unspecified 
                          JOBY: Joe’s Bayou 
 
 MADD:  Maddox Engraved 
                UNSP:  Unspecified 
                INDE:  Indeterminate 
               BAPT: Baptiste 
               EMER: Emerald 
                CITY:  Silver City 
 
 MAND:  Mandeville Stamped 
                UNSP:  Unspecified 
                INDE:  Indeterminate 
                MAND:  Mandeville 
 
 MANP:  Mandeville Plain  (12-2-98) 
               UNSP:  Unspecified 
              INDE:  Indeterminate 
               MANP:  Mandeville Plain 
    
 MARK:  Marksville Incised 
               UNSP:  Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
               MARK:  Marksville 
               GOOS:  Goose Lake 
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               LEIS:  Leist 
               SPAN:  Spanish Fork 
                STEE:  Steele Bayou 
               YOKE:  Yokena 
 
 MRKS:  Marksville Stamped 
              UNSP:  Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
               MRKS:  Marksville 
               ROUG:  Bayou Rouge 
               CROO:  Crooks 
              MANN:  Manny   
 NEWS:  Newsome 
 TROY:  Troyville 
  
 MATT:  Matthews Incised 
                UNSP: Unspecified 
               INDE: Indeterminate 
               MATT: Matthews 
               BECK: Beckwith 
               MANL: Manly 
 
 MAZI: Mazique Incised 
          UNSP:  Unspecified 
          INDE:  Indeterminate 
    MAZI:  Mazique 
              KING:  Kings Point 
              MANC:  Manchac 
              BACK:  Back Ridge 
              SWEE:  Sweet Bay 
              BRUL:  Bruly 
              BRSH:  Brashear 
 
     MEDO: Medora Incised 
               UNSP:  Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
             MEDO:  Medora 
 
   MISS: Mississippi Plain 
                UNSP:  Unspecified 
                INDE:  Indeterminate 
                           MISS:  Mississippi 
                           COKE:  Coker 
                              DEVI: Devil’s Bend 
                 FELD:  Mound Field 
                NADY:  Nady 
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                NEEL:  Neeley's Ferry 
                HONT:  Pocahontas 
                YAZO:  Yazoo 
 
   MOUN: Mound Place Incised 
                UNSP:  Unspecified 
   INDE:  Indeterminate 
                MOUN:  Mound Place 
                SAWB:  Chickasawba 
                FALS:  False River 
 
  MULB: Mulberry Creek Cord Marked 
                UNSP: Unspecified 
                INDE: Indeterminate 
               BLUE: Blue Lake 
               EDWA: Edwards 
               KORA: Korando 
                PORT: Porter Bayou 
               SMIT: Smith Creek 
 
  NASH: Nashville Negative Painted 
               UNSP: Unspecified 
                INDE: Indeterminate 
                           KINC: Kincaid 
                           SIKE: Sikeston 
 
 DENA: Nodena Red and White 
                 UNSP: Unspecified 
                  INDE: Indeterminate 
                 DENA: Nodena 
                 DOUG: Douglas 
                 DUMO: Dumond 
                 ELIS: Ellison 
 
  OBYA: O'Byam Incised 
                UNSP: Unspecified 
                  INDE: Indeterminate 
                 OBYA: O'Byam 
 
      OLDT: Old Town Red 
                 UNSP: Unspecified 
                  INDE: Indeterminate 
                 OLDT: Old Town 
                 BEAV: Beaverdam 
                GRAN: Grand Village 
                 PANT: Panther Creek 
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                  STFR: St. Francis 
                  SHAR: Sharbrough 
                OKIA: Cahokia 
                 REDR: Red Rock 
 
        ONEA: O'Neal Plain 
                 UNSP: Unspecified 
                  INDE: Indeterminate 
                NOTT: Nott 
 
           ORLE:  Orleans Punctated 
                UNSP: Unspecified 
                INDE: Indeterminate 
 ORLE: Orleans 
 
    OWEN: Owens Punctated 
                 UNSP: Unspecified 
                 INDE: Indeterminate 
                            OWEN: Owens 
                            MENA: Menard 
                  BELA: Beland City 
 POOR: Poor Joe 
                  WIDO: Widow Creek 
 
  PARK: Parkin Punctated 
                 UNSP: Unspecified 
                  INDE: Indeterminate 
                 PARK: Parkin 
                 CAST: Castile 
                 HARS: Harris 
                 DALE: Hollandale 
                 TRAN: Transylvania 
 
   PLAQ: Plaquemine Brushed 
                UNSP: Unspecified 
                 INDE: Indeterminate 
                              BLAC: Blackwater 
                  PLAQ: Plaquemine 
 
   POCA: Pocahontas Punctated 
                UNSP: Unspecified 
                 INDE: Indeterminate 
                  POCA: Pocahontas 
 
     PNTR: Ponchartrain Check Stamped 
                 UNSP: Unspecified 
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                 INDE: Indeterminate 
                 PNTR: Ponchartrain 
                 CRAW: Crawford Point 
                 FIRE: Fire Island 
                 LAMB: Lambert Ridge 
                 TABI: Tabiscania 
    TIGE: Tiger Island 
                            PACA: Pacaniere 
 
            POUN:  Pouncey Ridge Pinched 
                UNSP: Unspecified 
                 INDE: Indeterminate 
                            POUN: Pouncey 
                            PATO: Patosi 
 
            POWE: Powell Plain 
                UNSP: Unspecified 
                INDE: Indeterminate 
               POWE: Powell 
 
            QUAL: Qualaforma Red on White 
                UNSP: Unspecified 
                INDE: Indeterminate 
                QUAL: Qualaforma 
 
            RAME: Ramey Incised 
                UNSP: Unspecified 
                INDE: Indeterminate 
               RAME: Ramey 
 
 RHOD: Rhodes Incised 
                UNSP: Unspecified 
                INDE: Indeterminate 
               RHOD: Rhodes 
               HORN: Horn Lake 
 
   STGE: St. Genevieve Plain 
               UNSP:  Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
               STGE:  St. Genevieve 
 
   SALO: Salomon Brushed 
                UNSP:  Unspecified 
                INDE:  Indeterminate 
               SALO:  Salomon 
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  SANS: Sanson Incised 
                UNSP:  Unspecified 
                INDE:  Indeterminate 
               SANS:  Sanson 
 
   STJN: Saint John’s  (7-9-98) 
                         PLAN:  Plain 
                         INCI:  Incised 
 
  SHLL: Shellwood Cord Impressed 
                UNSP:  Unspecified 
                INDE:  Indeterminate 
                           SHLL:  Shellwood 
 
       TAMM:  Tammany Punctated 
                UNSP: Unspecified 
                 INDE: Indeterminate 
                TAMM: Tammany 
                 FISK: Fisk Bayou 
                           DUCK: Duckroost (6-19-98) 
                            RUTH: Ruth Canal  (10-15-98) 
                            LASL:  LaSalle  (12-2-98) 
                             BRIT: Brittany (7-13-98) 
                             DUTC: Dutchtown (7-13-98) 
 
         TCHE:  Tchefuncte Incised 
                 UNSP:  Unspecified 
                 INDE:  Indeterminate 
                 TCHE:  Tchefuncte 
                            BGOK:  Big Oak (7-13-98) 
 
        TCHP: Tchefuncte Plain 
                UNSP: Unspecified 
                INDE: Indeterminate 
                TCHP: Tchefuncte 
               SKYL: Sky Lake 
 
          TCHR: Tchefuncte Red 
                UNSP: Unspecified 
                 INDE: Indeterminate 
                 TCHR: Tchefuncte 
 
           TCHS: Tchefuncte Stamped 
                 UNSP: Unspecified 
                  INDE: Indeterminate 
                  TCHS: Tchefuncte 
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                  BRAK: Shell Brake 
                             VERM: Vermillon (7-8-98) 
 
 TIPE: Tippets Incised 
                 UNSP: Unspecified 
 TIPE: Tippets Incised (continued) 
   INDE: Indeterminate 
 TIPE: Tippets 
 
        TWIN: Twin Lakes Punctated 
                 UNSP: Unspecified 
                 INDE: Indeterminate 
                 TWIN: Twin Lakes 
                CROW: Crowder 
 
         TYRO: Tyronza Punctated 
                UNSP: Unspecified 
                 INDE: Indeterminate 
               TYRO: Tyronza 
 
          VARN:  Varney Red 
              UNSP: Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
              VARN: Varney 
 
       VERN:  Vernon Paul Applique 
              UNSP:  Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
               VERN:  Vernon Paul 
 
     WALL:  Wallace Incised 
              UNSP:  Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
              WALL:  Wallace 
 
           WALS:  Walls Engraved 
              UNSP:  Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
                          WALS:  Walls 
                          HULL:  Hull 
 
   WHEE:  Wheeler Check Stamped 
              UNSP:  Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
               RIVE:  Green River 
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           WICK: Wickliffe Thick 
             UNSP:  Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
              WICK:  Wickliffe 
 
           WINT:  Winterville Incised 
              UNSP:  Unspecified 
                INDE:  Indeterminate 
               WINT:  Winterville 
              ANGO:  Angola 
              BELZ:  Belzoni 
              BLUM:  Blum 
              RANC:  Ranch 
               RISI:  Rising Sun 
 
           WITH:  Withers Fabric Marked 
               UNSP:  Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
              WITH:  Withers 
             TWLA: Twin Lakes 
 
           WOOD: Woodville Zoned Red 
              UNSP:  Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
              WOOD:  Woodville 
 
       YATE: Yates Net Impressed 
              UNSP:  Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
              YATE:  Yates 
 
           GNSS:  Gainesville Simple Stamped 
              UNSP:  Unspecified 
               INDE:  Indeterminate 
 
          MORG:  Morgan Black and White 
               UNSP:  Unspecified 
              INDE:  Indeterminate 
                        MORG: Morgan 
 
III.  Type 
 LESS: Less than 1/2" 
  UPLN: Unidentified plain (if no grog at all) 
            USRF: Unidentified surface 
 URCT: Unidentified rectilinear incised 
            UCRV: Unidentified curvilinear incised 
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            UPUN: Unidentified punctate 
            UPIN: Unidentified punctate and incised 
            UREN: Unidentified rectilinear engraved 
 UIEN: Unidentified interior rectilinear engraved 
            USHL: Unidentified shell tempered (1-7-99) 
 COMB: Combintion-details in comments (8.22.95) 
 
V. Form 1 
 JA:  jar 
 BW:  bowl 
 BJ:  bowl/jar undecided (6-19-98) 
   BT:  bottle 
    PN:  pan 
    PL: plate, brimmed 
 PD: podel support (8-8-96) 
 BB:  brimmed bowl, plate, or vessel (4-21-98) 
 BK:  beaker 
  SP: spalled (6-8-98) 
 
VI.  Form II 
       RIM   
 RS: restricted  BR: brimmed (=unrestricted) 
 UN: unrestricted CO: corner point  
      (straight, if otherwise unmodified) SB:  scalloped brim (4.21.98) 
 CA: carinated 
       BASE    (7-2-99) 
            UB: UID  CU: curved 
            FL: flat      SQ: square, flat 
             
VII.  Rims I 
 EV: everted     NS: inslanting (8-4-98) 
  OU:  outslanting    SS: scalloped straight (7.2.99) 
  ST: straight     BI: beveled to interior (1-15-99)  
  EX: extruded     BE: beveled to exterior (6-11-98) 
  IN: incurved (7-14-98)   SE:  scalloped, everted (6-11-98) 
  SL: slightly incurved (2.15.96)  SN: straight neck 
  SI:  slightly outcurved (6-23-98) 
   
VIII.  Rims II 
 TH: thickened (folded or applied)  NO: notched (8-4-98) 
 FO: folded UB: unidentified base 
 SU: smoothed under rim (noticeable   LU: lug (Joffrian) 
      thinning ~ 1 finger wide) (6-11-98) RL: rolled (8.10.95) 
 TI:  thinned (note: scalloped, or beveled  AP: appliqué 
      to interior)  
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IX.  Rims III 
 LG: lip gone (disc 7.2.99)   RO: rounded 
 RT: rounded and ticked (7-9-98)  FL: flattened 
 FP: flattened and punctated (8-10-98) IP: incised and punctated (4-12-99) 
 
X. Temper 
 SN:  sand tempered    GS:  grog and sand tempered (8.21.95) 
  SH: shell tempered    GR: grog tempered 
  SS: sand and shell tempered   GT: grit tempered (>10 on micrometer) 
  LS: shell and sand tempered   GG: grit and grog tempered     
  OT: other paste inclusion   GD: grit and sand tempered (6-8-98) 
  MI: mica (6-19-19)      SP: sponge spicules (6-19-98) 
  WI: white inclusions not reactive   FT: fiber tempered (5-19-99) 
       to HCl (6-19-98)    NO: no temper 
 
XI.  C1 
 BI:  burnished interior   IU:  incised under rim 
 BE:  burnished exterior   SD:  stab and drag under rim 
 IE:  burnished interior and exterior  SM:  smoothed under rim 
 IR:  interior red filmed   RI:  incised on rim (10-15-98) 
 ER:  exterior red filmed   LR:  lip red filmed (8.15.95) 
 RF:  interior and exterior red filmed  RB:  rim burnished (8.22.95) 
 RD:  rim base defined but not 
      incised (8.24.95) 
   
XII.  C2 
 DR: drilled hole    RN: burned 
 ER:  eroded     RG: rim base gone 
            LE:  leached                           CL: calcined-white 
      SO: sooted                 SP: spalled-air bubble pop during firing 
 OI:  other impressions (grass, leaves,        (6.8.98) 
      fingerprints, etc., specified) 
 
 
MATERIAL=OTHER CLAY (CLAY) 
 
II. Class 
 BRCK: Brick 
 SNCL: Loosely cemented sand and clay (orange) 
            HSCL: hardened sandy clay (tan) 
            NEST: mud daubes nest (8.22.95) 
            DAUB: clay w/ wattle impressions (8.22.95) 
 FCLY: fired clay (unworked) 
            COIL: pottery coil 
            UNWV: unfired worked vessel (7-2-99) 
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MATERIAL=METAL (METL) 
 
II. Class 
 IRON: Iron-includes nails   BRSS: Brass 
 STLE: Steel     COPP: Copper 
 LEAD: Lead 
 
III. Type 
 Nail: nail 
 
 
MATERIAL=WOOD (WOOD) 
 
II. Class 
 RCSA: radiocarbon sample   FSSA: fine screen (at least 16" screen)  
 OCRS: oxydizable carbon ratio sample SSAM: also SOIL: soil sample          
 WDCH: wood charcoal        (unscreened) 
 
 
MATERIAL=BOTANICAL (BTNC) 
 
II. Class 
 NUTT: ? 
 
III. Type 
 PECN: pecan 
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VITA 
 
 The author was born in Chicago, Illinois and was raised in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 
Although the author is primarily interested in archaeology, the end goal of his work is to explain 
something of how as living breathing entities we relate to the world and the people within it. His 
interests include spatial organization, settlement patterning, social organization and political 
economy of both past and present societies. The author feels strongly about the rapidly 
disappearing coastal regions of Louisiana and encourages others with interest to become 
involved. 
